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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the development o f Canadian sound recording with an emphasis on the 

technology available and used for recording rock music. This examination focuses, in particular, 

on the recording methodologies and the evolution of the 'project studio' in northern Ontario. A 

history of sound recording and the technologies developed within the 'production,' 'project' and 

'home recording' studios provides context for this examination. The effectiveness o f the project 

studio in northern Ontario is analyzed by exploring the project studio o f Timmins engineer and 

project studio owner, Greg Vintar.
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named Steve Clermont.
Clermont inspired me 
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push m yself further as a 
musician and individual.
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me to Greg Vintar. Vintar 
was always willing to take 
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schedule to repair my 
broken equipment and to 
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fascinated, not only by the 
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equipment, but by Vintar’s 
knowledge o f  the music 
industry itself. Vintar and I 
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a mentor early in my musical life and continues to be today.

As a member o f  the rock group S ton e’s Throw, I was introduced to James Mongeon, an engineer and 
production company owner. Mongeon became a key member o f  our touring band acting as our sound tech and tour 
manager. Mongeon is a knowledgeable individual and has given me insightful information regarding the recording 
business and digital technology.

I would like to thank the following professors for making my learning experience at Carleton University so 
fulfilling: Elaine Keillor, Bryan Gillingham, Allan Ryan, Deirdre Piper and Stephen Rollins. The following 
musicians and teachers have been my friends and helped me out whether in basement bands or professional studios: 
Barry Promane, Dean Grenville, Greg Vintar, James Mongeon, Shaun Brown, Steve Clermont, Ron Spadafore and 
Philip Candelaria.
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I NT'R.O'D W.C-TI O  N
CHANGING TECHNGLDGY AND THE RISE DF THE CANADIAN

R d c k  R e c o r d in g  In d u s t r y

How has the Canadian rock recording industry evolved? What technologies have 

been used to create modem sound recording? As new technologies evolved, were 

all of these technologies available in all of the regions of Canada, or did the remoteness of certain 

areas limit their accessibility to technology? How did these new technologies impact musicians, 

and how did technological limitations affect the sound from a given region? Academia has failed 

to thoroughly answer these questions as they relate to the evolution of the Canadian recording 

industry. This thesis will examine the development o f Canadian recording with an emphasis on 

the technology available and used. The focus of this examination in particular will be limited to 

recording methodologies and the evolution of the project studio in northern Ontario. Although 

this thesis will be limited to a certain region of Canada, the situation researched will be 

considered as part o f a broader phenomenon.

Where would the contemporary music industry be without audio recording? It is safe to 

say that the music industry as we know it today would entail something very different had not the 

advent and progression of sound recording continually shaped and defined the musical 

potentiality o f recording artists. Cultural and regional identity, creativity, performativity and 

performance rituals, political economy, race, gender, and iconicity, are a gambit of intertwined 

factors, all o f which mediate the representation o f visual and sonic artifacts, which are endorsed 

by dissemination. These foundational concepts forgather the contemporary framework of the
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recording industry as we know it, which is reinforced and harbored by the practice of recording. 

To this end, audio recording is essential for the promotion and distribution of an artist, whereby 

rock and popular musicians are promoted internationally through the offices of the media. It can 

be argued that without the distribution of sound recording, twentieth century artists would have 

been limited to a small fan base that only could be accumulated through live performance. I 

would argue that a recorded product enables the listener to re-live the live performance at their 

own leisure. International recognition has come into being with the innovation o f play-back 

devices, including home/car stereos, and personal media devices (MP3 players, walk-mans, disc- 

mans).

Due to Canada’s geographic diversity, Canadians have been forced to use innovative 

methods of recording in order to disseminate recorded goods. Many vibrant studios exist in 

isolated northern regions of Canada. Throughout the 1970s, Canadian musicians and engineers 

from isolated regions, began establishing small “project studios” out of necessity . Professional 

studios have existed in Canada since the rise of sound recording, yet they have not been available 

to amateur musicians, or artists in thinly populated areas. Following the CanCon regulations 

implemented in 1970 (discussed below), Canadian musicians from all over the country were 

eager to record compositions and enter the Canadian recording market.

Through my own personal experiences growing up in a northern isolated region I have 

become familiar with many musicians, engineers and studios. By experiencing and analyzing the 

recording process in that area, I have distinguished between three forms of recording studios

-5-
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which exist in Canada, the home studio, the project studio and the production studio.

The home studio generally consists of a small digital setup, including a home computer 

and mixing console in the home of the musician. This studio is used for recording demos and 

documenting rehearsals. The project studio is more professional than home recording and uses 

higher fidelity recording equipment. The engineer is often the owner o f the project studio. 

Home and project studios are beneficial to musicians who live in isolated areas o f Canada, and 

who cannot afford or access production studios. Production studios are the highest quality and 

most costly studios. They cater to professional musicians and produce the highest fidelity of 

sound possible.

The existent literature in the field of Canadian sound recording does not adequately 

describe the recording situation that I have experienced in northern Ontario. Authors such as 

Hawkins (2002) and Greenwald (1992) have documented important elements o f home recording 

and technology by writing texts in the form of how-to manuals. Hawkins describes such things 

as computer systems, digital audio sequencing, plug-ins, virtual instruments and midi 

technologies. Greenwald elaborates on the amalgamation of digital and analogue technologies, 

and their respective roles within modern home recording. Although these authors provide basic 

information on how to record and set up a home studio, they do not address the benefits of home 

recording in isolated regions. Home recording has become vital in the promotion and 

dissemination o f recorded goods for amateur and professional Canadian rock musicians, 

specifically for those in the north.

- 6 -
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Rather than focusing on specific recording practices, Edward B. Moogk’s Roll back the 

years: history o f  Canadian recorded sound and its legacy ; genesis to 1930 (1975), provides a 

list of Canadian recording artists and recordings from the beginning of sound recording to 1930. 

This is the only piece o f Canadian literature that thoroughly documents Canadian recordings and 

recording artists. Unfortunately this work is limiting because it only documents the Canadian 

recording scene until 1930. Therefore, this work does not focus on rock music or the 

technologies used in its recording process.

The work o f Paul Theberge is relevant to this discussion as he discusses changing 

technologies. Theberge’s Any Sound You Can Image (1997), is an innovative and informative 

piece of literature that describes the making of music and the consumption of technology. 

Theberge divides his work into three sections. Part One describes the design and production of 

the musical instrument industry, while Part Two analyzes forms of mediation, including 

magazines, networks and user groups. Part Three, titled Technology and Musical Practice, in 

particular relates to this thesis. Although Theberge describes the broad social and historical 

perspective o f the music industry by documenting the ever changing state o f recording 

technology and how technology actually affects the sound, he does not dissect the different forms 

o f studios. Accordingly his work does not deal specifically with the recording situation as it 

exists in Canada nor does he discuss the implications for acquiring and using recording 

technologies in isolated regions.

-7-
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In his Popular Music in Theory (1996), music theorist, Keith Negas, examines the social 

and cultural implications of popular music rather than dealing with specific recording 

methodologies. Negas explores elements that link the music industry, audiences, producers and 

consumers. Negas describes the social processes o f popular culture that intervene between and 

across the production/consumption divide. He further examines the methodologies used to 

mediate popular music through a series of technological, historical, cultural and political factors. 

Elsewhere, Negas investigates the effects of corporate cultures on popular music in his work 

Music Genres and Corporate Cultures (1999). Throughout this work Negas reveals how the 

creation, consumption and circulation of popular music have shaped record companies.

Although Negas’ work is based highly on cultural and theoretical studies, he is able to 

dissect popular culture and question modes o f consumption, and the effectiveness of record 

labels. Like Theberge, Negas’ work fails to document the effects of recording practices on 

specific regions and cultures.

In H. Stith Bennett’s article, “Going down the Pub” (1997), which appeared in the journal 

Popular Music, the author describes how local cultures are reflected in live performance in pubs. 

Bennett is aware of the importance of regionalism in rock music; he states: “at the local level... 

both musicians and audiences become attuned to the commonality of social experience that 

bonds them together, this is in turn playing a decisive role in framing the politics of performance 

and reception” (Bennett 1997, 99). This aspect o f commonality is evident within regional sound 

pockets across Canada. In this thesis I will relate Bennett’s framework of regional experience to
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elements of sound recording.

To my knowledge, historical literature describing major Canadian production studios 

does not exist. There has not been an attempt to analyze Canadian recordings through 

technology used by a particular type o f studio or producer. Literature in the field of Canadian 

recording is scarce and does not adequately document the situation in the northern regions of 

Canada. Furthermore, to my knowledge, no author has distinguished between studio technology 

in the way that I present here. In works by such authors as Theberge and Negas, recording 

studios have been categorized as either home or professional studios. In my investigations, 

engineers and active members of the Canadian recording industry readily identify professional 

studios as production studios while stating that “project studios” (which academia has failed to 

address) are perhaps the most important studios in Canada. The project studio has been pivotal 

to musicians who wish to record and promote their music from isolated regions of Canada.' In 

order to understand the rise of the project studio and Canadian sound recording, one must 

understand the CRTC and CanCon quotas.

C A N C O N  AND THE CRTC

In the years prior to 1970, Canadian rock musicians were growing increasingly frustrated 

with the lack o f support from Canadian cultural industries. The financial instability of the music 

business, coupled with generally poor promotion, led musicians such as Neil Young to relocate

'Through personal communications, Timmins’ musicians including Rick Savard, Dax 
Chenier, Dean Grenville, James Mongeon and Greg Vintar expressed the belief that the project 
studio is essential for the dissemination of recorded goods in an isolated region.
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to the United States. According to Yorke, popular music in Canada “simply did not exist” 

(Yorke 1971, 1). The Canadian rock scene was highly dominated by American values and 

performers.2 By the late 1960s, “the government was pressured to become directly involved in 

the cultural industries in order to consistently follow through with the efforts to build a strong 

national identity whilst protecting Canada from mass absorption into the American popular 

culture” (Moore 2002, 43). Because o f demands for independence within the arts, in January of 

1970, Canada’s federal government created the Canadian Radio-Television and 

Telecommunication Commission (CRTC). In the following year, the CRTC, chaired by Pierre 

Juneau, implemented legislation declaring that radio stations must have “thirty per cent of 

Canadian content on AM radio” (Keillor 2002, 282). The CRTC’s new quota system increased 

distribution and demand for Canadian rock music.3

By the early 1970s the Canadian music and recording industry were beginning to take 

shape.4 Moore notes that “there was a scramble to build Canadian record companies and to sign 

new Canadian artists in order to have Canadian music to actually play on the radio stations” 

(Moore 2002, 46). Over the next several years, this increasing demand for musicians led to a 

booming recording industry. Established record labels began seeking musicians, and, to meet the

2Bernie Finkelstein, creator of True North Records describes the Canadian music business 
in the 1970s: “I never heard the words ‘Canadian music business’ together until the middle 
[19]70s. There was no Canadian music business” (Wagner 2006).

3For additional information regarding the CanCon policy see Heritage Canada’s website 
at http://www.pch.gc.ca/progs/ac-ca/pubs/can-con/can_con.html.

4Groups such as The Band, April Wine, Triumph, Helix and Heart grew in popularity 
following the introduction of the CanCon regulations. Throughout the 1970s and ‘80s, these 
artists produced several hits and were promoted on Canadian airwaves.
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demand, studio owners began investing in new facilities and state-of-the-art technologies in order 

to make the recordings required. To properly understand the rise of sound recording within the 

rock genre, one must understand Canadian national identity as reflected within the rock genre.

C A N A D IA N  NATIO NAL IDENTITY AND R O C K  M USIC

Within Canada, numerous cultural groups affirm Canada’s multicultural construction and

identity. Since Canada celebrates cultural diversity in so many ways, it becomes difficult to track

multiculturalism through popular music. Because Canadian painters5 and classical musicians6

have both constructed works inspired by the mythologies that help define Canadian life, it can be

said that a national identity does in some way exist. As Schafer notes:

What makes the arts such an integral part of the Canadian experience is the fact that 
Canadian artists express their feelings, thoughts, perceptions and beliefs about a variety 
o f matters relevant to the country and its citizenry in profound and often moving ways.
As such, they create the images, symbols, similes and metaphors which are indispensable 
to forming an impression of who we are as Canadians, why we act the way we do, and 
what Canadian culture is really all about (Schafer 1988, 6).

I often question; what is Canadian about Canadian culture? It would appear that even 

within more traditional art forms in Canada, multiculturalism is overshadowed by mythologies

5 In 1920, J.E.H. MacDonald formed the Group o f  Seven, along with Lawren Harris, A.Y. 
Jackson, Arthur Lismer, Franklin Carmichael, F.H. Varley and Frank Johnston. They “were 
painters bitten by the Canadian north who, for the first time, took on the task of painting the great 
power, scenery and spirit o f their land” (Tom Thompson Memorial Art Gallery 2006).

6R. Murray Schafer is known as a composer o f “environmental music.” Schafer’s Music 
for Wilderness Lake, was performed using twelve trombonists positioned around the shores o f an 
unpopulated lake. This was done in order to play meditative music across the water to one 
another at two specific times of day; dusk and dawn. Schafer was positioned in a raft in the 
middle o f the lake in order to conduct the piece (Rothenberg 1995, 150-163).
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such as the great white north, or the tranquility of nature. One reason might be that contemporary 

Canadian experience in all its diversity, is a subject that is far too difficult and abstract to create 

art forms around; the result is often a sketchy notion o f what constitutes Canadian identity. The 

Canadian music industry is a case in point.

One aspect that needs to be examined is the timbral quality found in Canadian rock 

music. Does a Canadian rock sound exist? This is difficult to answer because a variety of 

factors impact on what constitutes Canadian rock and what key characteristics can be attributed 

to its sound. Many Canadian musicians and consumers wholeheartedly believe that a Canadian 

sound in rock music is apparent.7 They believe that space is the key element which denotes 

Canadian rock music; space, in terms of musical arrangements and space in terms of 

orchestration and harmonic complexity.8

Others feel that Canadian rock music has other traits which define it as being Canadian. 

Characteristics pertaining to lyrics that portray Canadian life make the music Canadian. 

Furthermore, some believe that specific recording studios within Canada create a unique sound.

7 The Tragically Hip, who “have spent many years at the top of the Canadian music scene 
while remaining virtually unknown in the States” possess a ‘Canadian like’ sound (Plastic 2006). 
This may be due to their limited use o f studio technologies, simplistic compositions and 
depiction of Canadian stories in their lyrics.

8Bruce Cockburn attempts to articulate the Canadian sound by stating: “I think a lot of the 
songs that are being written are distinctively, if  not obviously Canadian... I think it has 
something to do with space that isn’t in American music... Maybe it has to do with Canadians 
being more involved with the space around them rather than trying to fill it up as Americans do” 
(Keillor 2002, 284-285).
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This is controversial because the technology responsible for creating a specific sound in a 

recording studio may be available internationally. This thesis will examine whether the manner 

in which Canadian studios operates through the use of project studios and home recording is 

unique. This in turn could have an impact on the resultant sound.

Even if  a song or a band portrays ‘Canadian’ traits it does not solve the problem of

expressing nationalism through music. Writers who make strong claims that a Canadian national

sound does exist often fail to consider that within the vastness of the Canadian mosaic, there

exist multiple cultures and multiple geographical circumstances which impact on musical

production and which inevitably are lost when generalizations are made. Geddy Lee, the lead

singer and bassist for the Canadian rock band, Rush states:

You know, I talk to a lot o f people who talk about the Canadian sound and talk about us 
[Rush] as part of it. Having come from it myself, I really can’t see what the Canadian 
sound is and I’m not sure if there really is one. In England, people are surprised that we 
are Canadian because there is a feeling there that if  you’re a Canadian you’re a folk 
singer. The country has quite a folk image. Internationally, we are also looked at as a 
little different for a Canadian group because we have a little bit o f flash in our show and 
we are very heavy-metal, and up-tempo. It’s really surprising that a lot o f people think of 
Canada as husky lumberjacks (Melhuish 1983, 160).

The ambiguous image of Canada and Canadian rock abroad, can be linked to the 

vagueness in rock’s definitions within Canada. For me, regionality is the key component in 

understanding how Canadian identity operates within the rock genre. I use ‘regionality’ as a term 

which reflects musical happenings that relate to cultural, political and economic activities within 

a given region. The size o f these regions varies, fragmenting the interpretation o f the term rock 

itself. I don’t believe that a national sound exists, however, I do believe that regional
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characteristics within rock and other genres of music create regional specificity within Canadian

borders.

Putting the music aside for a moment, one must examine national identity through the 

eyes o f the musicians themselves. When Canadian composers of rock music sit down to write a 

piece of music, do they believe that they are creating a Canadian sound, or composing in a 

Canadian way?9 This question becomes problematic because composition is a personal thing, 

and rock music has no fixed creative method. While some people say ‘Canadianess’ is apparent 

in their music, others reject the idea entirely.

As a Canadian musician from northern Ontario, I feel that some musical subtleties are 

present within regions in Canada. Musicians are influenced by their surroundings in terms of 

performance and recording practices. From an early age I was inspired by a vast guitar sound 

created by multitrack recording. By listening to Canadian groups such as April Wine and seeing 

them in person, I was strongly influenced by their compositional abilities and their use of 

multitrack recording.10 In terms of nationalism, the next question I would propose is one that 

relates to its importance within the rock sphere. In popular music, should it even matter if  a

9Through personal communications, members o f April Wine and Honeymoon Suite, have 
explained that they do not compose rock music with ‘Canadian’ traits in mind. Rather, they 
compose music about a situation which may or may not relate to their homeland.

l0The members of April Wine are recognized for their use of multitracked guitar 
harmonies. This method of recording was largely responsible for the success of their 1975 
release, The Whole World’s Going Crazy. This was the first Canadian album to sell over 
1,000,000 copies (platinum) (Jackson 1994, 28).
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Canadian sound exists? Neil Peart, the drummer and lyricist for the internationally acclaimed 

group, Rush, says:

The more I learn about the world, the less nationalistic I become. I really want to get one 
of those Citizen of the World flags like they use on boats and hang it over my house. I’m 
very, very tired of nationalism, I must admit. As far as musicians go, I have aspirations 
for musicians in general. The doors are open in Canada now. There’s no reason anymore 
for excuses that Canadians can’t make it unless they go to the States. There is real 
individuality in Canada, but not where people look for it. It’s there; it’s always been 
there-in the Laurentians, in the Prairies, out in Vancouver - but you have to get out there 
and find it. Nothing will stop true originality and no amount of flag waving can 
accentuate it (Melhuish 1983, 164).

Peart seems to claim that Canadian musicians have endless opportunities if they possess 

originality and creativity. While these qualities are the main selling features of Rush, the 

undeniable reality is that many Canadian popular musicians, like other musicians around the 

world, do not strive to be innovators; they simply wish to play music as a profession. Perhaps the 

degree o f creativity reflected in the music of Rush qualifies them as original, yet as Peart notes, 

that does not mean that their particular sound is in fact Canadian in nature. Timbrally, it does not 

resemble any other rock style in Canada, but it certainly does not depict the ‘Canadian way.’

Aside from strict musical analysis, one might examine lyrics as another form of 

expression in terms of Canadian identity. I would suggest that a small number o f Canadian rock 

bands have adopted Canadian life as a basis for thematic material in their songs. Are bands such 

as the Guess Who, April Wine and the Tragically Hip successful in depicting Canada as a nation 

within their lyrics? I would argue that most o f these bands touch upon mythological notions of 

Canadian life rather than expressing the diversity that exists within this country today.
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A historic point, 1967, the year of the centennial in Canada, opened a new wave of 

nationalism that spread across the country. Bands such as the Guess Who embraced 

representations of nationalism in their music as a means of selling themselves. In doing so, they 

profited enormously within Canada, since not many rock bands had previously attempted to 

speak o f Canada in their songs, because they found it restricted their attempts to break into 

international markets. At the time, a lot of Canadian rock music was modeled in some way 

around American rock, but a few bands like the Guess Who went against this practice, in an 

effort to showcase Canada, and win over Canadian audiences.

The Guess Who promoted Canadian national identity as their selling feature. By 

creatively packaging their song entitled “American Woman,” and sending it to American radio 

stations without telling anyone that they were a Canadian band, they were able to obtain exposure 

in the US which then spilled into other areas of the world (Einarson 1995). The result was one 

that was surprising, as American disk jockeys started spinning the tune assuming that it was by 

an American band. Once the song was a hit, they discovered that it was by a Canadian band, and 

that the song was in fact an attack on the American way of life." Following this stroke of luck, 

the band continued to push their ‘Canadianess’ and promoted themselves as a purely Canadian

1 'The lyrics for American Woman were inspired by live performances where Cummings 
would look out at an audience of mainly Canadian women and find himself preferring their 
appearance to that of American women encountered on an international tour. Furthermore, the 
lyrics were “a scathing commentary on America's imperialistic attitude at the time of the Vietnam 
War” (Song Facts 2006).
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nationalist band.12 As Einarson described:

Rather than denying their identity or submerging it into some North American 
counterculture pseudo-hip image, the Guess Who openly championed their Canuck- 
identity. They were the nerds of rock music, those strange Canadians with the smiling 
beaver logo set in an enormous red and white maple leaf flag, chuckling all the way to the 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (Einarson 1995, 10).

In post-centennial Canada, efforts were put forth by various Canadian artists, moreso 

lyrically than musically, to depict life in Canada and its happenings. Einarson confirms this, 

saying:

Suddenly, Canadian was cool. American kids dusted off their school atlases to search for 
such strangely exotic locales as ‘Red Deer, Terrace and Medicine Hat’ from “Running 
Back to Saskatoon.” Expatriates like Winnipegger Neil Young turned from singing about 
‘Four dead in Ohio’ to ‘There is a town in North Ontario,’ and Robbie Robertson moved 
his colorful canvas of historical images o f post Civil War Dixie to the seventeenth- 
century French Canadian community of Acadia (Einarson 1995, 11).

The success o f certain rockers using Canadian texts further stimulated the Canadian 

recording industry. Following the quotas set in place by the CRTC, musicians began to realize 

that they could become successful artists without leaving their homeland. By the early 1970s, 

musicians were scrambling to record their compositions in the hopes o f attracting the attention of 

major record labels.

Wanting to get into this action, musicians from northern regions of Canada, specifically

12 After making recordings in Canada and having them accepted abroad, the realities o f the 
megamusic business, insofar as distribution, studios and finance were concerned, meant that 
Canadian rock musicians often had to make the decision to relocate to the United States. Burton 
Cummings from The Guess Who is a Canadian musician who still expresses his “Canadianness” 
in his music, yet resides in Eos Angeles (King 2006).
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northern Ontario, were faced with unique challenges due to their geographic location. In the 

early 1970s, musicians from this area were eager to record, yet limited in terms of access to 

recording facilities. The nearest professional or production studios were more than 800 

kilometers away in Toronto.13 Travel and studio costs were prohibitive. Because of the lack of 

facilities, northern musicians and technicians who had a passion for music, collaborated to create 

the “project studio”. Project studios generally catered to amateur or semi-professional musicians 

who could not afford production studios, yet desired high-fidelity recorded products. Therefore, 

the project studio evolved out of necessity for the musician. Homes or office buildings were 

converted into project studios that were filled with scrounged materials and recording 

equipment.14

Because many northern communities are isolated to begin with, project studios were 

crucial to the development of the Canadian recording scene. Prior to the advent of the project 

studio, cash-strapped musicians were unable to record in professional surroundings. Professional 

production studios were too expensive for the average musician unless they were supported by a 

major label. Production studios, such as, those operated by the Canadian Broadcast Corporation

13As an amateur musician living in Timmins it was difficult to record at the professional 
level. Until the advent of “the project studio, specifically Greg’s, [Greg Vintar] we [in Timmins] 
did not have access to any good studios. If  we wanted to record at Metalworks [Toronto], we 
would have to pay high hourly rates, hotels, food and fuel. It simply was not worth it” (Grenville 
2006).

14After speaking with several engineers active in the 1970s, I began to realize the 
importance o f the project studio for amateur musicians, especially in isolated northern regions. 
Project studios could be found in various isolated areas across Canada. These studios are not well 
documented, because they generally exist in private homes.
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(CBC) were generally reserved and booked solely by high paying record labels such as RCA and 

Universal Records.

Prior to the evolution of the project studio in the 1970s, musicians often left Canada to 

record a demo or full length album.15 However, following the introduction of the CanCon 

regulations, engineers, such as Greg Vintar o f Timmins, Ontario, and Rob Jardine of Thunder 

Bay, Ontario were encouraged by the demand for Canadian recording products and thus created 

project studios.16 Vintar’s first project studio, called Ice House, was located in Stratford,

Ontario, and housed in a building that used be an ice house. Here, Vintar “would record and 

rehearse material that was to later be performed at the Stratford Music Festival” (Vintar 2006).

Rob Jardine, a technician and project studio owner, was similarly affected by the CanCon 

regulations. Jardine, a sound tech for Thunder Sound and Lighting and tech for the Thunder Bay 

Community Auditorium, became affiliated with the CBC in the early 1970s. Because of the 

CBC’s continual need to upgrade their recording facilities, technicians such as Jardine were able 

to purchase used equipment and start their own project studios. The roles and benefits of the

l5Bobby Curtola, a Thunder Bay native, was not able to gain access to a professional 
studio, nor make the connections to sign with a major record label, therefore he formed his own 
label named Tartan Records.

16Not only were studios created due to rising technology and CanCon quotas, but pioneers 
such as Bemie Finkelstein, virtually created independent music. In 1969, “when Finkelstein 
hatched the idea of True North Records... There were exactly none [independent record labels]” 
(Wagner 2006). Since then, Finkelstein's label has released “more than 400 albums, racking up 
39 gold and platinum records and 38 Juno Awards” (Wagner 2006).
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project studio will be discussed throughout this thesis.

THE N A TU R E O F A NATIONAL SOUND IF IT EXISTS IN RO CK  M USIC

In this section, I have raised controversial matters surrounding the expression of Canadian 

identity in rock music. I am aware that some may disagree with my views From a purely 

timbral perspective, a national Canadian rock sound does not exist within the confines of rock 

music, but I suggest that regional soundmarks do exist which give regional particularity to 

Canadian music. This may include characteristic compositional methods, instrumentation and 

orchestration, originating from a given area in Canada. In turn, these characteristics are all 

influenced by what technology is available and how musicians in that area have heard the 

technology being used.

It is important to understand the Canadian rock scene in the 1970s and its social 

dimensions to properly comprehend the changing role of sound recording in Canada. The CRTC 

and CanCon regulations sparked a demand for rock musicians, technology, studios and record 

labels.17 The increasing number of Canadian rock musicians inspired technicians and musicians 

to create project studios, and encouraged production studios to experiment and invest in new

'Controversially, some artists, including Edmonton rockers, Retrograde, feel that the 
CanCon regulations hurt Canadian artists. Retrograde’s drummer, Ben Hulse says that “the 
content mandate [CanCon] is not helping up-and-coming Canadian artists anymore... With so 
many internationally successful Canadian rock bands out there now, it actually makes it harder 
for independent bands like us to get radio play. We’re all competing for the same spots, so with 
people like Theory of a Deadman and Nickelback eating up the airwaves, there’s not a lot of 
room for independent hard rock bands like us (Moroz 2006).
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state-of-the-art technologies in order to compete with the American market.

M Y R O LE IN THE M USIC INDUSTRY

Because nothing has been written on the recording industry as such in northern Ontario, 

this thesis largely draws on my own experiences and information obtained through interviews 

with musicians and engineers from that area.. I have been fascinated by the music industry for a 

long time. At the age of eleven I began formal musical training on the electric guitar. A year 

later I began performing in the local schools of Timmins, Ontario, with an amateur rock group. 

Shortly thereafter, I was drawn to the world o f popular music when my brother and I established 

the power rock trio Midnight.18 The success o f this group led to a sizable tour (The Reality 

Tour), which was sponsored by the Ontario Provincial Police. The tour, through the use of video 

and live musical performance raised awareness of the dangers of substance abuse.

As a teenager, I became interested in classical guitar and theory, which prompted me to 

study classical guitar with world renowned guitarist and professor Philip Candelaria. He inspired 

me as a performer and recording artist, and influenced my evolving musical philosophy. At this 

point in my life, both classical and popular music captured my interest and constituted my 

musical landscape. I was convinced that recording was an essential element in all genres of 

music. By the age of fifteen, I became interested in the processes of digital recording. Because 

of limited financial resources combined with the isolation of Timmins, I decided that home

l8Midnight included, Barry Promane - lead vocals, keyboards and bass Dave Promane - 
lead guitar, backing vocals - and Joel Helin - drums -. This group performed both cover songs 
and original material in Timmins pubs and regional high schools.
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recording was the only practical option for our band, Midnight. We began experimenting with 

digital software in our basement, and soon after, in 1994, released our first single, entitled “In 

The Sky.”19

At the age o f nineteen, I enrolled in the Bachelor of Music program at Carleton 

University in Ottawa. While pursuing a Bachelor o f Music degree, I spent eight months of the 

year as a classical musician studying with Stephen Rollins, while my summers were spent touring 

the country as a rock musician. For four years, I toured with the group, Stone’s Throw. Over the 

course o f these tours, I accumulated a wealth of knowledge of music industry standards, technical 

assiduousness, and social engagement. Musically, I shared the stage and toured along side 

various Canadian performers, among them, April Wine, Kim Mitchell, Sass Jordan, Floneymoon 

Suite and Jeff Healey. Following several personnel changes, Stone’s Throw regrouped under the 

name, Promane, and in 2004 recorded a full length album at Pebble Studios in Ottawa. The 

completion o f this album led to an extensive cross-country tour sponsored by Molson Canadian. 

The tour consisted of thirty-six shows commencing in Ottawa and concluding in Whitehorse, 

Yukon.

My interest in sound recording and the methodologies that constitute its makeup was 

spawned through practical engagement within the industry in conjunction with academic study. I 

had the opportunity to work at Pebble Studios as a Practicum placement in connection with my

wIn the Sky was recorded using digital software, Sound Audio Workshop (SAW). The 
computer operating SAW was connected to a 24-channel Peavey mixing console.
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studies at Carleton University. There, I experienced the world of recording first-hand. Following 

this experience, I began researching theoretical and practical concepts for examining the 

Canadian recording industry. After years of experiencing the music industry, I wanted to 

examine it in some detail by applying practical models.

At times this thesis becomes technosyncratic due to the nature of my research findings. I 

have chosen only the innovations and methodologies that I feel best describe the evolution of 

recording technology. It is impossible to mention every device used in recording technology or 

studio methodology in a work of this length.

The Canadian recording industry is comprised of a complex web of technologies and 

organizations which include: the media, equipment or gear, consumers, audiences, the Internet, 

studio personnel, and o f course, the musicians. Over the past four decades, the academic 

literature has seldom kept pace with the transformations taking place within the Canadian 

recording industry, simply because of the rapid rate in changing technology that denotes the 

contemporary scene. This is an ongoing problem because of the need for contemporary 

information on this developing field within cultural studies, Canadian studies, sociology and 

music. Academia has frequently failed to document the recording industry within a specific 

genre o f music. This thesis examines technologies used within Canadian rock music. Studio 

technologies and recording methodologies used within rock music are often shared with other 

genres of music, but the rock genre is distinct in regards to instrumentation and specific 

recording practices. These will be discussed throughout this thesis. Rather than focusing on one
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specific element within the Canadian recording industry, I have chosen in this thesis to paint a 

picture o f the entire Canadian rock recording industry as reflected in specific recording 

techniques, studios, and technologies.

The thesis is divided into five chapters to describe the evolution of the recording industry 

and its effects on rock musicians and their audiences. Chapter One provides a general outline of 

various technologies that account for monumental points o f transformation in the rise o f sound 

recording from initial experimentation to modem digital practices. This outline serves as a guide 

for the reader to understand epochs, key figures, and rhetoric.

Throughout Chapter Two, project and production studios are compared by exploring the 

contrasting technologies and methodologies used within each. Following several discussions 

with Canadian engineers who have worked in Canadian studios throughout the 1970s, I realized 

that engineers categorize Canadian studios as project or production studios. To my knowledge, 

Canadian musicologists have not made this distinction nor listed the processes used within these 

two archetypes.

Technological changes, including the rise of digital technology in the 1990s, have enabled 

the practice o f home recording to develop. Chapter Three discusses the advent of home 

recording as it relates to the aspiring musician. Home recording is a relatively new process, and 

few musicologists have considered the impact o f home recording on the musician. Digital 

technology has transformed the recording industry by enabling aspiring amateur musicians to
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record in the privacy of their own homes without the high costs of professional studios.

Throughout Chapter Four, I analyze the relationship between the musician and the 

recorded product. I have created a model to describe the various routes that musicians may take 

in their quest for success. This diagram serves as a guideline for the reader to properly 

understand the political economies that impact on the music industry. The average consumer is 

unaware that musicians are often influenced and controlled by a hierarchy of studio personnel 

and record label officials. The role of these officials and their effects on musicians will be 

examined.

Chapter Five documents the life o f Greg Vintar, a project studio owner in Timmins, 

Ontario. Throughout his life Vintar has experienced many of the changes discussed throughout 

this thesis. Vintar has made a unique contribution to the Canadian rock scene. His contributions 

to the Canadian recording scene have hitherto lacked documentation because o f his location in a 

remote northern Ontario community.

Throughout this thesis, I will demonstrate the significance of these factors which have 

generated a shift within the Canadian recording industry, and explore in particular how it has 

affected the musicians. Canada is a unique nation with an arguably unique approach to sound 

recording; Canadians have adopted a range of different recording methodologies that reflect the 

geographic diversity and expanse o f the country. Digital technology, including home recording 

has enabled Canadians in remote locations to record and share their regional sounds
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internationally. Through the use of modem digital technologies Canadian musicians have 

become more independent and aware of the restraints and controls that powerful record labels 

can exercise over them. For most musicians, whether signed to a major record label or as an 

independent artist, their goal is to retain as much creative control as possible. Retaining such 

control is a difficult task and often leads to defeat. Understanding the history o f the Canadian 

recording business and the evolution of the technical process can provide musicians with 

invaluable knowledge, and increase their chances of success. This history begins with an 

exploration of the roots of Canadian sound recording.
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Chapter ±
T H E  R I S E  D F  S O U N D  R E C O R D I N G

Since the beginning of Canadian sound recording, no one has properly documented 

the technologies and methodologies used within Canadian recording studios. A 

limited history of sound recording does exist on internet sites and in Jackson’s Encyclopedia o f  

Canadian Rock, Pop & Folk Music (1994). Jackson discusses an abundance of Canadian artists 

and their recordings, yet he does not examine the technologies responsible for creating these 

recordings. Moogk has also documented Canadian recording artists in his Roll back the years: 

history o f  Canadian recorded sound and its legacy ; genesis to 1930 (1975), yet this work is 

limiting because it only discusses Canadian recording artists up to 1930. Throughout this 

chapter, I will provide a historical background on the technologies responsible for sound 

recording, specifically in the rock genre. Although I intend to focus on Canadian technologies 

and recording methodologies, sound recording did not originate in Canada, therefore some o f my 

historical analysis will be from abroad.

IN TH E BEG INNING

The roots of present-day sound recording can be traced back to the invention of the 

phonautograph in 1857 by the French inventor Leon Scott de Martinville. This device did not
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produce sound but rather reproduced a recorded wave on a soot covered cylinder.20 Twenty years 

after Martinville’s invention, American inventor Thomas Alva Edison produced a working model 

o f what was called a ‘talking machine.’ This device recorded and indented sound waves on a 

tinfoil covered cylinder making it possible to playback a recorded audio excerpt. Edison’s 

talking machine was demonstrated at Rideau Hall in Ottawa on May 16, 1878, for their 

excellencies Governor General Lord Dufferin and the Countess of Dufferin (Ottawa Citizen 

[Ottawa] 16 May 1878). Although Edison’s invention seemed to be revolutionary, it did not 

have a practical commercial use and thus remained unused for some time. Approximately a 

decade later, Edison created a wax cylinder that imparted a higher fidelity sound quality in 

recorded materials. Part of this new recording technology included Edison’s graphophone, which 

was bought and manufactured in 1887 by the American Graphophone Corporation (The David 

Samoff Collection 2002).

Emile Berliner’s 1887 invention o f the gramophone made recording music a commercial 

practice (see Appendix A, Illustration #1). Berliner envisioned that a flat disc recording device 

could operate by a lateral side-to-side method rather than the vertical ‘hill and dale’ pattern on 

which a cylinder operates (The David Samoff Collection 2002). This mode of production 

required the making of a master copy which then enabled any number of copies to be generated, 

without deterioration in sound quality. This differed from cylinders, which degenerated rapidly,

20The phonautograph “made a visual image of sound waves on a cylinder, but did not play 
or reproduce any sounds. [Leon] Scott used a horn to collect sound, a diaphragm at the end of the 
horn that vibrated from the sound, a stiff brush bristle attached to the diaphragm, and a rotating 
cylinder covered with lampblack or blackened paper that recorded the wavy lines from the 
vibrating diaphragm and bristle” (Marco 1993, 615).
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and allowed only a limited number of duplicates to be made from the original source. The 

gramophone was the first device that had the capability of producing sound recordings in mass 

quantity.

Due to copyright threats in the United States, Berliner took his gramophone to Canada in 

1897 to obtain a patent (Moogk 2006). In that same year, Berliner established a recording 

company in Montreal named Berliner Gramophone.27 Shortly thereafter, in 1900, he produced 

the first Canadian made disc recording. These recordings were first produced on 18cm (7-inch) 

shellac discs, followed by 25.5cm (10-inch) in 1901 and finally by Deluxe 30cm (12-inch) discs 

in 1903 (Theberge 2001).

From 1889 to 1925 there were few changes in recording techniques and technology. In 

1919, two former Royal Air Force officers from Ontario named Tionel Guest and Florace Owen 

Merriman began experimenting with electrical recording using a microphone.22 Up to this point, 

both flat disc and cylindrical recordings had trouble capturing high and low range frequencies; 

they were only capable of recording central mid-ranged tones. With the use of microphones and 

electronic recording, Guest and Merriman were able to capture bass and treble sounds that had 

previously been unattainable. Unfortunately, many of the larger recording companies at this time

2'The Berliner Gramophone company was “the first record company in Canada and the 
manufacturer o f ‘Gram-O-Phone’ records and talking machines” (Moogk 2006).

22Their new invention was first demonstrated at a ceremony for the burial of the Unknown 
Warrior in Westminster Abbey on November 11, 1920. An original print o f this document is 
available at Library and Archives Canada (Theberge 2006).
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did not show much interest in this new electronic means of sound recording. This lack of interest 

was due to large inventories of acoustic recordable discs held by recording companies.

By 1925, these companies were given no choice but to switch to electronic recording in 

order to compete with other companies and maintain sound quality for radio broadcasting. 

Electronic technology enabled mobile recording at various locations rather than strictly within 

the confines o f a studio setting. The portable Guest/Merriman technology was the forerunner of 

both the home studio and live single-tracked analogue recording. With the advent of this 

technology, new jobs and positions were created within the music industry. The position of the 

sound engineer was perhaps the most important as it demanded both a well trained ear and 

technosyncratic skill. The role of the sound engineer was to work alongside the musician in 

order to produce a product that was marketable and sonically appealing.

Magnetic recording was one of the biggest advances in sound technology.23 Although 

magnetic recording technology evolved during the Second World War, a combination of 

technical and economic problems prevented its commercial use until 1948. Magnetic recording 

enabled reel-to-reel tape production and made the long-playing (LP) record a reality. Reel-to-reel 

magnetic recording enabled the production of not only better sound quality, but an extension in 

length and duration of the recording, which had previously been a mere three to four minutes per

23Magnetic tape rapidly evolved following WWII. Magnetic tape recorders enabled 
multitrack recording and remain “the principal means o f recording music in professional studios, 
the home and automobile” (Daniel, Mee & Clark 1999, 1).
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side o f a disc.24 This technological advancement provided performers with the ability to record 

detailed and diversified repertoires. With the adoption of magnetic tape the role of the sound 

engineers yet again shifted, accentuating their function as editors.

The use of magnetic tape was further developed with the advent o f ‘simul-sinc’ 

recording. This employed a modified tape recorder that allowed the recording and 

synchronization of individually performed tracks on magnetic tape. Electric guitar and 

multitrack recording pioneer Les Paul, along with the support of Bing Crosby experimented with 

and created one of the first multitrack recording devices. After encountering a German tape 

recorder - the first recording device to use magnetic tape - Paul “elaborated on the basic design 

and created a device that allowed him to layer (multitrack) parts” (Soylent Communications

2005). The recorded result of Paul’s creation was a complex eight-guitar piece entitled Lover, in 

which Paul played all eight parts himself. Lover was released on Capitol Records in 1947 as the 

first commercial release o f a multitracked recording. Coincidentally, around the same time, 

scientist and electronic music pioneer Hugh LeCaine of Ottawa, Canada, had developed a much 

more sophisticated multitracking recording device called the variable speed/special purpose tape 

recorder (see Appendix A, Illustration #2). LeCaine’s device not only had the ability to 

multitrack record, but it was also able to record and playback at variable speeds. Unfortunately, 

the variable speed/special purpose recorder was never commercialized.

24Magnetic tape enabled engineers to use an infinite amount of recording time. Unlike the 
record, which was limited to four minutes per side, additional tape could be added on reel-to-reel 
machines until the recording was complete. Reel-to-reel recording magnetic tape, should not be 
confused with the cassette tape, which consumers use to play recorded materials.
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EARLY LIVE OFF THE FLOOR RECORDING

From the beginning of sound recording, “live off the floor” was the standard method for 

capturing audio. During a live off the floor recording session, musicians would perform their 

songs directly into a recording device. This method of recording was especially important in the 

early days o f sound recording but still remains widely used today.25 The live off the floor 

technique enabled sound engineers to record in both live venues and studios. Although live 

venues were practical for consumers and performers, sound quality was inconsistent due to 

fluctuating variables that were uncontrollable. A controlled sound environment enabled sound 

engineers to achieve a higher recording quality. Early studios consisted of both a live room 

(where the performers would be stationed) and a control room (where the sound console and 

engineer would be located).

In any form o f sound recording microphone positioning in relation to both instruments 

and performers is critical. Prior to 1925, recording devices offered little room for manipulation. 

Sound engineers began changing the architecture within the studio in order to have an 

acoustically controlled room. “Sound effects” were not yet feasible, therefore distinct rooms 

were constructed in order to achieve the desired sound or effect. A vocal room, for example,

25Although live off the floor recording may be used in any genre of music, it is 
particularly effective within the rock genre. In personal conversation, engineer James Mongeon, 
expressed his belief that “live off the floor recording makes the timbres o f all the rock 
instruments blend together and unify. Live off the floor adds realism to the recording and makes 
things sound ‘live’... This is why engineers continue to use this method o f recording” (Mongeon 
2006).
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generally consisted o f a natural reverberation, hence a room with hard walls and natural echo 

would be desired. Sound engineers became adept at using many rooms and engineers 

experimented with eveiything from bathrooms to long empty hallways.26

Problems with microphone positioning remained a constant challenge. Before multitrack 

recording, several instruments would be recorded simultaneously. This situation created 

problems in trying to capture the distinct sound frequencies of each medium. If an instrument 

such as a tuba produced a low frequency and was recorded at the same time as an upper 

registered instrument such as an alto saxophone, the sound quality of the two instruments would 

be distorted and lost. In order to deal with this situation, sound engineers studied the physics of 

sound and began placing instruments in the studio in a similar arrangement to an orchestra. 

Generally, bass, tenor, alto and soprano instruments were placed in groups. Depending on the 

recorded material, louder instruments would be placed further away from the microphone in 

order to achieve a unified volume balance. This enabled the various timbres o f each respective 

instrument to be heard with sonic clarity. Not only was this an effective method for recording 

orchestral music, but it was also suitable for smaller groups such as folk and country musicians. 

Before multitracking, it was not possible for each instrument to be recorded independently, so 

achieving a balance when working in mono - recording using only one microphone - relied 

heavily upon studio craft and ingenuity.

26Engineers, particularly from project studios made use o f virtually every room in their 
home in order to achieve a desired effect. Project studios were known for using scrounged 
materials and unconventional locations in an attempt to capture unique tones.
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MONOPHONIC RECORDING

The technology produced by Canadians Lionel Guest and Horace Owen Merriman was 

the first means to enable electronic recording. As mentioned above, Guest and Merriman used a 

new electronic technique of recording involving a microphone. Prior to the advent o f Merriman 

and Guest’s microphone technology, a gramophone with the use of a stationary recording device 

produced the highest quality of sound production.27 The use of microphone technology enabled 

level adjustments and also favored transportability. This means of recording used a single 

microphone and the sound was recorded onto one single track. The performer in the studio 

setting would be situated in the isolation booth with the microphone, which would transmit 

sound waves to the recording device.

Once the performed material was captured by the single microphone, a master tape would 

be made by the engineer. The nature and quality o f the final recorded product -were determined 

by the location of the performer in relationship to the positioning of the microphone, the 

dynamics of the performer, and the structure o f the room.

STEREOPHONIC RECORDING

In April of 1930, Leopold Stokowski, a recording pioneer, invited Bell Labs to begin 

experimenting with his Philadelphia Orchestra. At this time, Stokowski was recording

27The gramophone consisted of a large sound emitting horn, diaphragm, needle and wax 
cylinder and /or record. When audio waves were produced by the performer, the diaphragm 
would transmit the frequencies from the performer to the needle. The needle would then impress 
the sound waves onto the cylinder or disc (How stuff works 2006).
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monophonically and was not pleased with the sound quality. After a series of disappointing

broadcasts of his recorded orchestra on the National Broadcasting Company (NBC), Stokowski

decided that something had to be done in order to improve the quality of sound recording in

general. At the Academy of Music in Philadelphia, Stokowski worked with Arthur C. Keller and

Bell Labs in order to change the face of recording.

[Keller] installed a vertical-cut recorder equipped with a new moving coil pickup with 
sapphire stylus that extended the dynamic range to 10,000 cycles. Surface noise was 
reduced by coating the wax master with gold film and a layer of electroplated copper, and 
making the duplicate release copies pressed on cellulose acetate rather than shellac 
(Schoenherr 1999).

In March of 1932, Bell Labs produced several test recordings using two microphones connected 

to two styli, cutting two tracks on the same wax disk. Later that month, Stokowski recorded his 

first stereophonic album entitled Poem o f  Fire by Alexander Scriabin. This recording is the 

earliest surviving example of stereophonic recording.

The basic means of producing a stereophonic recording is similar to that of monophonic 

recording, although the primary difference can be noted in the manner in which the disc is cut. 

Monophonic recordings were produced by cutting a V-shaped groove with a laterally-oscillating 

stylus. This imprints grooves in a wavy shape. Once the record is pressed, it is played back on a 

turntable. The pickup head contains a stylus (needle), which is conical in shape with a spherical 

tip. The stylus traces the various grooves on the recording. This motion is then translated into 

electrical impulses by means of an electromagnet. The electrical impulses are strengthened by an 

amplifier, and then reconverted to sound through a speaker (Pepin 1998).
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Stereophonic recording operates largely on similar principles. The difference between the 

two is that stereophonic recording uses a laterally and vertically-oscillating stylus, while 

monophonic recording uses only a laterally-oscillating stylus. The stereo cutter head has two 

complete electromagnetic mechanisms arranged in such a way that they apply each channel of 

sound to a common stylus. Therefore, since the groove is V-shaped, it is possible to have two 

grooves in one. Each side of the "V" represents a different channel and has a distinct wave 

pattern, which is picked up by the stylus. A stereo stylus operates in the same fashion as the 

mono stylus, although it is much more sensitive (Pepin 1998). Stereophonic recording enabled 

sound engineers to produce virtual sound. Virtual sound refers to having different mixes on both 

the right and left sides of the playback device. Engineers experimented with placing certain 

instruments on only one side of the final mix.28 Their experiments were inspired by the fact that 

human beings hear in stereophonic sound because o f the placement of their ears.

Sound engineers and musicians were constantly probing for new sound patterns and 

microphone placements in order to achieve a higher quality recording. Microphone placement 

techniques differed considerably from one instrument to another. These often depended on the 

personal preference of the sound engineer. Nevertheless, the end result could be drastically 

altered by simply changing the position or angle o f the microphone. Similar to monophonic 

means, stereophonic methods of recording were effected by the architecture and layout of the 

recording room.

28This technique is commonly referred to as ‘panning.’ This technique can be heard in the 
introduction of The Tragically Hip’s New Orleans is Sinking. In this example the rhythm guitar 
is placed (or panned) on the left side, while the lead guitar is on the right.
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MULTIPLE MICROPHONE TO TWO TRACK MIX

By the early 1940s, multiple input consoles became more readily available, and thus the 

engineer-controlled mix was bom (Theberge 2001). The engineer was now capable of 

controlling various levels among groups of instruments. Although an individual mix for a 

certain instrument was possible, if  one were recording in stereo, the final output to the recording 

device would only be a left/right mix. A separate mix was simply not possible because both 

tracks were needed to record in stereo and thus an individual mix could not be obtained. The 

entire performance and recording method relied upon the live off the floor technique. Each 

instrument was recorded using an independent microphone, yet one or two microphones for a 

group of instruments remained the standard. A single microphone technique was often used for 

recording one solo guitar, for example, but not for an ensemble such as a brass trio. Mix was one 

o f the most important aspects of the master recording. Thus in order to test the recording mix, it 

was necessary for several test discs to be tracked. These were referred to as “scratch tracks.”

The assessments by the engineer o f the scratch tracks allowed for the adjustment and positioning 

o f both performers and microphones in an effort to achieve a balanced mix.

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING

New technologies made many existing technologies obsolete. Shellac discs initially 

introduced a higher fidelity sound, yet lost their fidelity the more they were played. Magnetic 

tape was initially introduced during the Second World War. For economic reasons its 

commercial availability was not made possible until 1948. The advent of reel-to-reel magnetic
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tape recording not only imparted better sound quality, but also enabled performers to choose 

from a diversified repertoire. Before reel-to-reel tape recording, audio recordings had time 

constraints. Shellac records, which were the standard before 1948, were limited to no more than 

four minutes per side. The LP record, which had a twenty-three minute recording capacity per 

side, did not become available until 1948; therefore tape production allowed artists to record a 

wider repertoire of music including major classical works (A Brief History of the Vinyl Record 

2006). For sound engineers, the advent of tape recording was the biggest advancement in 

recording to date. For the first time “musical recordings could be edited and assembled, much 

like a film, from a series o f short ‘takes’; the result was a new kind of perfection in both musical 

performance and the art of recording” (Theberge 2001).

SIMUL-SYNC RECORDING

Pioneers were quick to test the limits of reel-to-reel recording. As indicated earlier with 

the song Lover, Les Paul along with performer Bing Crosby experimented with a German 

recording device in the mid-1940s and altered the mechanics of the machine enabling it to record 

a track while playing back the previously recorded track. This was the first commercial 

demonstration o f a multitrack recording device. Meanwhile in Canada, the variable speed tape 

recorder, developed by LeCaine enabled musicians to be recorded onto separate tracks of 

magnetic tape; later tracks could be recorded, altered, and mixed onto a single track. It was this 

technology that blossomed from two-track recording, to eight, sixteen, and then twenty-four.

By 1954, Ottawa physicist and composer Hugh LeCaine was creating a more
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sophisticated device, “The Special Purpose Recorder.”29 This machine, which arguably could be 

considered an instrument, was “capable of altering the playback speed of several recordings 

simultaneously, through a keyboard” (Ford & Young 2005). His machine was revolutionary, and 

in many ways, was more advanced than the simul-sync recorder created by Les Paul.

As technology evolved, Studer created the A80 (see Appendix A, Illustration #3) which 

was one of the most advanced reel-to-reel decks. The function o f the deck was to amplify the 

microphone’s sound and transfer it onto a reel-to-reel magnetic tape. Models such as the Studer 

A80 enabled two-track stereo recording by attaching a head unit, which acted as a pre-amp in 

each input channel. The version of the A80 shown in Appendix A functioned at 19, and 38 cm 

per second and recorded onto 1/4 inch tape. It was a heavy machine and was comparable to the 

cost o f a new car in the 1950s. The A80 was also notable for its ability to do on the spot editing. 

Editing was a four-step process. First, the sound engineer would cue the spot that needed editing. 

The tape would then be marked with a marker (see Appendix A, Illustrations 4 and 5) (1 in 

Illustration 3) or a soft white pencil. The tape was then moved (2 in Illustration #4) to the tape 

cutter (3 in Illustration #4) and then cut. The engineer would play on to the next spot where the 

mix should continue, and repeat the editing process. On the top of the editing unit there was a 

small ridge (4) which was exactly 1/4 inch wide. It was in this ridge that the engineer would line

29In 1955, with the use of the special purpose machine, Hugh LeCaine was able to record 
his landmark piece, Dripsody. This piece “is based upon the single sound produced by the fall of 
a drop of water. This is developed in all manner o f ways plain and fancy scales, played with a 
neat, pearly perfection any piano virtuoso might envy; bell tones of several kinds; long sustained 
pure tones; and mixtures of these several elements” (National Research Council of Canada
2006).
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up the two ends of the tape that had been cut, and apply a special splicing tape to finalize the 

edit.

MULTITRACKED ANALOGUE RECORDING

With the advent of multitrack analogue recording, the inventions of Les Paul and Hugh 

LeCaine set the standard within the recording industry. The multitrack era o f recording began 

with the fabrication of a four-track recording console. In 1957-8, RCA created a recorder with a 

super-compact tape head that stacked four heads in the place of the pre-existing two; thus 

allowing a stereo tape to be flipped over and played on both sides. Initially, sales o f these four- 

track recorders failed due to the fact that four-track tapes could not be used on any o f the 

standard two-track machines. It was due to “this lack o f compatibility, combined with the high 

price o f stereo tapes, [that] discouraged sales” (A History of Sound Recording Technology 2005). 

Early four-track recording was not seen as practical, but a select group of studios began 

exploring its employability. Once the machine’s versatility and accuracy became commercial, it 

was an instant success.30

Four-track recording enabled a group to record on four separate tracks, therefore opening

30Four-track recording enabled musicians in isolated areas on limited budgets to 
multitrack a record without paying the costs associated with recording in professional studios. 
Randy Alberts describes the benefits of the Tascam four-track recorder: “The Tascam deck was 
good enough to make records on, and my partner JJ Jenkins and I would cut a stereo recording of 
a band live to two of the four tracks and use the two remaining channels to overdub solos or 
vocals later...Our secret to making our recordings successful [on a limited budget] was to bring 
our four-track session tapes to local pro studios to mix” (Alberts 2003,1). Having recorded 
products professionally mixed and mastered was common among project studio engineers.
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the possibility o f recording in a more accurate and controlled fashion. Initially, groups were 

interested in only recording vocal tracks separately from the instruments. The reason that this 

method of recording was desirable was due to microphone bleeding. Microphone bleeding refers 

to a microphone picking up undesired sounds from another instrument. This was problematic for 

sound engineers as the clarity o f the voice became distorted due to background noise. With the 

advent of the four-track recorder, vocals could be recorded at a different time than the rest of the 

band, thus eliminating background noise. Multi-sync recording enabled vocalists to hear 

previously recorded material through headphones. This drastically reduced background noise 

and enabled engineers to work with the human voice minus impediments.

Multitrack recording also opened the possibility of recording four separate tracks 

monophonically. Although stereophonic recording was becoming standardized, some engineers 

continued to use a mono style of recording, and thus experimented with four separate mono 

tracks. Nevertheless, stereophonic recording remained the standard throughout the 1960s until 

the present day. Due to the enhanced sound of stereophonic recording, engineers used two of the 

four tracks for final levels and had two tracks to use freely. Generally, engineers recorded vocals 

on a separate track along with a solo instrument, in order to achieve a good balance of levels.

The era of multitrack recording gave birth to what was coined the mix down. Once a 

product was recorded to the desired quality, the engineer played back the recorded piece and 

altered its levels; hence the mix down. The benefit o f a mix down is its ability to accentuate 

desired instruments at any given time throughout the performance. For example, during a guitar
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solo the sound engineer may want the overall volume of the guitar to be raised. Controlled 

volume and dynamic edits were now manageable due to the mix down. Before the final product 

was recorded to the master tape, the engineer would allow the song to play and when the guitar 

solo approached, the engineer could raise the level and then immediately lower it at the end of 

the solo. Such adjustments by the engineer could be made throughout post production prior to 

the making of the master tape.

THE EXPLOSION OF MULTITRACK RECORDING

With four-track technology, engineers continued to record in an acoustically controlled 

atmosphere. The multitrack studio of the 1960s and the early 1970s expanded quickly due to 

commercial demands for higher quality recordings31 (see Appendix A, Illustration #6). 

Throughout this era, the role of the sound engineer contributed so much to the final product, that 

he was regarded as the nucleus of the production. Engineers were responsible for controlling the 

console and recording devices, while producers were responsible for alterations and 

modifications to musical compositions. A talented individual could often act as both engineer 

and producer. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s engineers not only repaired virtually any piece 

of equipment within the studio but also created new recording devices so that their facilities 

could be one step ahead of the competition. As studios struggled to achieve a proper mix 

through a four-track console, various engineers utilized the principles of the four-track console

3'Generally, musicians, specifically within the rock genre embraced the editing qualities 
o f multitrack recording. Some genres, including punk, rebelled against multitrack recording.
The punk genre arose in the late 1970s “as a reaction to the pretentiousness of studio-bound 
progressive rock, musicians insisted on doing recordings in one take to create the sense of a live 
performance experience” (Starr and Waterman 2003, 322).
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and elaborated them in order to achieve eight tracks. By the mid-1970s a 24-track console 

became the standard for sound recordings within most professional studios.

With the ability to record with a 24-track console, engineers were able to record sections 

of instruments and ensembles independently. Although 24 channels sound like an abundance of 

individual tracks for a rock band, certain instruments benefit from the use o f several 

tracks/microphones. Drums for example, may use as many as 15 individual tracks, due to the 

various components and placement of the drum kit. Several Canadian drummers, including Neil 

Peart from the power trio Rush, use a drum kit to its full capacity. Peart uses percussive 

instruments including wooden blocks, gongs and rock drums to produce his unique timbre. 

Because Peart uses such a large drum kit, several individually tracked microphones are 

required.32 With the ability to capture instruments with several microphones, engineers could 

control every detail of each instrument or voice. Engineers were able to control all aspects of 

equalization, volume, and effects within the master mix. In order to record each instrument 

separately, various isolation rooms were needed. These rooms reduced the risk o f microphone 

bleeding and also facilitated overdubbing - recording additional parts alongside (or merged with) 

previous tracks - when desired. To record an overdub, a controlled atmosphere was used to 

create a realistic sound, therefore, the more controlled a room is sonically, the easier overdubs 

were achieved.

32Throughout the 1980s, Neil Peart pushed the limits of the live mixing console by using 
“back-to-back electronic and acoustic kits on a revolving riser” (Nicholls 1997, 75).
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The principles o f live off the floor recording were still applied, although not in the same 

manner. Although most groups continued to record their material in a live setting, live off the 

floor recording was not done in the same room. Many groups wanted to capture the live feel of 

their material, yet did not want to contend with issues of microphone bleeding. This form of 

recording led to what is known as ‘bed-tracking’. Bed-tracks are basically the same as scratch 

tracks, because bed-tracks are a rough take of the overall piece being recorded. These tracks are 

done at the beginning of the studio session and permit the performer to hear whatever track they 

feel is necessary in order to adequately record their individual track.

Therefore, the early technique of having several microphones in the studio room and 

recording the entire song live, was still being used to capture the bed-tracks. Generally, the 

instruments chosen to be heard by the musician were a matter of personal preference. With the 

ability to bed-track along with independent channels assigned to each instrument on the 

recording console, the engineer was able to record and overdub countless times until a near 

perfect performance was achieved. The engineer could also alter the individual acoustic 

characteristics of each room for each performer. After the main material of each master 

instrument was recorded, solos and other background instruments could be recorded. Frequently, 

a rock band multitracked in the following order: drums, bass, guitars, keyboards, guitar/other 

instrumental solos, lead vocals, backing vocals.33 Once all of these elements had been recorded,

33From my own personal experiences working in studios, the order o f recorded 
instruments provided above is most commonly used in the rock genre. Professional groups 
including April Wine and Nickelback use a similar sequence of recording (Schultz 2006). This 
method o f recording is suitable for amateur and professional recordings, providing that sufficient 
tracks are available on the recording console.
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effects and equalization was then added and adjusted to the preference of the band, engineer and 

producer.

As sound engineers became more accustomed to the general uses of the 24-track 

multitrack recording console, some sought to record groups on more than 24 tracks. For large 

production shows, including classical and theatrical works, more tracks were required. A 

technology coined ‘the 48 lock-up’ enabled engineers to record on 48 different tracks (Mongeon 

2005). The 48 lock-up operates by taking two 24-track tape recorders and linking them together 

in order to work simultaneously. This method enabled sound engineers to record large scale 

works in a live concert setting or in a controlled studio setting. When recording large scale 

works in a live setting a single microphone was generally used for each major section, and a 

separate microphone for all of the soloists. By 1987 digital and analogue technologies began 

working together producing what was called a DAT (digital audio tape). At this time, the concert 

would be recorded on a DAT tape and then mixed in a recording studio using digital technology 

(see Appendix A, Illustration #7). DAT tapes were able to record each track individually rather 

than as a final master mix and therefore were editable post recording.

Prior to the advent of digital recording, multitrack analogue recording possessed 

everything needed to produce a high fidelity commercial recording. Although many recording 

studios have turned to digital media for sound recording, numerous studios employ analogue 

technology to thicken the frailty often produced by the perfections of digital sound.

Consequently, an amalgamation of both analogue and digital media often produce the best final
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results.

THE ROOTS OF DIGITAL RECORDING

Digital recording began in 1972 when the Nippon Columbia Company of Japan 

introduced a digital audio converter. This technology used a process called pulse code 

modulation (PCM) and a standard video recorder, which placed digital data onto magnetic tape. 

Although it was used in 1972, it was not made affordable until 1978 with Sony’s introduction of 

the more compact PCM-F10. In order to commercialize their product the PCM encoder/decoder 

used a standard Betamax video deck, although generally any video deck would work. By 1981, 

Sony released the second generation of the PCM-F10 called the PCM-F1 which reduced the 

processor size substantially. The analog to digital and digital to analog (ADC and DAC) chips 

developed for the F I, were the forerunners to the compact disk player.

Because digital technology operated on a binary system, it made sound recording easily 

editable. Digital recordings could be stored and edited using computers with an unprecedented 

degree of precision that was simply not possible with the use of magnetic tape. By the late 

1970s, digital editing had a significant impact on the recording industry, consequently 

professional studios began mastering LPs using digital technology. Throughout the 1980s, many
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important recording studios in Canada, including Metalworks34 began to specialize in digital 

audio technology.

Prior to digital technology, the LP record and the audio cassette were the primary 

methods of audio playback and distribution. The Philips Company of the Netherlands invented 

and released the first compact audio cassette in 1962. Cassettes “used high-quality polyester 

quarter inch tape produced by BASF... [playing back] at a speed of 1.7/8 inches per second” 

(Inventors 2006). The next year, sales of the cassette tape within the United States escalated due 

to the advent o f the Norelco Carry-Corder cassette dictation machine. In the late 1980s audio 

cassettes became highly commercialized and as a result of the Sony walkman, sales o f the 

cassette tape began overtaking those o f the vinyl LP.

The digital revolution is believed to have started with the commercialization of the 

compact disc. The compact disc (CD) was initially created in a joint effort in 1982-3 by Philips 

in Holland and Sony in Japan. The format of the CD was based “on a small-format video disc 

technology (originally developed during the 1970s); the medium offered music listeners an 

increased dynamic range and freedom from the annoying surface noise of older recording 

formats” (Theberge 2001). CDs became commercialized in 1985, but only seven plants were

34Established in 1978, Metalworks “was originally a creative workspace for the legendary 
Canadian supergroup Trium ph.... Metalworks expanded over 25 years into a six studio 
powerhouse, and today ranks as Canada’s consummate world-class studio facility” (Metalworks 
Studios 2006). Canadian stars including, Sum 41, K-OS, Tom Cochrane, Rush, Our Lady Peace, 
Tea Party, Billy Talent, David Usher, Anne Murray and Nelly Furtado demonstrate the studio’s 
relationship with Canadian talent.
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making them world wide. By 1987 thirty-five plants had been built, and soon after CD sales 

began to surpass the sales of the LP.

Although the medium of recording began changing from LP to tape to compact disc, the 

method o f recording remained similar. High quality, open reel, multitrack tape machines 

continued to be used. The change from analogue to digital initially occurred in the editing and 

mastering suites rather than directly in the recording process. Common to all forms of studio 

technology discussed thus far, digital technology within the studio began to appear in both 

tracking units (consoles, effects) and also in the form of DAW (digital audio workstations) for 

editing.

AMALGAMATING DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE TECHNOLOGY

By the mid-1990s studios were able to produce fully digital recordings for the first time, 

using ProTools, a complete digital recording program. Invented by Peter Gotcher, ProTools 

contained all the necessary tools to track, edit, record, and even mix a recording. ProTools 

operated on a powerful computer that used a multitude of ‘farm cards.’ These ‘farm cards’ were 

a form of computer chip that supplied DSP (digital signal processing) engines and additional 

resources, thus removing the stress of processing from the computer’s CPU (central processing 

unit) (Mongeon 2005). They are installed as hardware directly inside the computer.

In 1984, personal computers were in the early stages of commercialization. Digidesign’s 

founders, Evan Brooks and Peter Gotcher, developed a product called ‘digidrums’. This
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program took actual drum samples and turned them into digital signals which were then 

functional without a physical drum kit. During this time, computers and music were still 

considered an obscure combination. The medium of tape recording, which had been the 

standard, still reigned supreme as did analog devices ranging from razor blades to massive 

recording consoles. Due to the many years o f analogue tradition and experience, its use was not 

withdrawn but rather linked with digital technology.

Not only was the digital means of recording expanding, its influence was seen in the 

production of instruments as well. Due to their affordability, electronic instruments began 

appearing in studios and on stages everywhere. In 1983, the first electronic keyboards with MIDI 

were introduced. Midi (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) is a form of communication that 

enables electronic instruments such as the synthesizer, sampler, sequencer, and drum machine to 

communicate with one another.35 This technology paved the way for increasingly powerful and 

sophisticated computer-based music systems. With the capability of digital and analogue 

technology, the merging of personal computers, and electronic/digital instruments became 

acceptable. Digidesign’s ProTools was the first program to intermix midi, digital and analogue 

technologies to produce a high fidelity sound with editing capacities.

Although ProTools set the foundation for digital recording, it was not until the 

development of Creation Technology’s ‘Otari RADAR I’ that the first 24-track hard disc based

35Ralph Dyck at a home studio in Vancouver built in 1972 the first sequencer which 
allowed numerous synthesizers with monophonic capabilities to be attached. In 1977 his 
invention was purchased by the Roland Company (Keillor 2002, 310).
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recorder became a reality. In 1994 Creation Technology produced the RADAR I 24-track hard 

disc recorder, the first to become commercially available. This system was intended to replace 

open reel-to-reel machines.

The innovations of digital recording facilitated editing, recording and mastering. The 

principle o f the overdub, which consisted of cutting tape and replacing it with a new take was 

gone. By having the ability to record on a hard drive, with the simple click of a button, sonic 

recorded material could be discarded or removed. It became clear to engineers and studio 

managers everywhere, that the medium of hard disc recording could be operated at a fraction of 

the cost. This was due to the fact that tapes were usable only when recording a project, while a 

hard disc was erasable and recyclable without the loss of sound quality. After the initial creation 

o f the RADAR I, many companies began manufacturing similar products and slowly turned the 

recording world on to a digital means o f recording technology.

Digital technology was produced in a binary format (using ones and zeros) and as a result 

sometimes sounded too perfect. With the use of magnetic tape, flux and imperfections are 

inevitable, thus recordings sound more realistic and similar to live performance. On the other 

hand, digital recording is flawless and does not offer a fluctuation in sound. Generally, recording 

was meant to sound real and not overly produced. With all digital technology, if  the engineer 

desired, she or he could make a product sonically perfect through technological manipulation. 

Many consumers did not approve of this flawless and synthetic sound. Therefore, engineers used 

traditional forms of analogue recording, including reel-to-reel and analogue pre-amps to capture
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the warmth o f the analogue sound but used the editing, tracking and mastering capabilities found 

only in digital recording.36

Subsequently, many aspects of digital recording have blossomed and have made the home 

digital recording studio affordable and a reality. A vast amount of digital recording software has 

become available around the world. Although the digital versus analogue debate is an ongoing 

concern amongst engineers, the fact remains that in order to produce a great recording, 

knowledge, dedication, and a large budget are still a necessity.

The evolution o f sound recording and its technology are largely responsible for the 

variety o f studios now available in Canada. The following chapter outlines the roles of the 

production (professional) studio and the project studio. Production studios such as the Canadian 

Broadcast Corporation (CBC) studios have been present in Canada since 1936, yet the 

technologies and methodologies used within these studios have not been thoroughly documented. 

The project studio, a studio created by musicians for musicians, is a phenomenon that academia 

has failed to document. Project studios have helped musicians in isolated northern regions 

record and disseminate their products. Prior to the project studio, due to high costs, musicians

^Amalgamating digital and analogue technologies was a common practice in professional 
studios, but became critical to isolated northern studios. Timmins musician Dean Grenville 
explains: “When I was experimenting back about 10 years ago with recording, I used a computer, 
a twelve-channel recording console, and some analogue gear... Then I got Cubase (computer 
recording software), sometime around 1998, and I remember being very impressed by how easily 
I could record and edit tracks. I no longer had to cut and play around with tape. Everything was 
right in front o f me on my computer screen... It makes recording for us northerners much easier” 
(Grenville 2006).
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without a lot o f money were unable to record in professional recording facilities. The functions 

of the production and project studio will be examined throughout the following chapter.
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chapter 2
Ca n a d ia n  S t u d io s  fr o m  1 9 7 D  t d I 9 9 C

Following the CanCon quotas implemented by the CRTC in 1971, Canadian 

musicians scrambled to record and fill Canadian airwaves. In the early 1970s there 

was a demand for Canadian musicians, technology and recording studios. This chapter will 

outline the benefits, technologies and recording methodologies used within the production and 

project studio. American production studios have been documented by individuals such as 

Morton (2000) and Cogan and Clark (2003), yet specific recording technologies and practices 

within Canadian production studios have not been documented.37 Academia has failed to 

document the project studio and its benefits to isolated northern communities. This chapter 

identifies specific technologies and recording practices used within the project and production 

studios. Chapter 5 further describes the project studio by documenting a specific studio in 

Timmins, Ontario.

CANADIAN STUDIOS FROM 1970 TO 1990

During the 1970s, the majority of Canadian recording studios were not the large 

corporate-driven structures we think o f today, but rather small project studios. The leader in

37David Morton’s O ff the Record: The Technology & Culture o f  Sound Recording in 
America (2000), “traces the development of audio-recording technologies, from wire spools to 
eight-track and DAT tapes, paying special attention to those that are available to the individual 
consumer” (McNamee 2006). Cogan and Clark’s Temples o f  Sound: Inside the Great Recording 
Studios (2003), also analyses American production studios by providing an in depth look at the 
most powerful studios in the United States. This work provides anecdotal contributions from the 
producers, engineers, and artists who made these studios unique.
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production studios at this time was the Canadian Broadcast Corporation (CBC). The various 

CBC studio locations throughout Canada recorded television and radio broadcasts in a variety of 

genres and styles, depicting the diversity that defined the Canadian mosaic. On occasion, 

professional rock musicians recorded in CBC studios, although the rock genre did not have an 

exclusive facility that supported its sonic architecture. Genre-specific recording required the use 

of specialized equipment, knowledgeable studio personnel, and acoustically pure surroundings. 

The rock genre itself embraced a range of sonic idiosyncracies which included: distorted guitar 

amplification, pounding drums, driving bass, and processed vocals. When contrasted with a 

genre like folk, which is predominantly characterized by a quality o f purity exemplified in the use 

of acoustically-based instruments and non-processed vocals, the need for a different recording 

approach becomes evident. The methods used for capturing the timbral distinctions within each 

genre differed considerably from one another. Sound engineers developed microphone 

technologies and microphone placement techniques within acoustically fixed rooms to capture 

the traits that typified rock music.

Prior to the project studio - a small studio generally established by recording enthusiasts 

at the semi-professional level - major Canadian production studios, including the CBC, were 

preoccupied with recording rock groups who had achieved professional status and, in many 

cases, were funded by major labels. Consequently, aspiring musicians were left without a place 

to record their musical creations. If amateur Canadian musicians wanted to attract attention from 

major labels, they required a recorded product which inevitably necessitated a substantial 

financial investment. Due to their high hourly rates and their exclusive professionally-based
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structure, production studios were out of reach for the majority o f amateur musicians who sought 

fame. Yet, before the project studio, production studios were the only outlets available for 

Canadian rockers wanting to record.

In the early 1970s, many of the major Canadian record labels owned their own recording 

studios or rented space from the CBC. As a reaction to this reality, amateur musicians and 

technicians established their own studios, which became known as ‘project studios.’ Former 

engineers from major studios such as Capital and RCA banded together in order to establish 

project studios.38 These engineers possessed experience and talent, while maintaining faith in 

individual musical rights and creativeness that the independent musician symbolized. 

Independent musicians and engineers wanted an environment that was free o f corporate 

manipulation and unreasonable cost.39

Engineers formerly employed by major production studios were able to acquire used 

equipment from these studios that they refurbished and repaired for usage in project studios.40 

Production studios were constantly evolving and upgrading equipment in their quest to maintain

38Stuart MacArthur, a professional engineer from Canada’s Studio A, became an active 
member in establishment o f the Canadian project studio. MacArthur worked at various project 
studios throughout the ‘70s recording many Canadian bands including B.B. Wolfe (MacArthur 
2005).

39As previously discussed, in the 1970s Canada’s leading recording studio, Metalworks, 
served as a creative workspace for Canadian rock group Triumph. Clearly, even Canada’s largest 
production studio began as a project studio (Metalworks 2006).

40Based on personal communications with project studio owner/operators Rob Jardine, 
James Mongeon and Greg Vintar, it appears that many project studios engineers have created 
their studios almost exclusively from refurbished equipment.
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contemporaneity; the resulting turn-over of equipment acted as a resource for independent project 

studios that wanted to obtain professional equipment at a reasonable cost.

THE PROJECT STUDIO

Throughout the 1970s, Canadian recording studios were either project studios or 

production studios. The home studio, as we know it today, did not exist due to technological 

limitations o f the time, although its function is synonymous with the project studio. Both home 

and project studio environments foster comfort, creativity and musical freedom, never imparting 

the high level o f intimidation and competitiveness that is inherent in the corporate production 

studio.

Generally, project studios were constructed in pre-existing structures (i.e. bams, homes,

office spaces, and garages) which were modified accordingly. Studio personnel who built the

project studios did not have the funding available to construct professional, acoustically-sound

structures, but they were incredibly resourceful, exploiting their resources to the fullest degree.

James Mongeon (see Appendix A, Illustration #8) o f Soundwise Productions explains:

Old office spaces were very common [for conversion]; unfortunately most office spaces 
were at a premium for cost... Another example is converted homes. Something that 
started out as a little basement studio would eventually take over the entire house. Mr. 
Vintar [Greg Vintar of Timmins, Ontario] is a prime example. You would also see a lot 
o f this in farm country because you didn’t get a lot of traffic, so you didn’t need as much 
soundproofing... I have seen a lot of bams and farm houses converted; they are ideal 
(Mongeon 2005).

Structural Modifications
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Once a suitable location was found, engineers and fabricators began experimenting with 

methods o f sound-proofing in an attempt to maximize recording quality. Undoubtedly, studio 

builders were on a limited budget; therefore major structural modifications were not feasible. Due 

to cost restraints, studio personnel experimented with foam lining and egg cartons to obtain a 

sufficient degree of insulation.41 Sound dampening created sonically-controlled environments 

which were, and still are today, compulsory for the rock recording aesthetic. In this exploratory 

phase, engineers discovered that placing heavy blankets on the walls enhanced the desired result. 

In addition, the door of the studio posed a challenge for insulation due to its sound leakage. One 

inventive solution was to use equally sized stacked bottles which were separated by felt, 

cardboard or cotton and bound tightly together. The layer of material between the bottles 

prevented rattling and other sonic disturbances. The door was often modified and lengthened in 

order to accommodate the size of the bottles. The amount o f space between, and within the 

bottles, directly effected the quality of sound produced within the recording room. In many 

instances, engineers were not satisfied with the dampening quality of a single door and added a 

second. The additional door was hung approximately six inches in front of the existing door to 

create a sound dampening zone. Sound waves traveled through the first door and became trapped 

and confined within the space between the two doors. Today, this primal innovation remains a 

standard in almost all professional studios throughout Canada.

The materials used to create the studio floor assumed an equal degree o f importance with

4lIn 1994, my brother and I experimented with recording in our parents’ home. We 
collected large egg cartons from local restaurants and stapled them to the ceiling in an attempt to 
insulate our live recording room.
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those used on the studio walls. The floors within these rustic structures were often made of 

hardwood or concrete. Hard materials caused frequencies to rebound and ricochet, therefore in 

most instances, floors were sanded and insulated. In the case of wood, the hard clear coating was 

removed to permit sound absorption. In other circumstances, thick shag carpeting was placed on 

the hard surface to create dampening. Yet another example of resourcefulness was the use of 

carpet underlay. In the 1970s, residential contractors began placing foam underlay beneath 

carpeting to add comfort for homeowners. Studio personnel realized the material’s potential as 

an insulator and began using it throughout the studio, including the floor, walls, doors and 

ceiling. This method o f insulation continues to be used in home studios today. It is effective, 

inexpensive and comparable to materials used in production studios.

During this period project studio builders began experimenting with a new structural 

concept referred to as ‘a room inside a room.’ Fabricators created a wood frame, attached it to 

the concrete foundation of a basement, added insulation and covered the inclosure with dry-wall. 

This technique was essential for project studios built on and around a concrete foundation. The 

‘room inside a room’ technique was also used for constructing drop-ceilings attached to existing 

floor supports for the room above. This process was important because it eliminated vibrations 

that might have seeped through from the upstairs floors.

‘Floating walls’ were another device used to ensure the utmost sonic isolation within the 

recording room. This technique required the construction of a secondary wall in front of the 

existing wall. Aluminum plating, foam, and insulation were placed between the two walls to
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create a ‘floating gap’, thus avoiding direct contact and vibration between the walls. Drywall and 

wood were not directly fastened to the concrete or existing walls, but rather were fastened to 

pieces of aluminum and insulating devices between the walls.

Sound insulation was an important aesthetic component of the project studio, the creation 

o f which was, and still is, regarded as an art form unto itself. It was a process o f trial and error 

that consumed the lives of musicians and technicians in their quest for achieving an environment 

that embraced sonic deadness and control, allowing them to utilize their creative talents not only 

through their music, but through the innovative methodologies that were explored within 

recording techniques.

The building of an acoustically sound room was the most important aspect o f the studio’s 

design, and was integral to the “live off the floor” method o f recording. Using inexpensive 

equipment and materials, insulated rooms were regarded as the linchpins o f the project studio. 

Design and acoustic structure, in conjunction with knowledge and craftsmanship, attained greater 

importance than expensive equipment within the project studio. The physical attributes found 

within project studios were vital to their sonic architecture. Bams were ideal structures due to 

their high ceilings, which created natural reverberation. Uneven walls, which were common in 

most bams, were an asset in creating sonic dampening. Rather than giving sound waves the 

opportunity to travel and bounce freely off squared surfaces, such walls eliminated and controlled 

unwanted sound refractions. Walls in modem production studios are angled anywhere from three 

to ten degrees, depending on the degree of dampening sought. Studio builders have borrowed
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this concept from theatres, along with several other structural ideas.

Sound is a wave and travels in an arc; because sound is round, it may bounce off objects 

and rebound in an abundance o f directions. Sound may continue to travel after striking a wall, 

yet with the use of angled walls, sound waves are redirected into dampening zones specifically 

crafted for stopping deflective waves. Square walls, on the other hand, do not cause sound waves 

to lose their velocity; rather sound bounces indefinitely creating reverberation and noise. This 

principle may be exemplified in long hallways that are constructed of hard materials, such as 

concrete. For example, if  a person were standing at one end of a hallway and speaking softly, the 

projected sounds would seem to be at a higher volume and distorted. Sound waves travel from a 

projected source and bounce off the walls and floor, thereby gaining volume and velocity while 

losing tonal clarity.

With this knowledge engineers were able to adjust the audio dynamics within the project 

studio without the use of expensive frequency testing devices. Trained professionals were able to 

isolate problematic frequencies using their own ears. When sound was projected at a moderate 

volume throughout the project studio and a ringing in the ear developed, this was an indication 

that there was a problem with a particular frequency. Ringing may be caused by the angle o f the 

walls, ceiling structure, or the use of certain materials in the construction of the studio. 

Frequency-related problems were often caused by the presence of hard materials such as concrete 

floors, or high ceilings that have not been properly dampened. In order to rectify problematic 

tones, builders added unfinished wood and foam baffles throughout the studio. As previously
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stated, hardwood does not promote sound dampening, yet softwood such as, pine, cedar and 

spruce are efficient in providing sound dampening.

Equipment

Throughout the 1960s, the most widely used recording module (or console) in Canadian 

production studios was the API 500. By the 1970s recording technology had advanced at such a 

rapid rate, that government organizations were forced to place such obsolete consoles in storage. 

With the right social connections, however, project studio personnel were able to obtain these 

used government consoles. The API 500 and other similar consoles were not the massive 

structures seen in contemporary studios, but rather consisted of a few pre-amps without 

equalization.42

Since the majority of rock recordings in the early 1970s were tracked by using the live off 

the floor method of recording, the quality o f the console greatly affected the caliber o f the 

recorded product43 Although multitrack recording was used by a few production studios in the 

1970s, project studios did not have access to multitrack magnetic tapes and tracking consoles. 

Project studios often used two-track or four-track recording consoles. The use of a four-track 

console enabled the engineer to use two channels for a stereo master mix and the remaining two

42Pre-amps were simply electronic strips on the console that enabled the connection 
between an instrument and recording device.

43Throughout the 1970s, the CBC studios favored MCI recording and live consoles. Greg 
Vintar and Rob Jardine are two project studio owners who were able to acquire used MCI 
consoles from the CBC.
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for overdubbing guitar solos and vocals. This method o f recording may be considered multitrack 

recording, yet this term generally refers to recording a large number of players or an entire group 

on individual tracks. Engineers continued to experiment with recording methods to enable the 

use o f a greater number o f tracks on a small console. This led to a technique referred to as 

“bouncing the tracks.”44 Bouncing the tracks enabled the engineers to maximize the use o f a 

small console. This technique of bouncing the tracks also allowed engineers to conserve 

magnetic tape.

Magnetic tape was available in a variety of sizes: half-inch, quarter-inch, one-inch and 

two-inch were the standards, ranging in recording capacity from single track mono to twenty-four 

track stereo. The cost o f magnetic tape varied in relation to track capacity and length. 

Throughout the 1970s twenty-four track tape recording was used only by major studios with large 

budgets. The most commonly used tape for semi-professional, amateur or even professional 

studios was two-inch sixteen-track magnetic tape (Vintar 2005). Two-inch tape was affordable 

and had multitracking capabilities ideal for the project studio of the late 1970s. On the other 

hand, small amateur studios used half-inch tape due to its low cost and ability to record two, four 

or eight tracks on a single piece of tape.

Technological Advancements

44I got the term ‘bouncing tracks’ from Timmins engineer James Mongeon who defines it 
this way: “Often project studio engineers would record a group using a three-track mix, then re
record this mix onto the one remaining track. In other words, you dump everything onto one 
track and then you have three more to play with. This method is great for anyone who wants to 
make the most out o f a small console” (Mongeon 2005).
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In the 1970s the emergence of new audio suppliers offered economic viability for

independent consumers. Companies such as Soundcraft made the project studio more effective

and affordable by creating precision consoles at a fraction of the cost of those found in

production studios. Soundcraft’s first console to change the market was the SI (see Appendix A,

Illustration #9). This particular console was revolutionary because it was one o f  the first

commercial consoles available with British EQ (equalization). British EQ enabled the user to

modify four different bands o f EQ including the high, presence, mid and bass. As this unit

evolved, the presence and the mid became the high-mid and low-mid, while also becoming

“sweepable.” In the early days of on-board EQ, companies used pre-set equalization; this

technique consisted of simple circuitry that gave each pre-set EQ selector its own set of

capacitors and resistors. The selector switch was a multi-position rotary switch with click stops,

while sweepable EQ altered equalization settings in a smoother manner without the use o f stops.

The sweeps were composed of circuitry that contained a predetermined frequency range that the

rotary potentiometer made sweepable. George Massenburg, the engineer largely responsible for

creating sweepable EQ explains:

Our (Bob's [Meushaw], Burgess' [Macneal] and my) sweep-tunable EQ was borne, more 
or less, out o f an idea that Burgess and I had around 1966 or 1967 for an EQ that would 
avoid inductors and switches, both expensive and seemingly flawed items in that day. In 
1964 or 65 we had built a console for Recordings Incorporated of Baltimore that utilized 
the first Fairchild monolithic IC's [integrated circuit], both 709's and 716's. The 
performance was woefully inadequate, and our later designs were built around discrete- 
transistor op-amps (Massenburg 2005).

Many years of experimentation and manufacturing were required to perfect this 

sweepable EQ; thus, this system of equalization did not become commercially available until the
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late 1970s. Soundcraft used this feature on its Soundcraft S-2 (Series Two) console that became 

available in the late 1970s. Before the advent o f on-board EQ, the only method of altering the 

equalization o f a specific instrument was by experimenting with different microphones, pre

amps, and amplifiers.45 British EQ enabled engineers to edit problematic frequencies prior to 

placing them on tape, which was more cost efficient and provided a sonic clarity that was 

previously unavailable. Soundcraft was in competition with companies such as Trident and 

Tascam who also used on-board equalization. The Tascam Series-10 (see Appendix A, 

Illustration #10) from 1974 offered “features found in far more expensive mixers. One unique 

feature o f the Model 10 (8x4) mixer was that it was designed to be expandable”(Tascam 2005). 

This meant that additional features and channels could be added to a pre-existing console, while 

on-board equalization was also available. James Mongeon, a member of the Audio Engineering 

Society (AES) explains the importance o f this console:

The Tascam Series 10 (labeled under the Teac name) were great consoles during the 
1970s; even by today's standards they perform adequately. For their time, in a project 
studio they were fantastic. Actually, one of them was recently retired from a teaching 
studio at Lakehead University. It was purchased from Lakehead by a friend, then I got 
it... It is currently in about 65 pieces in my storage unit, waiting for rebuild. I am 
restoring all of it and getting it back into service. This console has had some 
modifications. The previous owners added transformers so they could have balanced 
I/O's (input and outputs). That’s one o f a number o f reasons I want to restore this unit. 
We also have a Tascam M15B that came out in about 1981, if  I remember correctly, 
hanging around the studio. A lot of these old workhorses are still worth working with. 
You just can't seem to kill these things. And contrary to modem equipment, they are 
easily serviceable (Mongeon 2005).

45Project studios in isolated regions o f Canada did not have the money or access to 
professional studio microphones. Therefore, project studio engineers experimented with 
different microphone positions in order to maximize sound fidelity without purchasing new 
equipment.
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The equipment used in project studios throughout the 1960s and 1970s was gathered 

primarily from production studios. In contemporary studios, as explained by Mongeon, northern 

project studio owners continue to gather equipment from large corporate entities.

Processed Sound Effects

Sound effects as we know them today, did not exist in the early stages o f Canadian 

recording. Throughout the 1960s, reverberation units were not commonly used in project studios 

due to high fabrication costs. Natural reverberation was often created by recording in halls, 

churches, or recording rooms with high, properly angled ceilings. Reverberation is created by 

sound waves deflecting and bouncing off various sources before reaching the human ear or 

recording device. Natural reverberation is ideal for recording, although impractical for many 

studios due to their controlled and dampened sonic architecture. Project studio engineers 

experimented by using different rooms for capturing natural reverberation, including bathrooms, 

hallways and kitchens.46 For additional information regarding reverberant sound fields and 

processed reverberation, see Appendix C, #1.

Audio Bussing

“Audio busing” is a term derived from the electrical engineering term bus bar, which is

46Project studio owners experimented with different rooms in their home in order to 
obtain sufficient levels of natural reverberation. Several musicians from northern Ontario, 
including myself, have experimented with the natural reverberation produced in St. Alfonsus 
Church, Schumacher. The late Father Les Costello, Toronto Maple Teaf star and priest, 
encouraged music and recording by allowing aspiring musicians to use his church for sound 
recording and rehearsals.
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“a rigid power supply conductor to which several connections are made” (FOLDOC 2005). In 

terms of audio sound engineering, the bus works as an assignment path to a point o f output such 

as off-board effects processors. All makes of consoles were equipped with at least one output 

bus, which was the mono output. On modem consoles, a minimum of two outputs may be found, 

thus creating one stereo output. On consoles from the 1950s and 1960s, there was generally only 

one mono output. By the 1970s, consoles were equipped with two or more stereo outputs, and 

acquired sub groups and audio groups. These extra buses were generally used for live consoles 

rather than studio mixers. In order to better understand the concept of audio bussing, the mixing 

console will be explained in greater depth.

Understanding the Console

The mixing board, or audio console is an ensemble of microphone pre-amplifiers, 

equalizers, auxilary send mechanisms, faders, output busses, master sections, and metering 

systems, all o f which are accessible through patch bays (see Appendix B, Illustrations # 2-7).

The console is essentially the master control system of all audio devices in the studio. To better 

understand the terms and concepts listed above, the following is an example of an audio source 

and the path it follows through the various systems used in the recording process. This example 

will illustrate the audio path that is incurred when microphoning a guitar amplifier.

Initially, a quarter- inch patch cable is placed in the guitar’s output which is sent to the 

input o f the amplifier. A microphone is then placed in front o f the amplifier by the engineer in 

an appropriate location. The microphone is then connected to the console’s input patchbay in
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channel #1 via XLR cable, which is a three- pronged cable with a male and female end, generally 

used to attach microphones to a console.

The guitar then produces sound waves that are transferred from the guitar to the amplifier, 

which are then picked up by the microphone and sent to the console. Once the signal reaches the 

console, the microphone signal is amplified by the microphone pre-amplifiers. The signal is then 

introduced to various off-board components, such as equalizers, dynamic control, and filters 

before going into the busses. At this stage there are several possible busses: the auxiliary busses 

(aux send), the master bus, group bus, and record bus. All of these busses have the purpose of 

sending the signal received from the channel to a different modifying device; by and large these 

devices are effects processors. The auxiliary send busses are used to send the signal from the 

audio track (i.e. the guitar sound taken from the amplifier) to off-board devices such as reverb 

and delay units. The group busses are used in order to combine specific channels from the 

console so that they may be manipulated as one. This is commonly used for drum tracks; drums 

are to be set and adjusted on individual channels and then sent to a group in order to adjust them 

as one entire unit. This method is ideal for live recording, especially for adjusting the volume of 

an entire drum kit without disturbing the pre-set mix. This is also effectively used for 

background vocals. Rather than raising or lowering the channels of all o f the background 

vocalists, they are adjustable as a whole by raising or lowering the level of a bus.

The master bus, much like the group bus, constitutes the final grouping of the channel 

strips. This arrangement o f channels acts as an ensemble of one master rather than several
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individual channels. The recording busses are an important aspect of the recording console and 

cannot be found on most live mixers. In this case the busses are assignable outputs that are 

located directly on the channel, rather than off-board. They enable the engineer to send the 

output of the channel to any of the bus outputs on the patchbay (see Appendix A,

Illustration# 12). A patchbay is simply a device that routes and manages all of the audio signals 

and processors that are sent from effects units into the console. The patchbay is connected to the 

recording device; engineers, for simplicity’s sake, match the record bus to the recording device.

Thus, to clarify, the record bus #1 is connected to the input channel #1 o f the recording 

device. The return (or output) o f the recording device will then be attached to the corresponding 

line-in o f the console. The recording bus allows the engineer to assign any of the incoming audio 

channels to any channel on the recording device to simplify mixing. Accordingly, the guitar that 

was patched through on channel #1 of the console can be re-assigned to a different channel on 

the console in order to accommodate the engineer once the mix is complete, without moving any 

of the cables from the console or the patchbay. This enables the engineer to choose the location 

of this particular guitar track to facilitate the final mix. This method is also beneficial for the 

engineer to know and recall where every track is without constantly re-patching into the system.

Audio compressors (see appendix A, illustrations 13 &14), which can be found off-board, 

were an essential tool in the studio, functioning as a leveling and amplification device. A 

compressor applies dynamic control to an audio signal in order to maintain a higher decibel level 

on the master product. Additional information regarding the audio compressor and its functions
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can be seen in Appendix C, #2.

THE PRODUCTION STUDIO

The major corporate studios in Canada, specifically the CBC, hired architects and 

acoustic engineers to fabricate soniferous structured rooms for recording and broadcasting.

Unlike the project studio, which consisted of a modified space, production studios (see Appendix 

A, Illustration #15) had rooms built using advanced techniques that properly contained sound 

waves within the given structure. In order to build acoustically specific structures, a large sum of 

money was required.47 Production studios were built in large spaces such as airplane hangers or 

warehouses that were modified accordingly to accommodate the studio facilities.

Production studios generally consisted o f three to four rooms or separate studios, which 

allowed for the recording of several artists simultaneously. Each individual studio consisted of a 

control room, where the engineer and the control equipment such as the console, compressors 

and equalization were stationed, while the band was located in the main recording room. Each 

artist required a slightly different set-up due to audio idiosyncrasies; therefore a large main room 

was needed to accommodate musicians. The main room was often divided into smaller sections 

by cubicle-like structures, similar to dividers found within office buildings. Although these 

cubicles were not entirely effective for dampening sound, they acted as slight barriers by

47Greenhouse Studios in Vancouver, British Columbia, is one of the most renowned 
Canadian production studios. It is a massive, multi-million dollar complex that features three 
individual recording studios. Greenhouse Studios has recorded Canadian superstars such as 
Nickelback, 54-40 and the Barenaked Ladies.
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dampening sound to a degree that facilitated live off the floor recording.

The production studio had a much larger live or main room (see Appendix A, Illustration 

#16) than the project studio. This was not only because production studios were able to afford 

large rooms, but large live rooms made set-up easier for established bands and promoted natural 

reverberation. Despite the fact that these rooms were constructed to isolate sound, dampening 

was still possible through the use of shifting walls and movable wooden boards.

Isolation rooms (see Appendix A, Illustration #17) became more prominent during the 

1980s with the increase in use o f multitrack recording. Isolation rooms were constructed directly 

off the main floor using materials such as underlay and dense foam to achieve maximum sonic 

dampening. Bands that used the live off the floor method of recording used isolation booths for 

vocalists, to reduce or eliminate ambient noise. Isolation booths were especially important in 

recording rock music because of high volume produced by each individual instrument. Tube 

amps were driven to their limits to achieve a warm tone, thus bleeding into surrounding 

microphones. Engineers were able to use isolation booths effectively by sending audio in real 

time through headphones to the vocalist. This manner o f recording enabled engineers to capture 

a precise clarity in vocal tone while using either live off the floor or multitrack methods. 

Engineers using multitrack recording had little problem with ambient noise, since only one 

instrument was tracked at any given time.

Multitrack recording was not commonly used in rock music during the 1970s and early
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1980s in Canada, as engineers preferred the sound of live off the floor recording with the 

addition of overdubs. Overdubs were generally used for adding additional guitars and vocals that 

were not possible to capture in the initial live sessions. A greater sense o f authorship was 

demonstrated by bands who were able to perform every track on their own album without hiring 

studio musicians to perform the additional parts. With the advent o f overdubbing and multitrack 

recording, Canadian rock groups such as April Wine, were able to create a symphony of guitars 

on their albums with very few performing guitarists.48 They often used two or three rhythm 

guitars with four guitars playing contrapuntally, thus creating a symphonic effect. Although it 

was difficult to perform live, they were able to show their musicianship and the capabilities of 

modern multitrack recording. In live performance, especially in the arena rock genre (see 

Appendix A, Illustration #18) of the 1970s and 1980s, leaving out additional instrumentation was 

an easy task. The acoustics in arenas were terrible because of their steel fabrication and hard 

floor surface; thus subtleties that may have been audible on a studio album were lost within the 

sonic density of live reverberated performance.

The Physical Structure of the Production Studio

The Audio Engineering Society (AES) played an active role in aiding acoustic engineers 

to design the overall structure of their studios. Acoustic sound engineers were the dominant 

figures in creating the architecture and design o f the production studios, but members of the AES 

were essential for interior fabrication. The structure o f the production studio was similar to the

48April Wine, led by frontman and composer Myles Goodwyn, performed countless guitar 
tracks in order to produce symphonic guitar orchestration. Their multitracked guitar work can be 
heard on hits such as Roller, 21st Century Schizoid Man and I f  You Believe In Me.
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architectural design o f large professional theatres. For hundreds of years, theatres have been 

designed with angled walls and sound projecting/deadening devices to ensure that audio waves 

are projected in a controlled manner. The theatre’s structure has acted as a model for the modern 

day studio.

Unlike the project studio, production studios used angled walls and sheets o f glass.

Sheets o f glass were placed between the control room and main studio live room to act as a 

visual aid for the musicians and producers. Walls were constructed at three, five and ten degree 

angles, depending on the desired dampening envisioned by the engineer. In modem studios, 

three-degree angles are most commonly used, while in the 1970s, five and ten degrees were 

considered the standard. Although engineers believed that a greater angled wall served as the 

ultimate solution to sound reduction, extreme angles proved to be ineffective due to sound- 

pockets. These pockets are physical locations within the studio where sound waves become 

trapped. This occurs within the comers of two heavily angled walls; therefore, angles o f five 

degrees or greater were considered problematic. After years of experimentation and 

modification, three-degree angled walls became the angle most commonly used within the 

production studio.

While carpeting and underlay were the predominant materials used for sound deadening 

in the project studio, the production studio used state of the art insulation fabrics. Wall coverings 

consisted of dense drywall, high pressured foams, semi-rigid foams, and fabrics made out of 

corrugated canvas. Baffle divisions were made out of a foam inlay with pine framing. In modem
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studios, plank foam or ester foam is the most recognized dampening material. These high 

density foams were available in the 1970s, but very expensive.49

Canadian production studios began experimenting with alternative methods o f sound 

dampening by using angled windows between the main room, control room and studio doors. 

Various angles were used on the glass (see Appendix A, Illustration #19) depending on the 

design o f the room. Two pieces o f glass were used in a single window frame with a space or 

sound trap left between the two sheets o f glass. The pieces of glass were angled in opposite 

directions, thus deflecting sound waves. The door used to divide the control room and main 

room was constructed using two doors similar to the structure used within the project studio. 

Production studio engineers bolted a hollow wooden door on top of a metal door; the wooden 

door was placed on the side closest to the musicians in the main room, while the metal door was 

placed next to the control room. In some cases, the hollow door was padded with plank foam to 

further deaden ambient sound.50

Equipment

The equipment used in Canadian production studios was almost unlimited in terms of 

quality and quantity. Canadian studios were in competition with the big five (Universal Music

49Companies now use these materials in the fabrication of cases to protect instruments 
and electronics while on the road.

50The experimentation of sound recording carried on eventually impacting other areas of 
Canadian life. For example, similar to the recording studio, modem homes began using hollow 
metal doors with baffling to keep out extreme temperatures and noise.
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Group, Sony Music Entertainment, EMI Group, Warner Brothers Music, BMG Entertainment) 

from the United States. Canada, with major studios such as Metalworks in Toronto and 

Greenhouse Studios in Vancouver, was able to take a lot o f business away from American 

corporations. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, major bands such as Aerosmith, Guns N ’ Roses, 

and AC/DC came to Canada to record, not only to capitalize on the exchange on the dollar, but 

also to use state-of-the-art technology in some o f the best studios in North America..5'

In the 1980s, the British company, SSL (Solid State Logic), created a console that not 

only had on-board compressors, but also had individual compressors available on each channel. 

EQ drastically changed within the production studio in the 1980s. Large amounts o f equalization 

were available on each independent channel, and racks of additional EQ became available off- 

board. Off-board rack mounts, (see Appendix A, Illustration #20) were simply effects units, 

compressors or equalization that were separately linked to the console to modify the timbres of 

each instrument. This was convenient due to their portability, enabling a console to have an 

abundance of interchangeable effects.

By the 1980s, professional studios were no longer concerned with acquiring the most 

expensive equipment, but sought the highest fidelity equipment instead. Companies such as 

Neve, Trident, SSL, and A.P.I. were all in competition with each other to engineer the best

5'The following groups and individuals have left their home countries to record at 
Metalworks Studios in Toronto, Ontario: Prince, Tina Turner, David Bowie, The Cranberries, 
D12, Guns and Roses, N ’Sync and Christina Aguilera. Also, film stars Catherine Zeta Jones, 
Rene Zellweger, Steven Segal, Richard Gere (Metalworks Studios 2006). Greenhouse Studios in 
Vancouver has recorded international rock stars AC/DC, Bon Jovi and many others (Greenhouse 
Studios 2006).
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available consoles, disregarding price and striving only for quality. Throughout the 1980s, 

consoles were often custom built by the engineer. In order to construct these consoles, pre-amps 

were purchased to power the console, followed by the addition of custom equalization. This was 

unique because various forms of EQ were available. Engineers were able to customize EQ in 

various forms, for example, four channels of British EQ, three channels of four-band parametric 

EQ, five channels o f tilt EQ - a simple form of high and low EQ - and the rest of the channels 

could have been left without EQ. This was convenient and practical to suit the individual needs 

o f the studio engineer.

Microphones were one of the most important pieces of equipment in the recording studio. 

Although microphones held a high degree of importance in the project studio, production studios 

used much more expensive microphones that produced a higher clarity of timbre. Such 

microphones ranged in cost from $500 to $20,000. For additional information regarding the 

evolution and specific models of microphones used within the production studio, see Appendix 

C, #3.

Digital Technology

Digital technology drastically changed the face of the recording industry. By 1990, many 

of the most illustrious Canadian studios began using digital effects and digital computer 

software. Computer software amalgamated digital and analogue technologies, creating an easily 

editable product while enabling the smoothness o f analogue textures. Many studios in the early 

1990s were criticized for using solely digital means of technology for the recording process.
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Digital sound technology produced a fragile sound texture because digital formats operate using 

ones and zeros rather than a pure sound wave. Therefore, engineers began experimenting with 

amalgamating digital and analogue technologies. The concept of fusing digital and analogue 

technology and digital software will be explored in depth in the following chapters.

This chapter has documented the recording methodologies, physical structures and 

benefits o f both the production and project studios. As documented above, the project studio is 

important especially for musicians in isolated northern regions of Canada. The project studios 

aid financially stricken musicians and serves as an outlet for the recording and dissemination of 

recorded goods. In thinly populated areas where access and cost prohibit recording in production 

studios the project studios are especially important. As outlined above, production studios 

produce higher fidelity products than project studios, yet are expensive and only found in densely 

populated areas in Canada.

The home studio is a relatively new form of recording that has spawned from home 

computers and digital technology. The home studio helps artists in isolated areas o f Canada 

transmit their products internationally. These studios are beneficial for musicians who wish to 

document rehearsals or produce a demo recording without paying the high costs o f professional 

recording. This digital technology and its impact on the rock musician, particularly in remote 

regions of Canada, will be explored in the next chapter.
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chapter 3
H o m e  R e c o r d in g

Technology has been rapidly evolving since the beginning of sound recording. 

Throughout the 1970s and '80s, Canadian musicians, specifically those in isolated 

regions o f Canada, were enthusiastic about project studios. By the early ‘90s home computers 

and digital technologies spawned a new form of recording that was affordable and easy to use. 

Although home recording is a relatively new phenomenon, it has been highly beneficial to 

musicians wanting to record demos and document rehearsals.52 While home recording is 

convenient for the aspiring musician, it can not produce the high fidelity products that are 

comparable to those of the project and production studios.

EARLY HOME RECORDING

Home recording began with the use o f tape decks and microphones to record amateur 

groups for the purpose of documenting musical material. The progressive development of 

technological devices extended the singularity of monophonic recording, enabling home 

enthusiasts to use equipment that combined high density memory capabilities with layering 

functions.

52Home recording has many benefits for aspiring musicians, particularly in isolated 
communities. According to Milstead, with home recording you can “work much faster, easily 
edit waveforms [digital recorded files], cut and paste...and keep all of your work in the pristine 
fidelity o f the digital domain... [you can] achieve audio quality that ten years ago was possible 
with only the most expensive equipment available” (Milstead 2003). Digital technology and 
home recording have helped musicians in isolated regions of Canada to achieve a high fidelity of 
sound at their convenience.
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With the advent of portable reel-to-reel recording decks, rock musicians began recording 

rehearsals on tape through small consoles. The consoles served a dual function by “getting [an] 

instrument’s signal to the multitrack tape deck, and mixing the recorded tracks into stereo” 

(Greenwald 1992, 17). Similar to project studios, home studios were used by musicians who did 

not have a large budget.53 Many artists used inexpensive equipment including a basic two-track 

console and tape decks. As musicians became more accomplished and technology more 

accessible, the home studio evolved, enabling cost-conscious consumers to produce adequate 

demo products from their homes.

DIGITIZING IN THE 1990s

Prior to 1991, digital recording was not commonly used due to insufficient technology, 

minimal availability, and high cost. In 1991, Alesis revolutionized the recording industry with 

the advent of the AD AT (Alesis Digital Audio Tape) Multi-Channel Digital Tape Recorder.

Prior to the Alesis ADAT recording unit, a digital multitrack recorder was costly (approximately 

$50,000 Cdn.) while the Alesis was available for a modest $4,000 (Mongeon 2005). The 

innovation of the ADAT machine allowed almost “every home and project studio to afford 

digital recording. This new technology allowed any artist or musician to record studio quality

53I first experimented with home recording in 1994. I used mostly live equipment 
(equipment that was used for live shows), including a 24-track Peavey console, and Marshall 
amplification. This was connected to a computer with the recording program Sound Audio 
Workshop (SAW). Even though this was an early form of digital home recording, I thought that 
it was great because I was able to do all the mixing and adjustments on a computer screen rather 
than on an old analogue console. Initially, the sound quality was not great, but it served its 
purpose.
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recordings” (Alesis 2005). The ADAT machine had the ability to record eight tracks of digital 

audio in a sixteen-bit format on an S-YHS tape (Super VHS tape), enabling forty minutes of 

precise digital recording. The Alesis ADAT unit was modular; therefore, “it became possible to 

add more units over time as budget and recording needs allowed” (Rudolph & Leonard 2001,

33).

The internal components of the ADAT machine are similar to those found in a VHS 

machine. A drum head within the ADAT machine “rotates at 3000 revolutions per minute. The 

four read and write heads are positioned at equal distances around the head” (Rudolph & Leonard 

2001, 34). The recorder then creates a set of strips called heliscans. This is a process whereby a 

single head records each scan as it contacts the tape. In order to make a VHS functional in the 

ADAT medium, the tape must be formatted by using an analogue track containing a time code. 

This is achieved by recording the entire length of the tape in format mode. During the recording 

process, the ADAT machine adjusts the time code internally by lining up the linear and rotary 

tape spikes.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY IN THE HOME STUDIO

New technologies including ADAT and DAT enabled the home studio engineer to record 

in digital without the use o f a production studio.54 Musicians were able to use equipment 

intended for live settings within the home studio sparing the cost of specialized studio

54By the early ‘90s, home recording enthusiasts were able to convert analogue recordings 
into a digitally editable product, yet home recording and digital technology were relatively new 
and did not produce a warm tone. Early digital recording was frail due to primitive processors 
and basic computer software.
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equipment. Recording equipment, including the Alesis ADAT tape, converted an analogue track 

into an easily editable digital format.55 Prior to the use of digital technology, the home studio 

operator was forced to edit music by using the cut and splice method as explained in Chapter 1.56 

Computer software made digital editing quick and precise without the complications and 

blemishes created by magnetic tape.

In the early 1990s, Macintosh computers produced a revolutionary recording program 

entitled RADAR. This program recorded an analogue signal and converted it into a digital 

format, rendering it editable. The final recording was then sent back and recorded on an 

analogue medium. This proved to be an effective method of home recording, but it still had its 

limitations. Home computers, both Macintosh and PC, did not have the ability to record and 

store an abundance of material (see Appendix A, Illustration #21). Still, in terms o f recording 

storage space, Macintosh held an advantage until the m id-1990s when superior software, such as 

Cubase and Sound Forge, became available on PC.

Computer technology quickly developed, yet it was not until the market crash of 2000

55From my experience, I can say that virtually every computer designed for sound 
recording is able to convert an analogue signal into a digitally editable file. Although on-board 
(inside the computer) converters are available for as little as forty dollars, off-board converters 
provide a smoother transfer of audio signals without the frailty that is often produced by digital 
technologies.

56Home recording has been criticized for sounding frail because o f its almost exclusive 
use o f digital technology. According to Milstead, “there was a time when digital recording 
wasn’t up to the accuracy of analogue tape recording, but things have changed. Processors have 
gotten much faster - and cheaper - and dozens o f professional-quality sound cards... are on the 
market today” (Milstead 2003). Today, digital recording is accurate and has an increasingly 
warmer tone.
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that computers became affordable for the home studio owner. The average musician was able to 

purchase a computer that had the ability to record using high fidelity software for approximately 

$2000. This was a definite bargain when compared to the prices in 1997, which ranged from 

$10,000 to $12,000 (Mongeon 2005).

The accessibility and viability o f computers provided affordable home recording 

equipment which led to the abandonment o f such mediums as ADAT. Software, including plug

ins (devices for additional effects and editing) became affordable for the average consumer, 

rather than being reserved strictly for production studios. The home recording engineer now had 

the option o f using all digital means o f recording or ADAT tape.

In response to the digitization of the recording world, Alesis made a plug-in card, known 

as the ADAT PCR card, that allowed ADAT recorders to work with computers. This card was 

an eight-track ADAT transfer hardware device, allowing files to be transferred directly to a 

computer for editing and mixing.

THE HOME STUDIO AND THE MUSICIAN

The advent o f the home studio (see Appendix A, Illustration #21) enabled the average 

Canadian musician to record without the support of a major record label.57 Home recording 

allowed rock groups to produce products that surpassed the recording quality o f production

57Prior to the advent of the project studio, few Canadian independent artists existed. The 
home recording studio and computer technology have encouraged aspiring musicians to produce 
and package albums from home. Canadian artists are now able to track, mix, master and produce 
artwork without the funding of a major label.
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studios of the 1960s and 1970s. At the turn of the 21st century, the home studio became fully 

functional for the aspiring musician at a reasonable cost. With technological advancements, 

including home digital recording and access to the Internet, the independent musician began to 

flourish. Independent musicians were able to record an adequate demo from home without time 

constraints and corporate manipulation. Musicians were able to record demos, promote 

themselves on the Internet, and print and distribute their music to large labels. This independent 

process eliminated the need for preliminary “corporate infiltration,” or the acceptance of a label’s 

ideology; although, if  an aspiring musician wanted to sell a lot of albums and tour internationally, 

financial support from a major label was required.

The home studio included a computer with recording software, a mixing console, and live 

equipment which consisted of amplifiers, microphones and effects. Although live equipment 

may not produce the same high fidelity sonic outcome as the project or production studio, it was 

adequate for the intentions and purposes at hand.58

The home studio and its recording methodology has created a shift in modern 

compositional practices. Modem conventions enable musicians to experiment with various 

timbral and textual preferences which constitute the compositional process versus capturing the 

outcome o f prescribed and predetermined performance idioms. Unlike the 1970s, when only 

superstar-status groups were able to experiment inside production studios, home recording

58Generally, musicians who record in a home studio use equipment that they own and use 
for live performance. Grenville explains his use of studio equipment: “Back in Timmins we 
would record using any gear we could find. We would basically just use anything that we 
already owned for live performance. Sometimes, for recording vocals we would rent or borrow a 
better quality and more sensitive studio microphone” (Grenville 2006).
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musicians now had the luxury of working without rigid time restrictions. Queen, for example, 

was able to compose and experiment at Super Bear Studios in Nice, France, for months at a time, 

allowing them to construct elaborate choir-like harmonies and a symphony of guitars (Jackson 

1996, 105). Home recording has enabled professional Canadian groups such as Nickelback to 

compose and document original ideas prior to recording in a professional studio. Similarly, the 

amateur musician is now able to use and experiment with the various layers and capabilities of 

multitracking, enabling a hybrid form of composition.

THE FUTURE OF RECORDING

Home recording has enabled both amateur and professional musicians to record and 

document demos and rehearsals without major financial investment. The shift in digital 

technology revolutionized recording in the home and professional studio. Although home 

recording has simplified the recording process for the amateur musician, the home studio 

operator must contend with the constant evolution in technology. In order to produce higher 

fidelity products, the operator must regularly upgrade recording equipment, including the home 

computer, console, effects, software and amplifiers. Consequently, in an effort to maintain 

contemporaneity, the home studio may become a costly investment. As mentioned above, the 

quality o f equipment used in the home studio cannot compare to that of the production studio. If 

an aspiring musician were to sign with a major label, it is unlikely that the demo they may have 

recorded in their home studio would be used as a marketable recording. Rather, the product 

would be re-recorded in a production studio.
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There will always be a need for production studios in Canada due to the high expense of 

modem technology. In most cases, the home studio enthusiast does not have the financial 

resources to create a product comparable to one made in a production studio. As subdivisions of 

large corporations, production studios are able to constantly experiment and upgrade equipment 

as technology becomes available. Furthermore, production studios are equipped with highly 

trained personnel capable of operating studio equipment with precision, while the home studio 

engineer is generally trying to leam the basics of home recording by experimenting with various 

recording techniques.

Regardless o f the technological advancements made by computers, software, and digi tal 

technology, there will always be a need for home recording. The home recording process began 

with a tape deck and microphone and evolved into a highly sophisticated digital procedure. 

Because o f technological advancements, Canadian musicians in isolated regions are able to 

record and distribute their products from home. Computer recording software and graphic 

software such as Adobe Photoshop have enabled musicians to package and promote recorded 

goods in order to profit from album sales and promote themselves to label executives. Although 

it is doubtful that home recording studios will ever be able to produce products that equal or 

surpass those created by production studios, home recording will always remain useful to the 

amateur, professional and recreational musician.

Although the Canadian project studio and home recording have similar characteristics, 

they greatly differ in terms of recording quality and physical structure. The project studio 

generally consists o f a live recording room and a control room. The two isolated rooms ensure
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that sound is contained within a specific space, producing a controlled atmosphere. Home 

recording on the other hand generally consists of one room that serves as both the control room 

and the recording room. The project studio has much higher fidelity equipment and commonly 

uses an amalgamation of digital and analogue technologies, while home recording focuses on 

computer and digital technologies. The project studio mimics the production studio in terms of 

sound deadening and insulation, while the home recording enthusiast generally does not use any 

form of audio insulation. Therefore, the project studio and home recording studios are quite 

different and it is unlikely that home recording will replace the project studio.

The following chapter documents a musician’s quest for success within the Canadian 

music industry. This chapter is largely based on a model that I have created which illustrates the 

various paths that a musician may take while being an active member o f the Canadian recording 

scene. The model is divided into two sections, creative ownership and corporate manipulation. 

Although it is difficult to categorize all Canadian recording artists, most Canadian groups and 

musicians can be placed within this model. Chapter Four will also analyze the advantages and 

disadvantages of signing with independent or high profile record labels.
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Fig. 1
Creativity, Process and Production 

M USICAL CREATION

Creative Authorship  — __ 1 Corporate M anipulation
Spectrum
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Professional Musicians

Does not profit

Music for pleasure

Profits and generates 
a sizable income

Does not profit, 
but keeps trying to 
conform and attract 
corporate attention

Profits and generates 
a sizable revenue

At the mercy o f  
corporate demands

Executes Full Creative Control

Remains under the 
direction o f  corporate 
sonic mandate Retains a portion o f  

creative control
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chapter 4
C r e a t iv it y , P r o c e s s , a n d  Pr o d u c t io n

Canadian recording venues for audio production, as listed above, comprise the

project studio, the production studio and the home studio. These three creative

spaces dominate the Canadian rock recording industry. Once an artist has a marketable product, 

what does he or she do then? Gaining international success within the field of Canadian music is 

difficult to say the least. This chapter will outline the various paths that musicians may take 

while working within the recording industry.

CREATIVE AUTHORSHIP; THE NON-PROFITING ROCK MUSICIAN

As illustrated in Fig.l (see previous page) varying options exist for aspiring rock 

musicians. In some cases, musicians are controlled by corporate powers, whereby individuality 

is often suppressed, while in other cases, musicians retain creative authorship but without the 

promise of financial gain that major labels offer.

Generally, the non-profit musician does not record in a production studio due to high 

costs. Instead, this type of musician utilizes project studios as a location to practice, record and 

socialize. For example, for the past two decades, Rick Savard (see Appendix A, Illustration #22) 

from Timmins, Ontario, has been hosting musical gatherings (jam sessions) which have evolved 

into weekly recording sessions. Savard has a project studio located in the basement of his home, 

where rehearsals are recorded and documented using the live off the floor method o f recording.
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Savard’s project studio has an abundance of new, used, rebuilt, and vintage equipment.

Analogue equipment is blended with digital technology to achieve a high fidelity tone. James

Mongeon, a regular member of the Saturday night sessions, explains:

...we get a pretty good sound down there. Most people would be amazed with the sound 
quality from our live off the floor recordings. We usually record the session directly to 
tape, and then do the edits later. These edits are done by taking an analogue tape and 
sending it into Cubase [computer recording program] to do all o f the edits. This works 
well because we use old school methods of analogue recording and fix them up a bit with 
digital technology (Mongeon 2005).

Savard’s project studio is similar to many northern Ontario home studios where “a bunch of guys 

get together, bringing their own gear, coffee, smokes and poison of choice. We do this for 

pleasure, although we take it seriously” Mongeon says (2005). Savard’s smoke-filled basement 

attracts both accomplished grey-haired musicians and aspiring students, both male and female, 

who desire to learn skills from these veterans.

The atmosphere differs within the project studio depending on whether or not it is a jam, 

rehearsal, or recording. Various musicians are welcomed into the project studio throughout the 

jam and song writing process. During jam nights, the drum kit is the focal point of the room and 

is set up near the back wall. The musicians then form a semi-circle around the drummer. This 

facilitates communication among the musicians, enabling the use of both visual and audio cues. 

The setup remains the same for rehearsal nights, except that the access to the studio is restricted 

to those musicians directly involved in the compositional and recording process. A centralized 

focus is required by musicians on rehearsal nights in order to prepare original compositions for 

recording.
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Musicians do not present finished compositions to fellow band mates at the project 

studio, but rather use a blues method of composition involving intense improvisation. Ideas 

presented in original compositions are generally played for a length of time, until musicians are 

comfortable with the structural elements and chord progressions. When the musicians are 

comfortable with the song arrangement, two microphones are placed in the room and connected 

to a tape deck. This is a simple form of recording, which is used in many home studios and 

which serves as a memory tool.59 Over several years o f rehearsals, the musicians have employed 

recording as a means o f archiving their music. Following the completion of ten to fifteen 

compositions, each of the musicians is given tapes and asked to brush up on his parts in 

preparation for formalized recording. Mongeon asserts the importance of this preliminary 

process by stating: “Without the use of scratch recordings songs would never get recorded. Our 

memories are bad, and sometimes great ideas only happen once” (Mongeon 2005).60 

Immediately following the relearning and rehearsal process, the group begins to systematically 

record.

Prior to recording, several physical alterations to the live room are needed to facilitate the 

process. Sound baffles and segregation boxes are placed throughout the room to keep ambient 

noises from bleeding into the microphones. Live off the floor recording at Savard’s studio 

requires little setup because vocal microphones, amps, and the drum kit are already in place.

59Although Savard’s studio is a project studio, it is used like a home studio. Members of 
his Saturday night jam s  use his project studio for documentation and to remember rehearsed 
material.

60Mongeon’s quote, stating that virtually every rehearsal is recorded, solidifies the 
importance o f the project studio. Documenting rehearsals can only be done in project and home 
recording studios because of the high hourly rates in production studios.
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This permits additional microphones to be set up with ease. To eliminate unwanted noise and to

enable proper sound projection, unused amplifiers and equipment are removed from the project

studio. Baffles are placed around the drum kit and amplifiers to obviate microphone bleeding.

The vocalist is positioned behind a glass window outside the live room to guarantee that ambient

noise is reduced on the vocal track. Mongeon explains:

As you can tell we work very hard to limit bleed. Once the amps and instruments are in 
place, the snakes are added to the mixture. Everything gets a microphone stuffed in front 
or behind it. Then the consoles, recorders and racks are set up in the control room. All of 
the recording is mobile equipment amassed by Sound Wise Productions and installed for 
a brief period of time. Once the setup is done, everything is tested, like it would be in a 
full-blown studio that is preparing to open. Tracking then begins. Like I said earlier, most 
o f the tracking is live off the floor, but we often over-dub some of the vocals and guitar 
solos (Mongeon 2005).

Following the recording process, Vcomm and Soundwise Studios, from Timmins, 

consolidate equipment to edit, mix and master the analogue tracks. The tracks recorded at 

Savard’s studio are captured using analogue equipment. These need to be transferred into digital 

wave formats to facilitate the editing process. The live off the floor method of recording used in 

Savard’s project studio is not faultless, and a small degree of microphone bleeding is inevitable. 

Mongeon suggests that “microphone bleed can be a great thing. Some nights we just get the 

groove going and it is what gives our genre o f music its feel. The only downfall from the noise 

bleed is the editing process... it can be very long and tedious. We try to make it work for us and
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capture that live feel” (Mongeon 2005).61 Following the editing phase, the final product is sent 

to a mastering house. At this point, Mongeon begins the art work for the printing o f the CD 

insert by using a high-powered computer equipped with Adobe Photoshop.

COMMUNITY BENEFIT SHOWS

Savard’s project studio not only serves as a social outlet for non-profiting musicians in 

Timmins, but also prompts the organization of benefit concerts. Once musical material is 

composed and recorded, the various bands that make up the Savard jams are eager to perform 

their original compositions in front of an audience. Musicians at this level are not concerned 

with making a profit from live events, but rather with aiding the community. Greg Vintar, an 

active member in the Savard jams, and also the head organizer o f many benefit shows in the 

Timmins area, explains:

...we like to do something good for the community while showcasing new music... Poor 
people are starving and barely making it through our cold winters. Through music we are 
able to show people the good within the community, and we are very successful pulling- 
in money and donating 100% of it to the Timmins Food Bank. We like to keep the 
money in the community and give everything to a local group that we know needs the 
money. Although we believe in donating money for great causes such as hurricane relief 
funds, our number one priority is to ensure Timmins’ survival. This town has a long 
history o f promoting charity events such as the Food Band Drive; thus many bands are 
willing to be part o f the show, not only to aid the community but also for local publicity 
(Vintar 2005).

6'Project studio recordings are not flawless because of background noise and microphone 
bleeding. For the rock/blues genre background noise may be beneficial; Vintar explains: “A little 
while ago I was recording Dax [Chenier]; we were doing a guitar and vocal piece in my kitchen.
I used my kitchen because with Dax’s powerful voice, I got a nice natural reverb. The whole 
time we were recording, my dog was outside and kept barking. At the time, we thought that the 
dog was ruining every take. Well after a while we just decided to sit back and listen to some of 
the takes... we loved it. The dog’s barking was kind o f hard to hear but added a real ‘liveness’ to 
the recording. It sounded a lot like southern blues” (Vintar 2005).
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Every year, Vintar’s group composes a song that is lyrically dedicated to a specific cause. 

In many respects, benefit shows serve as a vehicle to promote Vintar’s band. For a month prior 

to an event “our music is played non-stop on the radio. We love that because it is nice to hear 

that all o f our hard work paid o ff’ (Vintar 2005). The charity events generally occur in a 

Timmins bar named The G.V. People line the streets o f Sixth Avenue in minus thirty-degree 

weather with a non-perishable can of food and a five-dollar bill in hand on concert night. By 

nine o ’clock a smokey haze adds to the character of the room amplifying the 24-can (twenty-four 

light) multi-colour light show. James Mongeon, and Shawn Fournier are not only in charge of 

sound and lights, but are also recording the event live.62 Mongeon uses the master out busses, as 

explained in Chapter 2, and sends the live output directly to DAT tape to convert the live 

analogue tracks into individual digital tracks. These tracks are then brought home and sent into 

his home computer where further editing is conducted.

Such non-profit musicians are not hampered by corporate powers influencing their genre 

of music. It can be argued that non-profit musicians are in an ideal position, due to their freedom 

of choice and lack of pressure to produce commodified music. The non-profit musician plays 

music primarily for personal pleasure.63

THE PROFIT-GENERATING ROCK MUSICIAN

“ Mongeon and Fournier record almost every benefit show. Not only do they capture the 
performances on audio, but also on video. Mongeon and Fournier are able to place the 
professional quality audio DAT recordings on top o f the live video footage.

“ Although these Timmins musicians are very serious about music, they play music as a 
form of pleasure and creativity only. These individuals do not plan on becoming signed to a 
major label.
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The profiting musician shares many beliefs with his non-profit counterpart when it comes 

to the importance of creative independence. While earning a living from performance and CD 

sales this musician does not play music strictly for financial gain, but rather, enjoys and believes 

in the creativity o f his or her style and compositions. Creative control is still retained by such 

musicians, who are rarely influenced by corporate powers and the mass media.64 These 

performers are often independent and have little promotion. While recording, these musicians 

hold creative control and thus can make sonic demands on producers and engineers . Studio 

personnel, in many instances, are hired by the musicians. Depending on their financial stability, 

the profiting creative artist will generally record in the upper echelon of project studios or in 

smaller production studios.

These musicians customarily raise money to record by playing live shows in competitions, 

concert halls, clubs, and as opening acts for established groups. Events known as a “battle of the 

bands,” or a “Band Slam,” promise cash prizes and recording time in a production studio. 

Musicians who write their own songs have excellent odds at winning the battle o f the bands 

competitions because judges are always looking for creative musicians who demonstrate talent 

and innovation without mimicking already successful bands. Therefore, groups that display 

originality are generally successful. The touring bar circuit is an important avenue that many 

musicians travel to hone their skills and develop an audience while raising funds for recording a 

demo or album. While managers are beneficial for artists at any level, amateur musicians

64Groups such as Hamilton’s Threat Signal and Timmins’ Weasel Bone may be 
categorized as independent profit generating artists. (See fig. 1). These groups record and tour, 
but have not yet signed with a major label or gained national recognition.
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generally can not afford professional management.65 In such cases business matters are handled 

by the musicians themselves.

Even established musicians have to choose whether or not to record in a project studio or 

a production studio. The project studio provides a relaxed and informal setting, while the 

production studio is marked by rigidity and is carefully monitored by studio personnel. If the 

musician anticipates recording in the production studio, ground rules must be established in order 

for the musician to retain creative control.66 Studio personnel in production studios frequently 

strive to take creative control from musicians, while project studio personnel are generally more 

collaborative, helping an artist to realize his or her unique vision of an album, rather than 

producing a commercialized product. Following the choice of studio, the actual recording 

process can begin.

The completion o f a new album is generally marked by a CD release party in a bar or 

concert hall. These parties serve as a vehicle for promotion, and raise public awareness of the 

individual or band. The artist generally performs live to obtain further recording funds. Once 

this process is complete the cycle often restarts. Many Canadian artists such as Jeff Healey,

65By ‘amateur’, I mean musicians that are not at the professional level. Amateur 
musicians may tour and perform in concert settings, but do not tour on as large of a scale of 
professional musicians. Also, professionals are generally signed to a major record label, while 
amateurs seek recording contracts.

66Recording in a production studio requires skill and accuracy. Huber and Runstein 
explain that “the expense incurred in using a professional studio requires that you be practiced 
and ready to roll on a specific date or range o f days” (Huber & Runstein 1997, 14).
If musicians cannot play flawless takes, the expense o f recording in a professional studio 
dramatically increases.
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Honeymoon Suite, Trooper and Blue Rodeo earn a large percentage of their income from CD (or 

album) sales and live performance. CDs are sold at live events and marketed in record stores and 

other commercial establishments. Today, artists also use the Internet as a marketing tool, selling 

CDs through their own web pages.67 Nevertheless, touring is the most important source of 

income for the profiting performer. The practice of touring draws attention to a band, attracting 

more fans, and sometimes catching the ear o f independent and major record labels looking for up 

and coming acts.

Profiting bands from Canada generally tour for an average of four months a year. This 

method of touring changes at the professional level, when touring becomes possible year round 

due to high demand and promotion. Tours conducted by musicians at the amateur level are 

played throughout the summer time, taking advantage of good Canadian road conditions and 

frequent outdoor festivals. Different levels o f touring are attainable for creative musicians 

depending on their level of success. The nature o f touring varies in proportion to the band’s 

stature, which may be local, regional, provincial, national or international. Performing at the 

local level involves little planning, and management is not required. As groups become more 

established they embark on larger scale tours. National tours, for example, require a great deal of 

planning which is often executed by agencies or management groups.

An experienced agent has contacts across the country and is able to book shows according

67The Internet, for many bands, serves as an ideal promotional tool. “A website gives 
fans up-to-date information on shows, directions to shows, album releases, interviews... A 
website gives you world wide recognition... For several decades, only large artists could reach 
international audiences” (Belleville 2004, 106). Nowadays, anyone with access to a computer 
can look up a band and hear a recorded product.
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to approximate travel time and geographic location, thus lowering expenses for the band.

Traveling across Canada is time-consuming and costly due to fuel consumption and the cost of

food. A proper vehicle such as a cube van or R.V. (recreational vehicle) is often required to

furnish musicians with a tolerable ride.68 After expenses for food and fuel, there is often little, if

any profit remaining. Jonathan Heard (see Appendix A, Illustration #23), a sound tech and tour

manager for Promane, explains his journey across Canada in 2004:

Traveling across the country was long to say the least. Some of us traveled to Timmins 
from Ottawa to pick up the cube van and to get on the Trans Canada highway. From 
there our first show was in Fort Francis, near Thunder Bay, so that meant a 14- hour 
drive. On the way we started having problems with the van over-heating, which caused 
further delays. When we arrived we had to setup all of our gear and that was not a small 
task. We normally travel with full production, including a big P.A. (public-address) 
system and a 24 can light show, but for this tour we left it behind to save time and money. 
In this case the bar was responsible to pay for all production costs, but the problem was 
that it was more o f a pain in the ass than anything. When you use different gear for every 
show, there always seems to be a problem patching into the system. This was tough for 
me because I was doing sound on a different console and using a different lighting board 
every night.

When we arrived in Fort Francis we played shows there for three nights and then took 
another few days to drive to Saskatoon. Most of our drives were done at night right after 
take down, which usually meant 4:00 a.m. We played Saskatoon and La Ronge and then 
went to British Columbia for a week. Following B.C. we went way up north to 
Whitehorse [Yukon], To wrap up the tour we had a Molson Canadian Rocks show in 
Timmins four days after our last night in the Yukon, so we drove from Whitehorse to 
Timmins in one shot. We took turns driving between me and the guys in the band, and 
three days later we got there in time to set up and play our next show... As you can see, 
doing this amount of traveling in a huge cube van would be expensive. In the north diesel 
was over a dollar a litre over a year ago... We did make some money, but only because we 
charged a lot per show; but it was the fuel cost that killed us. Thank God that we had a 
good response to our CD and profited off of that (Heard 2005).

Touring may not always raise a lot o f money; yet if  expenses are kept minimal and the 

band is able to earn money from album sales, a profit is feasible. Bands are often driven toward

68Musicians may choose to save additional costs by sleeping in their vehicle, however, 
venues generally supply lodging.
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commercialization because they feel there is not enough work for artists playing original 

material. Cover bands - bands who perform musical material that is composed by another group 

- may profit more than original artists at the amateur level, yet the cover artist will not have the 

opportunity to become signed to a major label, due to their lack of originality. At the semi- 

professional level, A&R (artist and repertoire) scouts seek groups that do not necessarily conform 

to those heard in the mass media, yet who play original material that labels may want to 

commodify.69

The semi-professional profiting musicians are in a desirable position because they are 

able to profit from playing and composing music without being controlled by corporate powers. 

The problem with being at this level of the recording industry, is that although musicians are 

profiting, they are not always making enough to survive, thus members often seek other means of 

income. The profiting musician may remain at this level (as displayed in Fig. 1) and never 

develop a commodified image. On the other hand, the profiting musician may have the 

opportunity to sign to a major label and become commercialized. This step may be risky, since 

groups are often forced to comply with the demands o f higher levels of studio and corporate 

powers, resulting in a loss o f creative control.70 Artists such as Elvis Presley, Nirvana and the 

Beatles were all successful musicians who maintained their uniqueness and made great financial

69When a rock group creates a new genre of music they often become successful because 
labels look for new genres o f music that they can commodify. Rage Against the Machine, for 
example, is a group who became successful and commercialized a blended genre o f rap and 
heavy metal (Bogdanov 2003).

70High powered record label executives may entice individuals to comply with their 
demands, yet signing to a large record label has many benefits. Musicians that are part of a major 
label “family” have the opportunity to play in large venues, gain national or international 
recognition and make a lot o f money.
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gains within the business. On occasion, groups are able to create new genres of music without 

losing creative control. This is considered rare in the music business, and by and large, most 

groups lose some of their individuality as they become artists under corporate mandates. If the 

artist were to lose creative control he would be categorized under fig. 1 as being at the mercy o f  

corporate demands.

CORPORATE MANIPULATION AND THE NON-PROFITING MUSICIAN

The non-profiting musician is generally seeking the attention of corporate powers in an 

attempt to become signed by a major label. As described earlier, although a band will perform 

live shows for money, they will often not profit financially from the performances, in most 

instances barely breaking even. These groups desire to gain entry into the mainstream, not by 

creating a new genre of music and not through originality, but by replicating an already 

established genre and image portrayed by the mass media. Such conforming performers will not 

likely become signed by a major label, nor will they earn money comparable to a group at the 

professional level. These people go out of their way to sound “top 40s” in the vain hope of 

attracting A&R scouts. By conforming to the image and sound o f the day, it may be argued that 

many o f these bands sacrifice musical integrity for capital gain. Many Canadian rock groups fall 

into this category. In their albums, My Own Prison, 1997, and Human Clay, 1999, the American 

group, Creed, offered a distinctiveness in sound, particularly in the vocal timbral quality, paving 

the way for other aspiring musical acts. Soon after, however, several Canadian bands, including 

Vancouver’s Default, duplicated their sound and obtained recording contracts. The recording 

industry soon became saturated with Creed-sounding clones. Some of these groups simply faded 

away, while others, including Default, remained prominent Canadian rockers.
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The Ottawa-based group, Turning Into Salt, exemplifies notions o f corporate conforming 

non-profit musicians. Turning Into Salt have played numerous local shows and often play for 

benefit events, in the end generating little or no monetary income. Having a commercial sound, 

Turning Into Salt resembles groups such as The Killers and Cold Play. Turning Into Salt’s music 

uses dance beats with a strong emphasis on the piano. The band has recently recorded a six-song 

demo CD at Addictive Sound in Ottawa.

After several months of rehearsal and live performance, Turning Into Salt felt that it was 

time to record a demo to promote themselves and to attempt to target the mainstream market.

The band’s initial goal was to record in a production studio, but the high costs did not permit 

them to do so. By recording in a small project studio Turning Into Salt were able to record a six 

song demo for only $1,000. Although recording was achieved at a modest price, production of 

the CD and accompanying packaging also needed to be taken into account. Costs were 

determined by the quantity of the CDs manufactured and the size and colour printing 

requirements of the jewel case booklet. Large orders consisting of a thousand discs or more are 

cheaper per unit due to a bulk discount. Turning Into Salt used a two color scheme printing five 

hundred discs resulting in a cost of $1,400. Therefore, for them, $2,400 was required to make a 

demo CD in a project studio. Before beginning, funds were raised through shows and personal 

contributions. A $1,000 contribution came from the band, with the remaining $1,400 fronted by 

a member’s father. Once the appropriate funds were in place, the band chose to record at 

Addictive Sound Studios in Kanata, Ontario, based on the studio’s respectable reputation.

The studio’s producer/engineer is Dean Hadjichristou, a graduate in recording technology
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at Fanshawe College, London, Ontario. Hadjichristou’s studio epitomizes the project studio. It 

is located in his parents’ basement, which was modified by having a studio constructed in the 

main room and a control room built within an existing bedroom.71 The studio uses the digital 

computer recording program Pro Tools LE 5.3.1, which records 32 tracks at 24 bits and 48KHz, 

enabling multitrack recording and digital editing. Hadjichristou’s microphones include the Rode 

NTK condenser tube microphone, Audio Technica, Shure and various others. The project studio 

has guitar amplifiers, an electric and acoustic drum kit, and bass amplification, all o f which are 

available to recording musicians. The engineer encourages musicians to bring in their own 

equipment if  they feel it is important to capture a sound unique to their group. Dean Grenville, 

(see Appendix A, Illustration #24) Turning Into Salt’s bass player, explains the studio 

experience:

This was a great opportunity for us, seeing as we had never recorded anything before. 
When I joined this band, I knew that we all had the same goal, which was to record an 
album. It was nice to be working with a band that played original compositions rather 
than performing strictly cover songs. It took us a little while to get the money together, 
but as soon as we did we quickly chose a studio and engineer that produced quality 
material and that fell under our price range.

We multitracked the entire session, which was a new concept to me. We first recorded 
the drums, then keyboards, bass, guitars and vocals. Drums always seem to take the 
longest. I think that this is because so many drummers are not used to playing to a click 
track and are always going off the beat. It was interesting to hear everything come 
together; it was like a puzzle. I recorded the bass tracks using a Hartke head and an 
Ampeg bass cabinet that had eight ten inch speakers. The whole recording process from 
start to finish only took us three days. The engineer did one full day o f mixing and 
mastering (Grenville 2005).

Drummer, Caleb Abbott, (see Appendix A, Illustration #25) was enthusiastic about Turning Into

71 As explained throughout Chapter 2, project studios, whether from the 1970s, or now, 
are by and large made up of scrounged materials and used equipment. Although Hadjichristou’s 
studio is located in a home, it is considered a project studio because of the quality of equipment 
in the studio and because there is a control room isolated from the recording room.
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Salt finally entering a project studio. He explains:

The recording experience was great. It felt good to finally be sitting there getting 
everything done, watching it all get done, trying to blast through your parts to save 
money, listening to click tracks and running back and forth into the studio to hear if  it 
sounded good, all the while your band sat on a couch watching you get it done. It was 
really neat, there were frustrating moments and sometimes a clash o f direction, but all in 
all it went very well. The whole experience went by quickly; after all, it was only a total 
o f 32 hrs. It was a rewarding experience and for myself, doing the recording was like 
making a commitment to myself, the band, and the future of the band. I see a recording 
as the midway point for a band, not in their success, because the album could flop, but in 
the direction o f the band. Getting the recording done is the first major battle; once you hit 
that point it gives you inspiration to keep going because you know you can (Abbott
2005).

On September 17, 2005, Turning Into Salt performed at a CD release party at Zaphod’s in 

Ottawa to promote their self-titled demo release. The band sold a number of copies and raised 

further money by charging a five-dollar admission at the door.72 The proceeds from this event 

were put toward “the money that we still owed for the printing. The band is not in the clear yet, 

but the CD release paid for a lot of the printing expense” (Grenville 2005). Turning Into Salt has 

been inviting A&R reps to their shows in an attempt to attract corporate attention with the goal of 

becoming signed to a major record label. At this stage in their career, the band may progress, 

become well-established, and sign a recording contract with a major label. Turning Into Salt 

aspires to record a full length album at a local project studio in the next year. The band believes 

that a full length album will enable corporate labels to “hear a greater range and diversity in 

compositions” (Grenville 2005), thus leading towards a recording contract.

72At their CD release party Turning Into Salt performed a 45-minute set of all original 
music. Their demo recording consisted of six compositions, yet live they perform up to twenty 
compositions.
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CORPORATE MANIPULATION AND THE PROFITING MUSICIAN

Like the non-profiting musician who chooses to conform to the musical tastes promoted 

by the mass media, the corporate-compliant profiting musician seeks a recording contract with a 

major label. Unlike the non-profiting artist, he or she already profits from CD sales and live 

performance but wants more. Artists involved at this level of recording and performance may 

sacrifice musical integrity to produce a commodified product with the hopes o f achieving a 

lucrative recording contract. Tours are required to promote new albums which, in the end, are 

expected to generate more income. The exact nature of the tour varies greatly, depending on the 

success of the band and their affiliated agencies. Both management and agents are major players 

with the band, taking care of bookings, sales and appearances.73 In exploring this aspect of the 

business, my personal recording experience shared with fellow band mates, will provide insight 

into the life o f a corporate-abiding musician.

Over the past four years, I have been the lead guitarist in Promane (see Appendix A, 

Illustration #26). During this period, the band has undergone many changes in personnel, leaving 

my brother, Barry (see Appendix A, Illustration #27) and I as the sole founding members still in 

the group. Both Barry and I began touring at the age of twelve with drummer Joel Helin, so 

when we formed Promane touring was not a new experience for us. From 2000 to 2004, Stone’s 

Throw - which later became Promane - (see Appendix A, Illustration #28) toured throughout the

73Stim explains the importance o f understanding music law and management in his Music 
Law: How to Run Your Band's Business. Throughout this work Stim explains that “there are 
innumerable ways that managers have screwed bands” (Stim 2004). Some common mistakes are, 
having no written agreement, having an agreement that lasts too long, and having a manager’s 
commission calculated from too much income (Stim 2004). These are important elements that 
musicians need to address with management in order to succeed in the music industry without 
losing money.
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summer months all over Ontario and Quebec to raise funds to record an album. In 2002 the band 

began devoting 100% of its profits towards recording, but by 2003 the band experienced difficult 

changes, with members departing or being dismissed. Some members left the band due to 

personal commitments, while others were let go due to poor performance and habits that 

negatively affected their performance. The band raised $ 10,000 and put it toward recording, 

mixing, and manufacturing the album. The outcome was the 2004 release o f the album Stages 

(see Appendix A, Illustration #29), recorded at Pebble Studios, a production studio in Ottawa.

Owner/producer/engineer Peter Gilroy of Pebble Studios initially led our recording 

project before passing us off to a brilliant young engineer, Andy Zeitz. I recall my initial 

amazement at their equipment and professionalism upon walking into this production studio for 

the first time. We were all proud o f ourselves and felt that all of those sleepless nights in smoky 

bars had finally paid off. The studio consisted o f a control room, main room, and several 

isolation rooms. As discussed in Chapter 2, production studios spared no expenses regarding 

equipment, insulation, and fabrication. We began the recording process with our drummer at that 

time, Paul Duchesne, by adjusting and setting up the studio drum kit. The engineer spent the 

entire first day tuning and experimenting with various microphone techniques on the drum kit to 

ensure that each piece of the drum kit would be properly tracked. Over the next two days, the 

drums were recorded. This was immediately succeeded by Barry recording the bass tracks. I 

began to lay down the guitar tracks in the main room with my mentor and guitar professor 

Stephen Rollins keeping a close eye on me and the recording process itself (see Appendix A, 

Illustration #30). For some reason, I was unable to play the rhythm tracks on time. Personally, I 

knew that I was playing on the beat, yet my tracks were being recorded slightly behind the beat.
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After many takes without improvement, I decided to try recording in the control room. The 

problem was solved instantly. For some reason, either the drum and bass tracks played into my 

head phones were delayed, or my guitar was being recorded with a slight signal delay to the 

console.

We recorded in several block sessions booking five days in a row at the studio, followed 

by a short tour before going back into the studio for another five-day period. Once the recording 

sessions were under way we realized that our producer wanted us to take a mainstream approach 

to the compositional process, rather than attempting to be innovative. Although we did have 

final say over our recorded product, we were persuaded to adopt the producer’s ideas in the hopes 

o f gaining radio airplay.74 This created some tension within the band, which exacerbated already 

existing problems. As a result, we were forced to dismiss another band mate, causing Barry and I 

to acquire financial security for the band if we hoped to complete the project. Our producer 

suggested that we change the group’s name from Stone’s Throw to Promane. He also suggested 

that Barry and I take immediate action and copyright our compositions before other band mates 

could do so. Not long after, Barry and I formed and incorporated a company. Promane Holdings 

Incorporated which acted as our safety net. According to Zeitz, we had to keep business and 

friendships separate in order to succeed in the music business.

Further changes were made within the band due to the recommendations of studio

74Taking a mainstream approach to rock compositions was largely my own fault.
Although I have always wanted to be recognized as a talented rocker, I had a vision o f being 
signed to a major label and was willing to do anything to make my dream come true. Looking 
back at the situation, I realize having a commercialized sound and relying on the judgements of 
studio personnel was not in my best interest.
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personnel. Our producer felt that our lead singer at the time was not doing a professional job and

recommended that Barry, who was singing backup vocal tracks, replace him. As the former lead

singer o f several groups, Barry was enthusiastic about resuming his role as a lead vocalist. Barry

explains the changes within the band:

At this point in the band’s progression, I could see the divide that was pushing us towards 
having to make difficult decisions. Within the band’s infrastructure, you not only share 
musical ambitions, but in many cases, share a profound friendship that develops. In our 
case, the band was getting to a level where members needed to exhibit reliability and 
professionalism in order to sustain the band’s mission for obtaining success. Therefore 
the friendship that had once been the nucleus o f the band was being put into question. 
Promane at this time was getting attention from touring agencies in Western Canada, 
while in Ontario, the band had embarked upon numerous touring engagements with 
Molson Canada. This was a pivotal time where the realities of running an organization 
outweighed any ties to sympathetic friendships. Survival in the business is rather difficult 
to secure; therefore we sought ingenious ways to generate income and gather a loyal 
following within diverse geographic regions. For the manifestation of these goals, we 
soon realized that we would need a product to market, promote and sell ourselves; thus it 
was not long thereafter that rigid composition and recording o f what would become our 
debut album consumed the majority o f our time. In retrospect it was a vital component in 
advancing our career (B. Promane 2005).

After another successful tour in smoke-filled bars across the province, Barry and I were 

ready to get into the studio and finish tracking the album. We both had degrees in music and 

were firm believers in maintaining creative control while demonstrating our talent through 

original material. We had a few new ideas that we mentioned to our producer to make our music 

more distinctive. Not only were our new ideas not approved by studio management, but to our 

surprise the editing process had already begun. In one of our pieces entitled I ’ll Get By, Barry 

had composed a contrapuntal guitar solo section much in the style of the 18th century 

counterpoint o f J.S. Bach. We thought that it would be unique to have a Baroque- influenced 

section within a rock ballad, but to our surprise the engineer removed the entire section saying
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that it was not commercially appealing. Such editing not only occurred in I ’ll Get By, but in 

segments o f all o f our compositions that displayed any kind of musical creativity. We were told 

that this was done, not because the engineers did not like the creativity, but because they did not 

think that it had commercial viability.

I was not satisfied with the final product due to the many transformations within the band 

and the influence that the studio exacted upon us.75 Nevertheless, a thousand copies of the CD 

were made, costing us a total of $14,000 which included recording, re-recording, mixing, 

mastering and printing. Barry was also displeased with the corporate controls placed on our 

creative expression:

No doubt it is a hard pill to swallow when you slave at writing songs and then have them 
torn apart by a producer. In our quest for obtaining radio play, we had to go on the word 
of the producer; that certain segments of our music had to be altered or dropped if  we 
hoped to have the slightest chance at cracking into the mainstream music market. In 
hindsight, this sacrifice would only be viewed as the most tragic event in our musical 
existence. In what can be described as desperation to obtain admission into the closely 
patrolled music industry, we sacrificed a large portion of our musical integrity as we 
conformed to every demand of the producer. It was the ‘watering-down’ of our 
individuality as every ounce o f personalized touch that characterized the music was 
stripped away. Disheartened to say the least, this experience served well in spotlighting 
the importance of maintaining musical integrity and ownership over sonic property. By 
viewing the Stages album as a learning experience, we have already made the decision to 
record, produce, and engineer our next album on our own. Perhaps an appropriate album 
title might be Beyond the Water. It will be vital to believe in our own creative voice and 
disregard the mainstream. It is fair to say that the ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ [by Queen] type 
of song only emerges when one has the courage to take a chance, break down industry 
conventions, and fight corporate hegemonic powers. At the end of the day, whether it 
works out or not, I am certain that we will be proud o f our work, because it will be our 
own, regardless o f what people think (B. Promane 2005).

75My recording experience may place high powered studio personnel and record 
executives in a poor light, but this is not always the case within Canadian rock music. Many 
groups are pleased with their record labels and management. I chose to share my personal 
experiences and the views o f individuals from my band, not to generalize and put down all label 
executives, but rather to illustrate my personal experiences.
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Following the completion of Stages, we decided to promote the album by embarking 

upon a national tour. In the summer of 2004, we were fortunate enough to be sponsored by 

Molson Canadian and headlined their Rock Star parties. Molson enabled us to play large scale 

V.I.P. events, which promoted our album and gave us the opportunity to travel and make money 

playing music. Likewise, Brown Sound, Kodiak Music, and Graffiti Productions booked the 

western leg o f the tour.

Our days consisted of driving countless kilometers through the night, setting up 

equipment in the morning and afternoon, and performing practically every evening. Luckily, our 

agent was able to book our tour in a manner that kept travel minimal, although driving across 

Canada is a long haul no matter how you look at it. Our tour consisted of thirty-three shows in 

thirty-five days, stretching from Ottawa to Whitehorse. After packing up our equipment at The 

Capital in Whitehorse, the band got into our cube van and started driving towards Timmins, 

where a CD release party was set to take place in the largest concert venue in the city. We finally 

arrived in Timmins three days later; the entire trip was driven without a single break. We were 

fortunate to travel in a cube van that was partly an R.V. (See Appendix A, Illustration #31).

Thus, we were able to sleep in beds, watch movies, and play cards to pass the time. On occasion, 

a last minute song writing or rehearsal session would take place en route.

We arrived in Timmins to an enthusiastic crowd asking about our touring and recording 

experiences. The day prior to the show, our techs were busy setting up the equipment for the 

event while Barry and I were interviewed by press and television reporters. People were
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particularly interested in our encounter with Prime Minister Martin (see Appendix A, Illustration

#32), with whom we had the honor o f having breakfast in Watson Lake, Yukon. Barry reflects

on the touring experience:

Most certainly the tour had its high and low points. Singing every night became 
exhausting. Before we even left, I realized that it would not be easy. Upon the 
commencement of the tour, my only concern was my voice. I knew that if I got sick or 
strained, I would let down the rest o f the team. The last thing I wanted was to cancel 
shows because I could not get the job done - no pressure! That said, I went out o f my 
way to make certain that my endurance was at its finest. I was experimenting every night 
on stage to find ways that enabled me to perform in total comfort. It was on this tour that 
I began using IEM’s or In-Ear-Monitors. It was a struggle to find that perfect comfort 
zone: very little drinking, good eating, going to the gym daily, ensuring reliability with 
the stage equipment, and most importantly keeping in touch with my fiancee who I would 
not see for months.

Above and beyond the realities o f the road, the part of the tour that I found most 
enjoyable was the social engagement. The people we met were fabulous in that they 
invited us to parties and their homes for dinner; we even made it to a local wedding in 
Watson Lake, Yukon. We also managed to attract the attention of various celebrities. 
Being a longtime fan of the Canadian aerobatic team ‘the Snowbirds’ it was a thrill to 
meet them and spend the night performing our music for them to a capacity crowd. 
Likewise, dining with the prime minister of Canada was another highlight o f the trip. As 
gratifying as this tour was, in all honesty, when I struck the last note on my bass in 
Whitehorse, a feeling of relief, joy and sadness overcame me. Somehow we made it, and 
now, it was finally over (B. Promane 2005).

Although we were successful with our tour, our album did not sell as well as we had 

hoped. Our album seemed to be commercially pleasing, yet we did not have the promotion or 

management to make it successful. In many ways we felt a sense of relief because of the many 

problems that we experienced at such an early stage in our recording experience. We were 

pleased that we were able to keep our musical integrity and compose and perform music that was 

entirely our own creation. Clearly, many groups travel down a path that leads to corporate 

manipulation. Some say that it is part of the game, while I on the other hand believe that artists
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should demand and retain creative control by displaying musicianship and uniqueness through

composition.

AT THE MERCY OF CORPORATE DEMANDS

The four categories listed above and in Fig.l identify the various creative processes in the 

production o f recorded goods within the rock genre. Musicians are given a choice; they have the 

ability to remain independent with the freedom of musical choice, or they may choose a path that 

leads towards fame and financial gain, but also musical compromise. As explained above, the 

corporate abiding musician often suffers a loss of musical integrity due to the high levels of 

infiltration o f corporate ideology. Although major record labels tend to control their clientele, 

being signed to a major label has several benefits. These artists are often well promoted for radio 

performance and live performances leading towards album sales. Major labels also give newly 

signed rock bands the opportunity to perform in large venues and open for successful 

international artists.

As illustrated in fig. 1, musicians from both ends o f the spectrum may fall under the 

influence of corporate powers. Musicians that are highly independent, on the creative authorship 

side of the model, may become successful musicians by performing and recording a genre and 

style of their choice and/or creation. Corporate infiltration generally does not occur with
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independent musicians unless the artist signs with a major record label.76 Contracts offered by

record labels are often appealing, yet the musician frequently loses power over recording

methods, stylistic characteristics of composition, self image, and overall control. Courtney Love

from the band Hole explains how corporate control affects the musician’s income:

This is my "funny" math based on some reality and I just want to qualify it by saying I'm 
positive its better math than what Edgar Bronfman Jr. [the president and CEO of 
Seagram, who also owns Polygram] would provide. What happens to that million dollars? 
They [the band] spend half a million to record their album. That leaves the band with 
$500,000. They pay $100,000 to their manager for 20 percent commission. They pay 
$25,000 each to their lawyer and business manager. That leaves $350,000 for the four 
band members to split. After $170,000 in taxes, there's $180,000 left. That comes out to 
$45,000 per person (Love 2000, Digital Love).

There is a common misconception that musicians become rich by releasing one hit record. In

reality, although musicians generally receive a large sum of money for a recording contract, as

Love explains above, the musicians themselves receive only a modest portion o f the negotiated

sum.77

76Nickelback’s Chad Kroeger, who is now an independent artist, has recently become the 
Canadian spokesperson for “the new McDonald’s Big Mac Meal Tracks promotion” (Newton
2006). Rather than fighting with the big five record labels, Kroeger chose to encourage file 
sharing through the purchase of a McDonald’s meal. Chart Attack, who is working in 
conjunction with Kroeger explains the problem with file sharing: “as record companies will 
readily inform you, the majority of illegal downloaders are young teens who, unless they're 
spoiled little brats who get their own car for their 16th birthday, have no access to a credit card to 
access most legal download sites” (Newton 2006). Therefore, these individuals do not have the 
money to rush out and purchase albums, so instead they pirate music.

77Consumers often believe that Canadian rock musicians have an abundance of money. 
This is not always the case. Groups such as Trooper, April Wine and Honeymoon Suite all 
continue to release albums and tour in small bars and concert halls. Meanwhile the average 
consumer does not even realize that they still perform. From personal communications with 
Stuart MacArthur and Ken Schultz (professional sound techs) I have realized that these groups 
have not only poorly managed their money throughout their careers, but they also do not make 
nearly as much as one may think. These professional musicians struggle to pay their bills much 
like the average person.
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RETAINING AND REGAINING CONTROL

For musicians in general, creative control signifies a degree of success and integrity. 

While corporate infiltration often denies a musician’s sense of individuality, artists that are able 

to obtain a high level of success often regain a portion of creative control.78 This generally does 

not occur unless the band or artist has reached a high degree of success over a long period of 

time. Bands that reach this level of success are able to experiment with new material and push 

the limits o f their fan base. Although experimental music may drive away some listeners, these 

musicians have developed an image through the mass media and established a cult-like 

following, thus gaining new listeners and often keeping old listeners.

This level o f success can be seen in the work of the group Queen. Led by front-man 

Freddie Mercury (see Appendix A, Illustration #33), over twenty years and dozens o f hits, the 

group was able to maintain uniqueness. Queen was able to experiment and compose music that 

required a state-of-the-art production studio at all times. Due to the musical characteristics 

featured within their genre, including choir-like harmonies and contrapuntal guitar orchestration, 

the band needed a production facility that allowed them to experiment with this complex 

compositional process. Queen, along with bands such as the Rolling Stones and Pink Floyd were 

fully supported financially by their labels. Groups that do not reach super-star or auteur status 

are under strict contract and lack freedom. Once relinquished, it is rare for a Canadian group to

78Nickelback for example, now owns their own label named 604 Records (licenced under 
Roadrunner Records). This label acts as both a production company and record label (604 
Records 2006) Owning their own label gave Nickelback complete control over their 
compositions and management. Nickelback’s Chad Kroeger has signed major Canadian artists to 
his label including Three Doors Down, Theory o f a Deadman and Thornley (formerly from Big 
Wreck).
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regain creative control due to the increasingly high level of corporate control. Shania Twain is a 

rare example o f a Canadian artist that has regained creative control. Shania’s situation is unique 

because she married Robert John “Mutt” Lange, quite possibly the most influential producer in 

the entire music industry. She is able to control business arrangements with her husband, while 

relying heavily upon his methods of recording and production.

Throughout this chapter the roles of both studio personnel and musicians have been 

discussed. As well, the pros and cons of corporate affiliation have been examined. Although it is 

possible for musicians to gain a fan base from recording independent albums, it is not very 

common to achieve commercial success without the backing of a major label.79 The roles o f the 

engineer and producer change, based on the professionalism of the studio (home studio, project 

studio and production studio) along with the degree o f corporate infiltration experienced by the 

individual.

The next chapter will take an in depth look at Greg Vintar who is a musician, producer, 

and engineer from Timmins, Ontario. Vintar is able to understand the needs o f musicians 

because o f his personal experience within the field. Unlike Vintar, corporate engineers produce a 

commodified product that often lacks individuality. This lack o f individuality causes the 

musician to become an object rather than a creative entity. Many critics believe that production 

studios operate on a similar principle to an assembly line; engineers and producers collaborate to

79As noted throughout this thesis, several individuals have created their own labels 
because of their desire to become independent artists. Individuals including Bernie Finklestein 
(True North Records), Chad Kroeger (604 Records), and Myles Goodwyn (Civilian Records) 
have all created successful independent record labels. Being an independent Canadian artist has 
become easier largely because of modem technology.
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create a standardized and marketable product.80 Although there are many creative groups and 

individuals in the recording field, they are often overshadowed by a standardized practice of 

recording. Conversely, Vintar believes that musicians and engineers are equals in the studio 

environment. Being the owner of a successful project studio, Vintar is able to work with 

musicians on an individualized basis. This methodology enables him to personalize his service 

by experimenting with the musician. In doing so, particulars pertaining to equipment selection 

and timbral quality can be collaboratively achieved. Vintar’s individualized service is furthered 

by dabbling with unconventional methods of recording, which deploy a range o f specialized 

techniques to best suit the needs of the musician, including customized guitars and amplification. 

Although Vintar’s studio is situated in his home, it should not be considered a home studio, but 

rather a project studio due to the abundance o f high fidelity technology that comprises its 

composition. Because Vintar’s studio is located in Timmins, Ontario, Vintar has brought 

recording to an isolated area, where recording previously did not exist. Vintar is able to link the 

benefits of home recording with the professionalism of the project studio by using professional 

equipment without the limitations of home recording.

80The term standardization was first used in popular music by theorist Theodore Adorno. 
When Adorno “published his initial critique ‘On Popular Music’ in 1941, the music o f the big 
bands filled the airwaves and the charts... Adorno was not opposed to popular music as such, but 
rather to its ruthless exploitation by the culture/music industries” (Shuker 2002, 137). Adorno 
criticized popular music for being ‘standardized’, whereby he claimed that composers and 
musicians were producing commercialized products for financial gain.
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chapters'
T h e  L ife a n d  T im e s  d f  G reg  V in t a r

Greg Vintar is a Canadian musician who has worked in both project and production 

studios. Today at the age of fifty, Vintar reflects upon his experiences within the 

Canadian recording industry. In his lengthy career, Vintar has worked with some o f Canada’s 

most accomplished musicians, most notably, Earl Filsinger, John Till, and Kenny Kalmusky, 

who performed with The Band, Bob Dylan and Ronnie Hawkins. Currently, Vintar resides in 

Timmins, Ontario, where he operates a project studio and repairs musical instruments.

Vintar embodies the essence o f a poverty stricken musician who is both anti-capitalist and 

anti-conformist. Through his inspirational work, he has influenced countless northern artists, 

emphasizing the creation of art for art’s sake, and offering musicians an outlet to perform and 

record their music. Without Vintar’s project studio, many musicians would never have had the 

opportunity to record locally, due to the geographic isolation of Timmins in northern Ontario.81 

Vintar’s immeasurable impact on the music scene in northern Ontario has created and fostered a 

sense o f community among local musicians, earning him the respect o f many. Charities that he is 

involved with include Sick Kids, Child Find, and the local food bank. Vintar has long promoted 

original music in Timmins through organizing benefit concerts which raise money for important 

and often overlooked local causes.

8,Prior to the opening of Vintar’s project studio, the nearest high quality recording 
facilities were located in Toronto, Ontario. Although others, such as Dream Catcher Studios, 
have since opened in Timmins, Vintar’s project studio has been the only one to remain open for 
any length of time.
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Over the past forty years, Vintar has worked in a multitude o f musical genres including 

rock, blues, jazz, classical, funk and fusion, and has apprenticed with some o f the most respected 

musicians and technicians in Canada and abroad. Vintar has a wealth o f musical education that 

is unsurpassed. He has not studied music at the post-secondary level in an academic setting but 

has gained his knowledge through years o f intensive practical lived experience. Vintar has 

become one of the most renowned teachers in northern Ontario, employing a constructivist 

method o f instruction by which students are expected to do virtually everything on their own, 

including building custom equipment, mixing audio tracks, producing, and engineering. In so 

doing, Vintar has inspired countless musicians who otherwise would not have had the 

opportunity to participate in the production of music.

Vintar has worked with the many different studio technologies described in the previous 

chapters. A brief look at his career brings to life all of the equipment and methodologies 

discussed, and helps to ground the theoretical and technical issues raised in this paper. Greg 

Vintar’s life touches on many interconnected aspects, among them: creativity, methods of 

production, commercialism, community, and musical expression.

THE PROJECT STUDIO

In 1991, Vintar purchased a home at 321 Balsam Street North in Timmins, Ontario. This 

home was purchased with one intention: to build a project studio that had the ability to produce 

high fidelity sound equal to Canadian production studios anywhere. Vintar knew that building a
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home project studio would not be an easy task and that it would take years of construction and 

experimentation to achieve an acoustically sound room.

As discussed in Chapter 2, materials used to construct project studios were often

scrounged to keep costs minimal. Vintar’s home studio was no exception; materials from a

variety o f sources were used to keep costs low. Immediately following the purchase of his home,

Vintar began constructing his project studio in his basement by removing everything from the

surrounding area to set up a general template for his live room. Materials such as the wallboards,

wood shelves, and planks were acquired free, or for little cost, from local television studios and

friends within the community:

I really worked on the inside of the studio because 1 wanted a specific compression rate in 
the room itself. I didn’t want one room to sound like one room, so with the different 
levels o f compression throughout the room and various materials used as insulating 
devices, I had four distinctly different areas within one room. It was designed that way 
for a reason; I had an area that sounded great for the drums, while other areas were ideal 
for singing or for guitar amps, bass rigs or whatever the case may be. Either way, they 
sound really good in a specific area o f the room (Vintar 2005).

In 1991, Vintar decided to use the room inside a room method o f construction as 

described in Chapter 2. This method was used to keep vibrations and sound confined within the 

live room, while isolating and controlling external sonic disturbances. Vintar describes the 

room:

The majority of the walls are ten inches thick. This was done initially, so I had double 
sized walls with dead air space left between the two. The outside o f the walls are up 
against my workshop, so I didn’t care about anything fancy on the outside, but on the 
inside I was particular. I used all top notch quality materials.

You start realizing that after spending hours and hours at a time in a room, that if there is 
the least bit of damage done to your hearing, then it is a no go. It is not that I had that
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happen, but there were certain areas of the room that I would stand in that I wasn’t happy 
with the overall tonality. I started shifting things and taking entire walls down and [then] 
put the whole thing back up in a different structure of density. I would angle the surface 
o f the wall, nothing overly specific, but there was an angle to the walls. I did not build 
continuous internal surfaces in the room, I have break-up everywhere in that room for 
specific reasons. If I put an instrument in a specific comer, I would get a unique tone. 
What I wanted to do was create even more variables to give everything a really nice flux 
(Vintar 2005).

THE RECORDING PROCESS

Following the construction and structural alterations within the project studio, Vintar 

began experimenting and recording with the live room using two Otari MX7000 recording decks. 

One of the Otari decks had four channels available for recording, while the other had only two 

channels. The Otari decks were recording directly off a 1967 Stevenson console (see Appendix 

A, Illustration #34), which had the capacity to hold twenty-four tracks, yet only had eight strips 

(channels) in place due to financial restrictions and availability. The four stereo sub groups and 

master outputs from the Stevenson were sent directly to the Otari’s recording on to a two-inch 

tape. Following the initial modifications made in the studio, Vintar began working with a blues 

group called Get Off The Stage.*2

By 1991, the band was eager to record in Vintar’s project studio. Since the other

members o f the group had not recorded in a professional studio before, Vintar thought that it

would be beneficial for the entire group to first visit an established production studio:

I took the band down to Studio A, in Brampton in 1991 to show them what the pros were 
doing compared to the home studio. Stuart Mac Arthur and Archy Flachey ran Studio A.

82This group consisted o f Greg Vintar (bass/vocals), Steve Clermont (guitar/vocals), 
Kevin McMahon (drums), Eric Boucher (keyboards).
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We had some post production done at Metalworks [Toronto] in order to show them the 
difference between a straight analogue mix-down which we were doing compared to 
running things across the Pro-Tools rig at Metalworks. In any case, we had two songs 
done that were radio ready and were put on limited radio air play in Timmins. One of 
them was an anti-cocaine song, so we had used that for things like the D.A.R.E program 
which promotes drug and alcohol awareness. We would offer them that song so they 
could use it in their educational program (Vintar 2005).

MUSIC AND THE COMMUNITY

From an early age Vintar was a firm believer in the liberties of musicians, producers, and

engineers. Vintar was surrounded by musicians and teachers that taught him the importance of

being well-rounded in all aspects of the music business:

I was classically trained as a kid, and when I was thirteen my family moved to Stratford 
where I became influenced by Earl Filsinger, John Till and Kenny Kalmusky, because 
they played with Dylan, Ronnie Hawkins and The Band. All kinds o f people would come 
to Stratford to jam-out. It was great because I was right in the middle o f it. I saw this as 
being the reality o f what a musician should be doing, but I also realized that you needed a 
gear-head to take the music and put it on to tape in order to get air play. What I did, was I 
took all of the things that I [had] seen around me and decided that I was going to become 
a guy that could do four or five jobs; so that way I could be completely independent of 
anything and anybody... No one is in control but me, I am the one driving the bus.

In the meantime you have to own a house to put all of this equipment in, and most 
importantly, you have to attract the right players. You don’t want garbage, you want the 
best around so that your end product is great. The whole concept o f the home studio is to 
have total control and independence. People started knocking at my door once they heard 
about my studio and all the gear that I have, so I was able to select who came over and 
who recorded at my studio. This was how Rude Dog was started, which was my next 
project after Get Off the Stage (Vintar 2005).

Rude Dog decided to use the same method of rehearsal/recording as described in Chapter 

3 with Savard’s project studio. Every rehearsal was recorded live off the floor to maintain a 

running documentation o f all the performed material. Vintar used the 1967 Stevenson console to
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mix the live recordings which were then sent to the Otari recording decks. Lori Bennett, Vintar’s 

girlfriend at the time, was often left with the responsibility to do a live mix of the rehearsal and 

record the performed material on tape. Live off the floor recording was a successful tool for the 

documentation of rehearsals while producing an adequate product.

Live off the floor recording continued to be used as the primary method of recording in

Vintar’s home studio throughout 1992. When a track needed to be recorded at a professional

caliber, additional equipment was brought in and several microphones were placed throughout

the live room to achieve a greater sound texture.

We tried working with different people in 1993-94. Roland Plamondon would come in 
when I shot my commercials for the food bank drives at the college. These were the big 
once a year events, so we made a big production out of it and had television advertising. 
Roily would come down and we would combine equipment and record live off the floor... 
Everything was done using live off the floor; vocals and all... We would end up using the 
final product as our track for the TV commercial. The local television crews would come 
over and video tape us playing in my basement and put our live off the floor tracks to the 
video (Vintar 2005).

Recording became an obsession for Rude Dog, but they were not concerned whether or 

not their music was being heard within the community; they simply viewed music as a means of 

obtaining personal pleasure.83 The band did not plan on making a profit from live performances, 

nor were they marketing their music to mass culture. Special benefit concerts were among the 

few occasions in which the band could be seen in live performance. Vintar has always 

maintained a profound dedication to helping the community through charitable acts which

83A s noted in Chapter 4 , some independent artists just play music for pleasure. The 
members of Rude Dog do not intend to become famous rock stars, they merely enjoy the 
creativity and independence their music offers.
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involved music:

I would take certain original songs and go out and do events such as Sick Kids, Child 
Find, Food Bank, Wish Foundation. It didn’t matter what these benefit jobs were. The 
point was that I would use one of our originals as the advertisement for the show. So I 
would get full song air play, not necessarily on regular rotation day play, because of 
corporate control, but I found a way to do it. This was taught to me in the 1970s, 
because we were doing benefits back then. We would go out and play original material 
from the studio and try to raise money. The benefit shows were always the vehicle to 
play our original studio material live. We are working for nothing and making money for 
a great cause, [while the venue would pay the overhead costs] but we wanted something 
out o f it too, so we got air play. That was the trade off. This is what I designed, and I still 
do. I want people to hear original material and raise money within the community for a 
great cause (Vintar 2005).

Vintar felt that benefit concerts were not only a vehicle for musical promotion, but they 

also acted as a means of fostering community-building initiatives by encouraging musicians to 

band together to help the less fortunate.

PROJECT STUDIO METHODOLOGY

Multitrack recording, which is currently the most commonly used method o f recording

practiced within the rock genre, was not the recording method of choice used by Vintar. Through

years o f practice and experimentation, Vintar felt that live off the floor recording delivered a

natural sound, which was reflective of the rock genre itself. Although Vintar’s group did not use

multi track recording for their personal recordings, various artists that recorded at Vintar’s project

studio preferred multitrack recording.

Certain bands and individuals cannot get their heads around sitting in a room by 
themselves listening to a bed-track on headphones and playing along with it. It is just not 
the same as playing with a live band. It is the same concept as a drummer listening to a 
click track. This past summer while I was recording non-stop, at least four o f the ten or 
twelve drummers who have passed through my studio lost the click track within the first
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two bars. It was gone right away... Why even bother having one? It is a difficult thing, 
but if  you take that drummer and throw him with the bass player, guitarist and vocalist 
outside of the room, basically live off the floor, it is not a problem. I grew up using both 
methods, so it really doesn’t matter what method of recording I use (Vintar 2005).

Vintar continued to use both live off the floor and multitrack recording methods to 

accommodate his clientele. Project studios generally suit the needs of the individual, unlike 

production studios which insist on using one engineer’s preferred method.

In 1991, as discussed in Chapter 3, digital technology including AD AT and DAT tapes 

revolutionized the recording industry. Vintar, along with many other Canadian musicians, began 

using DAT, and later AD AT, which produced a higher fidelity sound when converting analogue 

recorded material to digitally editable platforms. Although Vintar wanted to switch his recording 

devices to two-inch, reel to reel recording, he was unable to do so due to cost impediments. The 

Studor A80 and A812 (see Appendix A, Illustration #35), as described in Chapter 2, were used 

by Vintar’s project studio with the use o f quarter-inch tape. These machines were used because 

they were acquired at little cost.

MERGING DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE TECHNOLOGY

Vintar has often been criticized for being “anti-digital” since he would rather record using

vintage analogue equipment than digital technology. However, Vintar came to the realization

that if  he wanted to facilitate the recording process and keep his studio up-to-date he would have

to use digital technology.

I realized and I knew that I had to go digital, because I was getting somebody else to 
actually press compact discs. So the first thing that I bought to digitalize my studio was
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an HHB CD burner. I patched this burner to a couple o f ADAT machines. This ended up 
being our link to getting things into the computer. We were now going to use those 
[ADAT tapes] as the converters, so inevitably we started working on getting everything to 
work together (Vintar 2005).

At the time that Vintar began working with digital technology, data storage was an issue. Rather

than using tape to store recorded tracks - like many studios had done for decades - a shift

emerged whereby engineers began using digital computer hard drives as a means of storage.

Although digital storage media were used within the project studio, Vintar did not want to

eliminate the analogue process:

I was using the Alesis M20, which recorded material onto digital tape; this was perfect 
because it was reel [tape]. Tape does weird things, it stretches, has flux, but at least is not 
pure linear digital. I absolutely did not want a purely digital sound. With digital, a zero 
is a zero and there is no flux. So what we would do is combine some of the new stuff 
with the old stuff to get the ideal sound that we were looking for (Vintar 2005).

The amalgamation of digital and analogue technology resulted in a high fidelity sound 

that was easily editable. Vintar admits that although he prefers analogue equipment, the addition 

o f digital technology to his project studio was essential. It took years o f research and 

experimentation, but the merging of the two technologies resulted in higher quality post

production, ergo both analogue and digital platforms when combined complemented each other, 

but by no means could act as replacements for one another.

Notably, the conversion units that Vintar describes above are available in various forms: 

on-board soundcards in computers, and off-board rack-mount units. On-board computer 

soundcards have the ability to convert an audio file from an analogue signal to a digitally editable 

file. Although the transfer is possible on a home computer, a lack of overall sound quality is
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audible. To achieve a high fidelity sound when converting a track from analogue to digital,

expensive off-board equipment is required. In the case of Vintar’s studio, the Alesis M20 is used

as a conversion tool, using high quality digital tape.

Good conversion is very expensive, but trust me, there is a difference. There is no two 
ways about it. Some people are convinced that a converter is a converter, but that is far 
from the truth, you want to be using the best methods of engineering available (Vintar 
2005).84

The concept of digital recording was initially introduced to Vintar by James Mongeon, 

who became fascinated with digital technology in the early 1990s. Vintar has been an inspiration 

and mentor to many students including Mongeon.85 Although Mongeon shared similar beliefs 

regarding sound recording, he contended that digital technology was a necessary component in 

modem studios. Mongeon began demonstrating the editing capabilities of the computer program 

Soundforge to Vintar, thus raising Vintar’s awareness and interest in digital technology.

Mongeon and Vintar began working as a team; Mongeon was heavily influenced by digital and 

computer technology, while Vintar was knowledgeable about analogue technology. Together 

they were able to incorporate the strengths o f digital and analogue recording technology to avoid 

the often frail sound of digital recording, while having the warm texture and flux of analogue

84As discussed in Chapter 3, Milstead claims that “there was a time when digital 
recording wasn’t up to the accuracy of analogue tape recording, but things have changed” 
(Milstead 2003). Although digital recording and converters have gotten better, as Vintar 
explains, good conversion does make a difference; inexpensive digital converters lack quality 
and produce a frail timbre.

85Vintar spends a lot of his time in Timmins’ high schools teaching music students the 
technology involved in the production of music. Vintar donates his time to teenage musicians 
giving them an understanding of recording and live production. I have noticed that the average 
rock musician or fan, does not understand the ‘behind the scenes’ realities o f recording and live 
performance. Therefore, Vintar performs a valuable service as he makes students aware of 
modern technologies and the personnel responsible for making the music industry.
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recording. Digital technology enabled Vintar’s project studio to edit and add effects to 

recordings with ease, unlike analogue technology that required tape splicing and manual editing.

THE MCI CONSOLE

In an ongoing pursuit to maintain contemporaneity, Vintar, in 2000, traveled to Thunder

Bay, Ontario, to visit his life-long friend and fellow studio owner, Rob Jardine, to inspect his

new studio setup. Vintar was aware that Jardine had recently acquired an MCI console that was

formerly the property o f the CBC (see Appendix A, Illustration #36).86

I started telling Rob that I am still using the Stevenson and some Mackies and basically 
whatever else I could scrounge-up. Rob started laughing at me and walks me into his live 
room to show me another MCI 600. This other MCI came from a mobile rig from CBC, 
so it was actually a 628 set up for mobile. It had no patchbay, and you cannot operate 
these things without a patchbay. I knew I had to re-build it, so we stripped it and took the 
thing apart (Vintar 2005).

Jardine has been affiliated with the CBC for a number o f years. Through his inside connections

he could acquire used equipment at a fraction of the cost. Vintar states:

Jardine was able to get the stuff while it was fresh, not after it sat for 20 years. So 
anyhow, we stripped the board down that weekend and thankfully Mongeon was with me 
with his truck, so I cut a deal right on the spot. Other people wanted the MCI console, 
obviously, it is a ninety-five thousand dollar board new, I mean who wouldn’t want it? 
(Vintar 2005).

Due to the size of the console, Vintar was unable to fit the massive mixer into his home and as a 

result was forced to wait until spring to move the console in. This undertaking necessitated the 

removal of the entrance of his home. The console was wheeled in on a homemade roller bed. 

Once inside his home studio, Vintar began taking apart every piece of the console, including the

86As noted in Chapter 2, many project studio owners acquired used equipment from 
various sources. Some individuals, including Vintar and Jardine, were fortunate enough to 
acquire used equipment from the CBC studios.
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connectors, cabling, strips and power supplies to commence the restoration process. After this

laborious task, Vintar placed the console in his production room where he began testing the

board. To his satisfaction, everything functioned adequately, including the analogue to digital

conversion mentioned above. Vintar elaborates:

I knew that technically that things were fine, but from the get go... (pauses) I had this 
dream, and it was about tone (laughs), so I woke up one morning and I phoned Mongeon. 
I picked up the manual looking at capacitors and I called the company and said, I need 
500 of this capacitor and 500 o f that capacitor, next thing I knew, 1 ordered 5000 caps that 
all had different values. I knew that making a change in all the capacitors clean across the 
board would level out the tone. You see, what happens with capacitors that are on 
continuous duty, you might get 7 to 10 years out of that... The capacitor will role off 
certain areas, so the tone that is coming through only takes a specific frequency band 
width. So this MCI had precision caps in it, but I wanted them fresh. Doing this change 
gave me the fresh tone that I wanted. I did not do this to the entire board, because there 
are certain channels that I am getting a great tone out of and I didn’t want to lose (Vintar 
2005).

Upon completion of the restoration o f the MCI, a patch bay was needed for the console to 

properly function and record. Therefore, Vintar was forced to start another labor intensive 

project. He began working fewer hours at his job to tackle the undertaking, which 

understandably resulted in financial restrictions. In the end, Vintar estimates that the project took 

him over fifteen-hundred hours to complete.

Obtaining a legendary console like the MCI 628 had been Vintar’s lifelong dream. His 

project studio was operating sufficiently with the Stevenson, although obtaining parts for a 

console from 1967 was difficult. The Stevenson had the ability to hold twenty-four channels, yet 

due to the rarity of parts, Vintar had been unable to fill the empty strips though he had been 

trying for over twenty years. Although the MCI was a major project to refurbish, it enabled
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Vintar’s project studio to produce a final product unparalleled in Timmins.87

Using the various conversion processes mentioned above, Vintar’s studio has enabled

local musicians to convert any form of media to a digitally editable product. Vintar has taken

analogue formats such as cassette, A-Dat, DAT, open-reel and record, and transformed them all

into digital wave files.

In the 50s, sometimes engineers would either put the final product to a tape or directly to 
a press. People that would play at CFCL [Timmins’ local radio station], doing a telethon 
or a Saturday afternoon show ... would press the recording live right there. So now, there 
are old guys around town that have in the past 15 years or so, wanted to hear their 
recordings. I have been taking records (in the 78 format) and transferring them to disc or 
cassette, so that these old guys can actually listen to them again. So I keep very high end 
record players that can do 16, 33, 45 and 78's so I can do that type o f transfer for people. 
So anything to anything, analogue or digital we can do. This took a while to work out 
technically, but now things are done very smoothly. It is a lot of work, but I really enjoy 
that end of the music scene (Vintar 2005).88

A COMMUNITY APPROACH TO RECORDING

To contextualize Vintar’s contribution to the Northern Ontario rock scene, the geography 

o f Timmins must be understood. With a population o f 45, 000, Timmins is a fairly isolated 

community which is, and has been, home to countless talented musicians, among them, Stompin’

87Following the addition o f the MCI console, Vintar was able to produce extremely high 
fidelity recordings. In June o f 2005, Vintar recorded and produced a piece called I  Love Thee. 
This piece was composed and performed by Barry Promane and his soon-to-be wife for the 
occasion of their wedding. I was very impressed by the quality of the recording that Vintar was 
able to produce. Vintar has given Timmins a studio that produces products similar in quality to 
production studios such as Metalworks.

88A s demonstrated in this quote, Vintar is not only able to record high fidelity products in 
an isolated area, but he is able to convert older recordings into modem digitalized products. This 
is important to aging Timmins musicians because these individuals have fond memories o f their 
musical careers, yet before Vintar, were unable to relive their experiences.
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Tom Connors and Shania Twain. Music is a means of gratification that enlivens long, cold and

dark winters. In Timmins there are no professional production studios. Thus, Vintar’s project

studio serves as an outlet for many aspiring musicians to record both full-length and demo

albums. In the past, in order for a rock group to produce a professional quality product, an entire

band would have to travel to a major centre, such as Toronto. Due to financial restraints this

scenario is rare to say the least. The expense o f traveling and high hourly studio rates impedes

aspiring musicians. Because o f Vintar, the door has opened for countless musicians to

participate in the recording process. Wherever Vintar resided, he always felt a need to form a

collaborative coalition for musicians in the community.

I used to go out and jam with about 40 musicians in my early days and everybody would 
know their place; everything was smooth and mellow. By the end o f the night, everybody 
would end up playing, writing or recording. It was a communal effort that made things a 
success. I have tried to do that wherever I live; I did it in Thunder Bay and I have been 
doing it here [Timmins] for years. I actually called it the Timmins Musician’s Co- 
Operative, and used to call it the Federation of Northern Rock Recording Artists, I ran 
that thing, but I created a facade. It was only me, but it looked like it was a huge 
organization. I would use this to attract musicians to come and record here with me, 
recording my songs or recording their own stuff. It wasn’t just to record, it would be for 
benefit work to raise awareness o f original material while doing something good for the 
community; so it was double ended. I found a system that works to get the best of both 
worlds. This way I could promote original material and artists in this area, plus I could 
do something good for the community (Vintar 2005).

Since many of the aspiring musicians recording in Vintar’s studio are his friends, he 

charges minimal rates. Rather than charging by the hour, Vintar sometimes negotiates a deal 

with musicians involving favours whereby they donate old equipment to the studio in exchange 

for studio time.89

89As discussed throughout this thesis, project studio owners, particularly Vintar, seek used 
equipment. It does not matter whether or not the equipment works because Vintar is able to fix 
almost anything. Vintar acquires anything from power amplifiers and compressors, to guitars
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The recordings produced at Vintar’s studio enable northern musicians to produce and 

promote themselves. With modem technology, the artist is able to package and print the final 

version of the master tape from Vintar’s studio which allows them to sell their product in local 

music stores. Likewise, musicians are able to play audio excerpts on the Internet by utilizing file 

sharing programs and websites in the hope of obtaining invitations to perform live shows.

Several attempts have been made to open high-end project studios in Timmins, including 

Dream Catcher Studios owned by Dan Chartrand, but the economic climate of Timmins could 

not sustain such a venture. Vintar, on the other hand, slowly began operating his studio from his 

home rather than creating a large profit-generating company.

As described in previous chapters, there are three major divisions in recording 

methodology: project studios, production studios and home recording. All o f these methods of 

recording produce varying degrees of quality depending on the finances available. Vintar’s 

studio is ideal because it is a high level project studio that operates on a minimal budget. Vintar 

has contributed to the Canadian recording scene by opening his studio and encouraging 

individuals from northern Ontario to pursue music. Like many other project studios, Vintar’s 

success can be attributed to the cooperation o f various community players who assisted in the 

construction and maintenance of the studio. Although Vintar’s studio produces high fidelity 

products in relation to other Canadian project studios, there is still a clear line in terms of 

production, staffing and overall quality that can be drawn between home, project and production

and bass amplifiers.
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studios.

C d m Lusldia,

This thesis has been an exploration o f how technology and recording have impacted 

the Canadian rock musician. Technological advancements have been responsible 

for the digitization o f the Canadian recording industry. Although many advancements within the 

recording industry have been made by Europeans and Americans, this overview shows important 

contributions to recording in a Canadian light.

Since the beginning of sound recording, Canadians have made significant contributions to 

technology and recording methodologies. In 1919, Royal Air Force officers, Lionel Guest and 

Horace Owen Merriman, developed electronic recording using a microphone. Prior to the advent 

o f the microphone, both flat discs and cylindrical recordings had trouble capturing high and low 

range frequencies; they were only able to capture mid-range tones. With Merriman and Guest’s 

invention of the microphone, previously unattainable high and low range frequencies could now 

be captured on recordings.

Following the Second World War, magnetic tape recording began replacing flat disc and 

cylindrical recording mediums. Magnetic tape recording enabled a greater length o f recording 

time and a higher fidelity of sound. Although American musician and recording pioneer Les 

Paul has been credited with creating multitrack tape recording, many Canadians find this 

controversial. Ottawa’s Hugh LeCaine, around the same time, created a much more sophisticated
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device called the variable speed/special purpose tape recorder. This device not only had the 

ability to multitrack tape record, but was also able to record and play back at variable speeds. 

Unfortunately, LeCaine’s device was never commercialized, but his devices helped set the 

foundations for modem multitrack sound recording.

Technology has evolved at a rapid rate, greatly effecting the production of sound 

recording and the entire music industry. I have categorized and distinguished the Canadian 

project studio, production studio, and home recording studio and documented the roles of the 

rock musician, studio personnel, and label management. Academia has failed to document and 

distinguish the roles of Canadian studios listed above, specifically the project studio and its 

benefits for musicians in isolated regions o f Canada.

Following the implementation of the CanCon quotas in 1970, Canadians rock musicians 

scrambled to find adequate recording facilities to attract the attention o f a major label. The 

CanCon regulations inspired musicians and engineers to create the project studio; a place where 

independent and amateur musicians could record at a fraction of the cost of professional studios. 

Project studios were uniquely fabricated due to their use o f scrounged materials. These studios 

were generally constructed in homes, office buildings, or bams. The physical structure of these 

buildings was fabricated through years o f experimentation. As noted in Chapter 2, project studio 

owners experimented with an assortment o f sound insulating devices. Some o f these devices 

include egg cartons, sloping walls, angled glass, high density foams and double doors. These 

experimental steps used to create the project studio proved to be so effective they impacted the
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Canadian building industry.90

Project studios have enabled musicians in isolated regions of Canada to record and 

distribute their music internationally. Within the geographical vastness of Canada, the 

distribution o f sound recordings is essential for the success of any musician. How would music 

be dispersed across such a large land, particularly to remote northern locations, had not recording 

technology come to the rescue? Although project studios have had a major impact on the 

Canadian recording industry, production studios, specifically those o f the CBC, have had an 

active role in tying Canada together as a nation.

The CBC was created in 1936 as a publicly owned national broadcast system to succeed

the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission established in 1932. The government quickly

realized the importance of the CBC as a tool for unification.

The CBC's importance in the cultural and social fabric o f Canada is incalculable, whether 
it is engaged in the quick dissemination of news across the world's second-largest 
country, in the spreading of cultural nourishment to outlying areas hundreds o f kilometres 
from the amenities of urban life, in creating and supporting the employment o f musicians, 
or in commissioning and providing exposure to Canadian compositions. No other single 
organization has played so large a role in making Canadians and the outside world aware 
o f Canadian cultural pursuits and in helping these to flourish (Canadian Encyclopedia of 
Music 2006).

From the 1970s until the present day, the CBC has had an abundance of studios dispersed 

across Canada. I believe that these CBC studios are largely responsible for the creation of the 

project studio. Because the CBC studios have outposts across Canada, including northern

90Inspired by their efficiency in recording studios, modern homebuilders began using 
hollow metal doors with baffling to keep out extreme temperatures and noise.
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regions such as Yellowknife and Whitehorse, project studio owners were able to acquire used 

professional equipment at a modest rate.91 As discussed throughout Chapter 5, project studio 

owners Rob Jardine from Thunder Bay, Ontario, and Greg Vintar from Timmins, Ontario, 

acquired used MCI consoles originally used by the CBC, making their project studios operate at a 

professional level. By selling used equipment to crafty engineers such as Vintar and Jardine, the 

Canadian government indirectly promotes recording in isolated regions of Canada.

Although the project studio remained the most prominent recording studio for amateur 

rock musicians throughout the ‘70s and ‘80s, by the ‘90s digital home recording developed, 

drastically changing the face o f sound recording. The advent of home recording can be attributed 

to the rise in computer and digital technologies. Like project studio creators, home recording 

enthusiasts were able to acquire inexpensive recording equipment and record in the luxury of 

their homes. In order to produce an adequate product from home, all that was needed was a 

home computer, a console and some live performing equipment. Home recording has enabled 

musicians without a vast knowledge of sound recording to produce from home marketable 

materials that surpass the quality of production studios of the ‘70s. Sony/ATV Music Publishing 

Canada’s president Gary Fumiss, mentions that “you no longer need access to top studios - 

technology has allowed us to build a lot o f things on our own to a higher professional level” 

(Krewen 2006). Computer software, including MIDI technology has allowed artists to easily edit 

recording tracks without the use o f dated editing methods including tape splicing. Once again it 

was a Canadian initiative that allowed the development o f this important tool, the MIDI, as its

91The impact of the CBC’s studios on project studios is a topic that requires much more 
research. Beverely Diamond has pointed out the vibrant recording scene in northern Canada, yet 
the effectiveness of the CBC on these studios has not been examined (Diamond 2001, 1281).
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initial concept was developed by Ralph Dyck in Vancouver.

Due to these changing technologies, musicians, with the use of the Internet are able to 

disseminate and promote their own music independently from home. Nowadays, virtually every 

aspiring rock musician has a website where audio samples of original music are made available. 

Websites also serve as a promotional tool for band biographies, photos, album art and album 

sales. Independent Canadian musicians are now able to record from home, or for a reasonable 

price in a project studio, and be independent from powerful labels.

Because o f technological advancements, musicians are able to assemble and fully 

promote an album from home. Computer software, such as Adobe Photoshop, enables the artist 

to create professional quality album art for a fraction of the cost o f a what a graphic designer 

would charge. Adobe Photoshop makes importing digital images easy, while creating endless 

possibilities for original album artwork.92

Satellite Radio is a recent and controversial development that must be addressed. Like 

the Internet, satellite radio possesses both positive and negative implications for the Canadian 

recording industry. Satellite radio is beneficial for the musician because it enables independent 

artists that do not have a large sum of money to promote original material and thus sell their

92For additional information on Adobe Photoshop, visit 
www. adobe. com/products/photo shop.
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recorded goods.93 Unfortunately for Canadian musicians, satellite radio does not have any 

CanCon regulations; therefore, satellite radio is highly dominated by the United States. In my 

opinion, satellite radio will ultimately promote Canadian talent. Comparable to the effects of the 

project studio in isolated regions of Canada, satellite radio will promote and disseminate 

products for the independent artist.

As illustrated in Figure 1 from Chapter 4, musicians and corporate executives are 

constantly in a struggle for power, which is often a losing battle for the musician. In recent years, 

a significant shift has occurred, propelled by the rise of project and home recording studios, 

which has enabled aspiring musicians to succeed in the music industry without the support of a 

major label. As noted in Chapter 4, musicians are left with a choice: they may choose to become 

independent artists or abide by corporate practices. Both avenues have pros and cons; the 

independent musician generally has more control, but may not have the finances available to 

record in a professional production studio. Musicians that are signed to a major label have the 

opportunity to make a lot of money, obtain international fame and perform in large venues. As 

noted in Figure 1, musicians may travel down many avenues seeking full creative control. 

Unfortunately, full creative control is rarely attained by recording artists within the Canadian 

rock recording industry.

93Alan Gollom from Toronto, Ontario, expresses his views on CanCon and satellite radio 
by stating, “current content rules only encourage radio stations to play the same old tired artists 
over and over and do nothing for new artists” (Indie Pool 2006). Bob Hawkins from Orillia, 
Ontario, believes that “Canada needs more independent airplay. The current system is inadequate 
and based solely on the whims of the 'big name' record companies. Leaving little room for real 
'art' to be portrayed” (Indie Pool 2006). Many Canadians believe that satellite radio is the 
solution for Canadian independent artists. For additional statements from Canadian musicians 
regarding satellite radio, visit http://www.indiepool.com/comments/satellite.asp.
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As noted from personal experience, studio personnel can have an overpowering influence 

on the manner in which compositions are recorded, so the musician should be wary. As noted in 

Chapter 4, musicians that take part in ‘jam sessions’ such as those that take place in Rick 

Savard’s project studio, often play music for sheer pleasure rather than in pursuit o f recording 

contracts. Therefore, as illustrated in Figurel, being a Canadian recording artist is difficult, and 

the decisions made by musicians, including choice o f management and record label can greatly 

effect their careers.

Debatably, the advent of sound recording has been the most important innovation in the 

history o f music. The digital revolution has had a major impact on the recording industry.

Digital technology, including the Internet and home computers, has allowed artists to be 

independent and free of major label control. Although the Internet and home studios are 

beneficial for Canadian musicians in remote areas, the Internet has also enabled users to share 

musical files, which many recording artists believe will have a negative effect on their careers.94 

Home recording and the Internet have helped Canadians share their music internationally, but it 

is unlikely that home recording will ever dominate the recording industry. In my opinion, 

production studios will continue to be the dominant source of sound recording used by 

professional musicians. Home and project studios simply do not have the financial resources

94Many Canadian groups are opposed to file sharing. Ed Robertson from The Barenaked 
Ladies states: "I'm totally fine with people downloading music, as long as they steal everything 
that they want. If you want pants, go steal them. If you need gas in your car, you should steal it, 
because you can. As long as people are consistent I don't have a problem. As long as they see 
themselves as thieves in general then I don't mind if they steal everything that they like. But it 
irks me that it's only okay to steal music” (P2PNet 2006).
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available to purchase the most up-to-date technologies. Project studios, home studios and 

production studios all have their respective places within the Canadian recording industry and 

each is needed to ensure the survival o f the industry. As noted throughout this thesis, the project 

and home studios have greatly aided musicians in northern isolated areas o f Canada to record and 

distribute their products. Still, recording is relatively new; in the past hundred years it has given 

the entire field of music across all genres a major transformation. Clearly, the face o f Canadian 

music will continue to change along with the technology.
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Appendix A

R e c o r d i n g  E q u i p m e n t  a n d  M u s i c i a n s
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  #1

Image courtesy o f  inventors about.com

Gram ophone m achine from the m id-1890s ow ned by Thomas Edison h im self and 
invented by Em ile Berliner.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 2

H ugh LeC aine’s M ulti-purpose machine.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 3

i

Image courtesy o f  Liebrand Audio Images, 2005

The Studor A80.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 4

Image courtesy o f  Liebrand Audio Images, 2005

D em onstration o f  tape splicing.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 5

S iB **

Image courtesy o f  Liebrand Audio Images, 2005

Dem onstration o f  tape splicing and the its functions.
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Twenty-four track m ixing console.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 7

Fostex D-5 DAT Player

D A T m achine.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # B

Images courtesy o f  James Mongeon.

Jam es M ongeon, a well respected sound engineer and producer from Timmins, Ontario. 
M ongeon is a m em ber o f  the Audio Engineering Society (A.E.S.), and owns a production 
_____________________________company nam ed Soundwise._____________________________
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 9

The Soundcrafit S - 1.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  #1  □

Tascam  Series 10.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 1 1

Image courtesy o f  Pro Sound Web

Plate Reverberation.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 1 2

Image by D. Promane

Patchbay from Greg V intar’s project studio.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 1 3

Images courtesy o f  Monagar.com

Audio Com pressor and inside components.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 1 4

Fairchild 670 audio com pressor.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 1 5

The Production Studio.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  #1  6

The Live (or M ain) Recording room.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  #1  7

Image courtesy o f  Orion Sound

The Recording Isolation room.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 1 8

Image courtesy o f  April W ine.ca

A rena Rockers April W ine featuring front-m an M yles Goodwyn.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  #1  9

Image courtesy o f  Presto Recording

The angled glass featured in the production studio.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 2 D

Image by: D. Promane

Off-Board rack effects units.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 2  1
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Image by: B. Promane

Digital m anipulation on a home PC.
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Image courtesy o f B. Promane

A  high-end home recording studio. N ote the dam pening m aterials on the ceiling.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 2 2

Image courtesy o f  James Mongeon

Rick Savard.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 2 3

Images by D. Promane

Jonathan Heard, sound/guitar technician and tour m anager for Promane. H eard was an 
essential m em ber in m aking P ro m a n e’s national tour a success.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 2 4

Image courtesy o f  Turning Into Salt

D ean Grenville, bassist from  Turning Into Salt.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 2 5

Image courtesy o f  Tuning Into Salt

Caleb Abbott, drum m er from Turning Into Salt.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 2 6

Image courtesy o f  Promane.ca

The group Prom ane. From  left to right: Dave Prom ane, Dylan Roberts, Barry Promane, 
Shaun Brown.
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Il l u s t r a t io n  # 2 7

B a r r y  C .  P r o m a n e

Barry Prom ane, lead vocals, bass and keyboards in the band Promane. Prom ane is a Ph.D. 
__________________M us. candidate at the University o f  W estern Ontario.__________________
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Il l u s t r a t io n  # 2 8

Image courtesy o f  Stone's Throw

Stone’s Throw, live on the M olson Canadian Rocks Tour: Paul D uchesne, Christian Rivet, 
_______________________David & Barry Prom ane and Emit Brown._______________________
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Il l u s t r a t io n  # 2 9

Image courtesy o f  Promane.ca

The cover o f  the album  Stages by Promane.
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Il l u s t r a t io n  # 3 D

Image by D. Promane

Stephen Rollins and D avid Promane.
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Il l u s t r a t io n  # 3  1

The cube van used by Prom ane prior to its conversion and m odifications.

The inside of the cube van following Dave Promane’s modifications. A fence was placed in the 
middle o f the van, thus dividing part of the van into an R.V. for band mates to relax and the other 
________________________________ half to store equipment.________________________________
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Illustration # 32

Image by Jonathan Heard

Barry and David Prom ane w ith Prim e M inister Paul M artin.
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Illustration # 33

Freddie M ercury, lead vocalist o f  Queen. Through ingenious m ethods o f  com position and 
m ultitrack recording Queen, featuring M ercury, B rian M ay and Roger Taylor w ere able to 
______________________________ sound like a large choir.________________________________
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Illustration # 34

Image by D. Promane

Greg V intar’s 1967 Stevenson console.
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Illustration #35

Image by D. Promane

Studor A80 found in Greg V in tar’s project studio.
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Illustration #36

Image by D. Promane

V intar’s 628 M CI Console located in his production room.
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Appendix

D i a g r a m s  a n d  s c h e m a t i c s
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  #1

Mounting springs (4 places)

O

o

-1 H b

—1 H b
\  Drive Transducer
.  \

ReveA Springs (4) Output Transducer^.

O

Sub Chassis O

- f f
Input Output

Main Casing

Schematic o f  a spring reverb unit.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # Z

-Hi"

i  m

*  m

!  i i m

■

Image courtesy o f  Torres engineering.

M aster volume control illustrated on a recording console.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 3

Image courtesy o f  Torres engineering.

A  fader visible on a recording console.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 4

Image courtesy o f  Torres engineering.

Auxilary send used to control o ff  board effects unit on the recording console.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 5

Image courtesy o f  Torres engineering.

Equalization used to adjust the tim bres produced by various instrum ents.
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Il l u s t r a t i o n  # 6

Image courtesy o f  Torres engineering.

The m aster send.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # 7

Image courtesy o f  Torres engineering

Instrum ent and m icrophone inputs.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n  # B
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Schematic courtesy ofM ontagar.com

Schematic o f  an audio compressor.
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A ppendix  C:

A d d i t i o n a l  r e s e a r c h  d n  R e c o r d i n g  

E q u i p m e n t  a n d  s d u n d  e f f e c t s
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# 1

D ir e c t  a n d  R e v e r b e r a n t  S d u n d  F ie l d s

A direct and reverberant sound field exists within any given room. An easy method of 

deciphering whether a projected sound is a direct sound field is to determine if  the direct sound 

(which is the original sound source) is louder than its reflections produced within the room. If the 

direct sound is louder, you are in a direct field of sound. Contrarily, if  the reflected sounds are 

louder than the direct sound, you are in a reverberant field. There is also a sound point that both 

the direct and reverberant fields share the same level o f intensity labeled the critical distance 

(Lehman, 1996).

The reverberant field is important because it keeps sound levels high while increasing 

sound energy. This occurs in sites constructed with hard, dense materials. Natural room 

reverberation keeps decibel levels high and raises sound pressure. In an outdoor setting, reflective 

surfaces are minimal in relation to open space, thus sound energy is lost. The reverberant field 

may be beneficial in musical performance because it helps the listener hear all the instruments as 

an ensemble. Reverberant fields are most notable in symphonic performances which take place in 

theatres. Instruments played within small spaces sound differently than when played in large 

settings due to natural reverberation. The reverberant field in a large room spreads energy 

creating reverberation and enabling a unity of instruments. In rock music, the direct field of sound 

has many similarities. Both natural and artificial reverberation can be added to the sound of 

instruments helping them to blend with one another, yet by blending various timbres, 

reverberation can have an overpowering effect.
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The problem with early artificial reverberation was that an entire ensemble was forced to 

use an equal amount of reverberation. In modem recording, individual instruments can be given a 

different degree o f reverberation. Some instruments become distorted with the addition of 

reverberation. Some instruments, such as drums, become distorted when reverberation is placed 

on cymbals and the bass drum, yet their timbre is greatly enhanced when toms and the snare 

drums are reverberated. Multitrack recording enabled reverberation to be placed on individual 

instruments rather than on an entire master mix. Artificial methods of reverberation were created 

by studio engineers in order to create a controlled studio reverberation.

P l a t e  R e v e r b e r a t io n

Plate reverberation (see Appendix A, Illustration #11) required the use o f a steel plate, 

which varied in size from 3 X 3 ft. to as large as 4 X 8 ft. This metal plate was then linked to an 

audio signaling device. Plate reverberation was fabricated with the use of stainless sheet metal, 

similar to the steel used in automobile production. The transducers (similar to a speaker cone) 

were attached to the sheet metal sending an audio signal through the sheet-metal producing a 

reverberated quality. Dampening plates were placed on the sheet-metal in order to control the 

desired amount o f reverberation.

Using plate reverb in the early stages of sound recording was a lengthy procedure. An 

entire master track was played on a recording/playback device, which was then played through a 

reverberation unit on two o f the four channels available on the console. The product was then re-
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recorded with a microphone capturing the reverberated sound produced by the plates. This 

method o f reverberation was problematic in the rock genre because an equal amount of reverb was 

placed on each instrument. Studios continued to use this method of reverberation until the advent 

o f multitrack recording, which made reverb assignable to individual tracks. Plate reverberation 

was the preferred method of artificial reverberation in most Canadian studios, yet due to high 

fabrication costs it was generally restricted to production studios.

S p r in g  R e v e r b e r a t io n

Spring reverb (see Appendix B, Illustration #1) provided an effective medium of

reverberation without the cost and bulkiness of plate reverberation. In 1935, Laurens Hammond

introduced the Hammond Organ, the first instrument to use spring reverberation. People were

familiar with the timbre produced by the church organ, in which sound reverberated due to the

dense materials and high ceilings found within churches. Consumers expected to hear the grand

reverberated sonorities of a church organ in a home setting, yet homes had sound dampening

qualities eliminating all natural reverb. Laurens Hammond knew that in order to make his organs

commercially successful he would have to create an artificial form of reverberation. Hammond

began experimenting with artificial forms o f reverberation and discovered that:

Bell Labs had devised an electromechanical device to simulate a single delay experienced 
on long distant calls. The device used two springs to transmit the delaying signal and four 
additional springs to dampen and “center” the driver saddle. While the dampening were 
housed in long tubes filled with oil, one of the springs transmitting the delay signal ended 
in a short tube which, by varying the amount o f oil in the tube, varied the decay time. After 
modifying the reverb to create many echoes, it was perfect for Hammond’s needs 
(Sound Enhancement Products, 2005).

Spring reverberation was first used by Hammond in 1935 and is still used in amplifiers
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today. Modern spring reverberation is produced using a spring “enclosed in a metal box, called 

the reverb pan, which is attached to the bottom of the amp. The pan takes an audio signal, or 

sound produced by the instrument and produces a reverberated version which is then mixed into 

the dry signal” (Lehman, 1996). Spring reverb functions on a similar principle as plate reverb 

because they both have an audio signal attached to one end o f a transducer permitting electrical 

and mechanical energy. Engineers often used more than one spring in order to create a 

randomness o f echoes thus creating a more natural effect.

□ t h e r  f o r m s  o f  r e v e r b

Another early form of reverberation is tank reverb, which uses an oil filled tank to produce 

a reverberated sonority. Reverb is produced by sound being transmitted into a tank and deflected 

off of its inner walls. The degree of reverberation is adjustable by the amount of oil used within 

the tank. An empty tank produces more sound reflections, thus creating a more reverberated 

sound, while a full tank produces a less reverberated effect. This method of reverberation was not 

commonly used, although small project studio owners who could not afford plate reverb units 

would often experiment with tank reverb.

Project studios that did not have the budget to invest in artificial means of reverberation, 

would often record in naturally reverberant settings. Engineers would take their final mix to a 

well reverberated structure such as a church, and play their master mix through a set of loud 

speakers. Microphones were placed in appropriate locations throughout the church in order to re

record the final mix capturing the room’s natural reverberation. This method was effective, yet
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had its limitations; the room was not controllable, therefore the engineer was unable to dampen 

the degree o f reverb produced throughout the room. Studio personnel also had difficulty 

transporting recording equipment to out of studio locations.

# 2

Audio compressors

Audio compressors are used to level or regulate the dynamics o f an audio source. A

compressor amplifies an audio signal and then applies dynamic control (or compression) to the

audio signal in order to maintain a higher decibel level while maintaining a clarity of timbre. The

compressor is used to level off all o f the recorded frequencies. Therefore, all of the low signals

sent to the compressor will be elevated, while the high signals will be lowered, creating a

dynamically controlled product. Universal Audio was one o f the leading companies in the

establishment o f audio compressors. Universal Audio describes an audio compressor as

a device in which the gain of a circuit is automatically adjusted using a predetermined ratio 
that acts in response to the input signal level. A compressor/limiter "rides gain" like a 
recording engineer does by hand with the fader of a console: it keeps the volume up during 
softer sections and brings it down when the signal gets louder. The dynamic processing 
that occurs at ratios below 10 or 12 to 1 is generally referred to as compression; above that 
it's known as limiting (Universal Audio, 2005).

Compression was developed in the 1950s when engineers demanded higher decibel levels 

and volume consistency. The compressor was initially introduced as a leveling amplifier in order 

to raise the levels of low frequencies and to lower high problematic levels. Fairchild, which later 

became Universal Audio, was one o f the first companies to produce a studio compressor. One of 

their earliest models labeled the Fairchild 670 (see Appendix A, Illustration #14), was one of the
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most revolutionary pieces of studio equipment ever made. Sherman Fairchild, was the son of 

American Congressman, George Winthrop Fairchild, one of the founders o f the IBM computer 

corporation. Sherman Fairchild was constantly designing modem electronic equipment and was 

the first to produce aerial photography equipment during WWI. This led to the development of an 

aerial camera corporation and later Fairchild Recording Equipment.

The Fairchild 670 uses a single push-pull stage of amplification with high voltage control. 

This unit is a variable tube limiter, which is unique because it uses tubes for gain reduction and 

not only for amplification. The audio path used in the 670 is quite simple; compression occurs 

directly in the audio path rather than sending out a signal to a separate compression circuit. This 

unit is considered the “Holy Grail” of compressors in studio equipment due to its current price of 

$30, 000 U.S. This unit is now considered rare and difficult to maintain, due to the lack of 

replacement parts. The 670 was built using fourteen transformers and twenty vacuum tubes, 

while occupying six spaces in the average rack and weighing sixty-five pounds. This unit was 

primarily used by mastering houses in order to increase the output generated by the final master 

mixes from studios. Other companies, including Universal Audio, began producing compressors 

throughout the 1960s.

As mentioned above, there are two methods used to maintain dynamic control: 

compression and limiting. The limiter was essentially a component of the Fairchild 670, although 

it was not until the 1970s with the advent o f the UREI 1176 that limiters began to be sold 

separately from compressors. Limiters work on the same principles as compressors, although they 

have less variables. The limiter creates a maximum ceiling, which sets a limit on how high the
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output signal can go. If the signal is driven beyond the set limit of the limiter, it will remain at the 

ceiling level. These devices were primarily found in mastering houses and sometimes used in live 

productions. This unit was particularly useful for drum kits in order to limit the kick drum, which 

required a consistent level.

Throughout the 1960s and ‘70s and prior to the advent of solid state technology, both 

compressors and limiters were tube driven. Companies such as SSL (Solid State Logic) and dbx 

were major producers of compressors in the 1980s and ‘90s. Tube compressors, such as the 

Fairchild and LA-2A, are the most popular and sought after compressors/limiters. Both the 

Fairchild and the LA-2A were expensive, equal in value to an average automobile.
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